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By The ASSOCIATED PRESS
FRANKFORT, Ky. — Budget leaders in the
House and Senate said Gov. Wallace Wilkinson's proposed $780 million funding increase for
education will fail to pay for reforms proposed
by a special task force.
The governor's recommendation was questioned by Rep. Joe Clarke, chairman of the
House Appropriations and Revenue Committee,
and Sen. Michael Moloney, his counterpart in
the Senate.
"It's my distinct impression that the amount
of money set aside in the governor's budget is
going to be inadequate," Clarke told a meeting

Showers likely
Tonight: Increasing cloudiness with showers likely after
midnight. Low around 50.
Southwest wind 10 to 20 mph.
Likelihood of rain... 60
percent.
Friday: Mostly cloudy with
chance of showers.
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of the state Parents and Teachers Association on
Tuesday.
He and Moloney said their belief that Wilkinson's spending proposal would fall short was
based on rough estimates they have made of the
costs of proposals being considered by the Task
Force on Education Reform.
The governor's budget proposal, released last
month, would set aside $780 million in new
revenue during 1990-92. Of that, $512 million
would be designated for school reforms. The
remainder would go for increased operating
costs and minimum raises of 5 percent each year
for teachers and other educators.
The task force, which was formed last summer

after the state Supreme Court declared Kentucky's public schools unconstitutional, is attempting
to develop a legislative package to reform the
state public school system.
Moloney and Clarke, who also are cochairmen of the task force's finance committee,
discussed issues being considered by the committee, which must put a price tag on school
reform.
Clarke, D-Danville, said based on his appraisal of costs, the finance committee would have
to use the available dollars for top-priority items,
look for possible savings in other areas. and
(Cont'd on
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County farmers
OK floodplain
conservancy by
margin of 50-9

HUNTINGTON BEACH, Calif. — Emergency crews worked
under spotlights early today to contain a spreading slick of more than
290,000 gallons of oil as it headed toward a wildlife estuary and popular beaches, authorities said.
MOSCOW — Prospects for deep arms reductions in Europe
appeared to brighten tpday as the United States and the Soviet Union
resumed intensive negotiations over their non-nuclear weapons
arsenals.
WASHINGTON — Laundering money from cocaine sales and a
host of other criminal activities represents a $300 billion worldwide
business each year but could prove the drug trade's key area of vulnerability, a Senate report said today.
SALT LAKE CITY — A 16-year-old girl died four days after
becoming the world's first recipient of an experimental lung-assist
device, leaving behind a grieving hometown but hope that similar
implants will help others.

By MARK COOPER
Murray Lodgor & Times Stall Write%

STATE
STANTON — Some residents of this eastern Kentucky town were
offended by what they saw in the first issue of Stephen Marcum's horror magazine, but he is not discouraged.
HAZARD — The first conviction under Kentucky's strengthened
vote fraud laws has been recorded in Perry County, where a man faces
three years in prison for fradulent voter registration and voter bribery.
LEXINGTON — The quality of care at the University of Kentucky's Lucille Parker Markey Cancer Center will not be affected by a loss
of funding and designation as a National Cancer Institute clinical
cancer center, officials said.
BOWLING GREEN — The City Commission has unanimously
passed three ordinances that would impose strict regulations on the
adult entertainment business and related activities in this south-central
Kentucky city.

Don Overbey (center) hands an Almo couple voting ballots Wednesday for the referendum concerning the
East Fork Clark's River Floodplain Conservancy District. Overbey, Donald Wisehart (right) and Joe Dan
Taylor (not pictured) handled the balloting at the old Kountry Korner store in Almo, the only precinct
voting on the formation of the floodplain district.
Statt photo by Todd 0. moos

By an overwhelming 50-9 margin, Calloway County farmers
approved a referendum Wednesday
to form a floodplain conservancy
district along the east fork of
Clark's River north of Murray.
The next step in the process will
be to elect the district's fivemember board of trustees which
will establish and enforce a tax of
all district landowners for funds to
help clear the river's clogged channel, according to Kentucky Division of Conservation field representative Dennis Seltsam.
Petitions for board nominations
are now being circulated among
district members. Twenty-five signatures or more are needed for
election onto the board.
Polling Supervisor Joe Dan Tay
lor said that although the result of
the vote was not surprising, he was
pleased with the turnout for ilk
(Cont'd on

page 2)
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Uranium discharges unreported at Paducah plant

NEW YORK — Despite both sides meeting with Commissioner Fay
Vincent, negotiators for baseball players and management predicted
that owners would go ahead with their lockout decision when they
meet Friday in Chicago.
BALTIMORE — New York Giants running back David Meggett
was arrested and charged with lewdness and soliciting a prostitute after
allegedly offering to pay an undercover female police officer for sex,
police said. Both charges are misdemeanors.
DES MOINES, Iowa — Drake basketball coach Tom Abatemarco,
whose team had refused to practice or play for him, was reassigned to
other duties in the university's athletic department.

BUSINESS

PADUCAH, Ky. (AP) — Six
discharges from the Paducah Gaseous Diffusion Plant last year that
each dumped more than one pound
of uranium into a creek went unreported because federal and plant
officials didn't know they were
supposed to, authorities said.
In January 1989, a U.S. Department of Energy permit that freed
the plant from having to report uranium releases into water inadver-

FINANCE

WASHINGTON — The
Midwest had the \most affordable existing homes as 1989
ended, while the most expensive
existing housing was found on
both coasts, a real estate trade
group reported.
Peoria, Ill., had the lowest
median price, $47,200, of the 83
metropolitan areas surveyed by
the National Association of
Realtors, the group said Wednesday. That was $233,700
below the median cost of a
home in Honolulu.

tently lapsed, said David Hopkins
of the Environmental Protection
Agency's regional office in
Atlanta.
In July, when the lapse was discovered, the permit was reinstated,
he said. Energy Department officials realized they had to look at
the data for the six-month period in
which the Paducah plant — and
other Energy Department facilities
around the country — had been

operating without permits.
Because the Energy Department
regulates itself for radioactivity
under the 1954 Atomic Energy Act,
Kentucky cannot regulate uranium
concentrations in the waste water
the plant discharges, said Steve
Shell, head of the plant's
environmental-management division. However, the state requires
the plant to monitor uranium
releases and report them, he said.

The largest of the six big ura
nium releases put 2.6 pounds into
Big Bayou Creek, Shell said.
Shell and Wayne Hibbits, deputy
assistant manager for environmental safety at the Energy Department's office in Oak Ridge, Tenn.,
said the releases did not endanger
public health or the environment.
The state has yet to receive a
(Cont'd on page 2)
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What should the open records policy be for universities?
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Vickie Franks
"I would think it would depend
on the incident. If it was something
major like a theft, it should be like
you are at home. There are some
things about a student's education
that should be private, but just
because he is in a certain college
should not exempt him."

a

Roy Weatherly
"You have mutually exclusive
domains. If it is city hall or the legal or fiscal courts, then there is no
question. But here you have a very
legitimate concern about the confidentiality of /student records. I
think the university, because of its
unique nature, should keep student
records closed.

Joe Hedges
"School press and local press
ihould have access to university
police records. Using the Buckley
Amendment (the Family Education
Rights and Privacy Act) is a copout It was never intended to suppress those kinds of records."

Roger Haney"
"The university position is that
students' rights should be protected, and I agree with that. But
the univeristy is misreading overall
student interest, and that is letting
them bow what crimes exist on
campus."
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State project list needs support
By MARK R. CHELLGREN
Associated Press Writer

FRANKFORT, Ky. — Gov.
Wallace Wilkinson's proposed
$100 million bond project, which
now has a decidedly urban tilt to it,
may need to take a rural route to
gain legislative support, a legislator
said.
The projects chosen by Wilkinson all have strong backing in their

communities, acknowledged Sen.
Benny Ray Bailey, D-Hindman.
Bin the support may not be so
universal in the General Assembly.
It needs some work so that all
the people of Kentucky could benefit," said Bailey, a member of the
Senate Appropriations and Revenue
Committee.
Bailey, a long-time watchdog of
rural interests in the legislature,
said he does not necessarily oppose

MSU president Stroup
named as SEMO finalist
CAPE GIRARDEAU, Mo. (AP)
— Administrators with degrees
from William Jewell College and
the University of Kansas are
among four finalists for president
of Southeast Missouri State
University.
"Any of these candidates would
make an excellent president of this
university." regents president
Anne R. Bradshaw said Wednesday
at a Show Me Center news conference to reveal the finalists. "These
are people who love education.
They love students, and they love
what they do.
The finalists are William M.
Fulkerson Jr., 49, Alamosa, Colo.;
J. Wade Gilley, 50, Vienna, Va.;
Robert M. McChesney, 47, Conway, Ark., and Kala M. Stroup, 52,
Murray, Ky.
The four were recommended
Tuesday to regents by a presidential search commission from a field
of 124 applicants. Bradshaw said
regents expect to choose a new
president before they meet again
March 20.
Fulkerson, who is president of
Adams State College in Alamosa,
Colo., was born in Moberly. He
holds an undergraduate degree

from William Jewell and a doctorate in speech from Michigan State.
Stroup, president of Murray
State University in Murray, Ky.,
from 1983 until 1989, holds a doctorate in speech communication
and human relations from the University of Kansas. Gilley is senior
vice president of George Mason
University in Fairfax, Va., and
McChesney a former vice president
for academic affairs at the University of Central Arkansas at
Conway.
Bradshaw said each finalist will
visit the Southeast Missouri State
campus this month.
"We were very pleased with the
caliber of these four people,"
Bradshaw said. "We could probably close our eyes and pick one of
these four. We will be looking for
the person who can lead this university in the '90s."
A search began in June 1989
when Dr. Bill W. Stacy resigned to
accept the presidency of California
State University at San Marcos. Dr.
Robert Foster, Southeast's executive vice president, has served as
interim president.

Murray Police Dept. investigating
apparent burglary at residence
Murray Police Department officials are investigating an apparent
burglary at 402 N. 3rd St.
Sometime Tuesday, someone
apparently used a screwdriver to

pry the lock of the front door of
Anthony Rutledge's residence on
3rd Street. A Bearcat scanner valued at $128 dollars was taken.

mistake."
The releases did not occur as the
result of an accident, said Hibbits,
(Cont'd from page 1)
but from the plant's regular
copy of the report, said Van Fritts, operations.
spokesman for the state Division of
It is unlikely the EPA would
Water.
sanction the plant for failing to
"We're concerned about it," comply with reporting
requireFritts said, "but until we get that ments
because the federal governdata we have to reserve comment." ment cannot
fine itself, Hopkins
Martin Marietta Energy Systems said.
Inc. operates the plant for the EnerHibbits said that although there
gy Department.
is no way to remove all the uraUntil last fall, when the plant nium from the plant's
effluent,
was notified of the requirement, it "we don't think any amount
of
tested its effluent for uranium but uranium is insignificant."
did not report the results, Shell
He said the EPA recently raised
said.
the limit at which uranium releases
"It was a bureaucratic snafu," must be reported from one
pound
Hibbits said. "It was an honest to 502 pounds.

Discharges...

Read the want ads daily

any of the six projects contained in
the bond issue, however.
Sen. Mike Moloney, DLexington, predicted "a
winnowing-out process" for the
bond issue.
"Parts of it look pretty good and
parts of it don't look so good,"
said Moloney, chairman of the
Senate budget panel.
Moloney declined to identify any
particular projects that may have a
tough time making it through the
legislature.
But he said Louisville officials,
especially Mayor Jerry Abramson,
have made a compelling case for
the largest part of the bond issue
— $50 million for expansion of the
Standiford Field airport in Jefferson County.
The remainder of the bond issue
is divided among the following
projects:
—$19 million for a convocation
center and arena at Northern Kentucky University.
—$18.5 million for a World
Trade and Cultural Center in
Lexington.
—$5 million for downtown redevelopment in Paducah.
—$4 million for a civic and convention center in Bowling Green.
—$3.5 million for an institute
for economic development at Western Kentucky University.

Conservancy...

Student coordinators Tracy Walters, left, and Angie Haywood, right, discuss plans for Project Graduation
at Calloway County High School with sponsor Karen Helm. Walters and Haywood said through special
promotions, advertising and word-of-mouth, they are expecting 100 percent participation by the senior
class this year. Helm said 91 percent of the 1989 senior class took part in the all night chemical-free
graduation party orttanized by the CCHS seniors, parents and faculty. A meeting to organize committees
is scheduled for this evening at 7 p.m. in the CCHS bandroom.
Staff photo by Daa Loody

Lawmakers pass driver-dropout
bill, special session amendment

By BRUCE SCHREINER
(Cont'd from page 1)
Associated Press Writer
referendum, which saw more than
FRANKFORT, Ky. — The
half of the possible 115 landowners
"driver dropout" bill, designed to
cast a ballot.
"I was happy with it," Taylor steer more high school students
said, who owns land along the riv- toward graduation, was passed by
er. "We've got to have some kind the House amid a call to show that
Kentucky "values a diploma more
of help and this is a start"
than
a driver's license."
Wednesday's referendum follows
The House on Wednesday also
complaints this year from Clark's
River floodplain farmers who lose passed a proposed constitutional
thousands of dollars in crops annu- amendment that would allow the
ally to flood waters. The district General Assembly to convene itself
will be allowed to clear the river in special session — a power curby clearing trees and other debris rently reserved for the governor —
in the channel under certain state if ratified by voters in November.
Rep. Mike Ward, chief sponsor
and local guidelines.
By forming a district, the local of the bill to deny licenses to dropfarmers will have a "sub-division outs, conceded it wouldn't solve a
of state government" through dropout problem of "crisis proporwhich to pull other funds for the tions" in Kentucky, where about
district's work as well, Seltsam 10,000 youths leave school each
year.
said.
But tying driving privileges to
The district's board should be
school
attendance would persuade
named by Feb. 22 and work on the
river could begin as early as this many "casual dropouts" — teenagers who leave school simply
spring, Seltsam said.
because
they lack motivation — to
In the interim, members will prepare maps of the 4,937 acre district remain in the classroom, said
which stretches along Clark's River Ward, D-Louisville.
"I think we need to show the
from Hwy. 94 to the Marshall
state of Kentucky values a diploma
County line.
more than a driver's license," he
Permits from the U.S. Army said.
Corps of Engineers and the KenHouse members voted 71-26 to
tucky Division of Water Conserva- pass House
Bill 43, which now
tion will also have to be solicited, goes
to the Senate.
Seltsam said.
The bill got a bumpy ride, with
Seltsam, who is a recent Mar- some lawmakers
arguing that takshall County resident, said Mar- ing away
driving
privileges would
shall County farmers who also sufunduly
punish
youngsters
and
fer from flood waters may now
worsen
their
chances
of
finding
a
want to continue the district into
their county within the next year job.
"He can't flip hamburgers
but no decision on that has been
because
he can't drive back and
made.
forth to work," said Rep. Woody

Allen, R-Morgantown.
Rep. Clayton Little, D-Virgie,
said the bill was unfair because
poorer rural schools can't offer
remedial classes that cater to
youths who cannot keep up.
Another opponent, Rep. Ron
Cyrus, D-Flatwoods, said the bill
could hamper education by keeping
academically unfit students in
school, where they would demand
more attention from teachers and
slow learning for ether students.
The proposal was labeled a
"gimmick" by Rep. Bill Lear, who
said it addressed the symptoms of
dropouts but didn't get at the root
of the problem. Lear, D-Lexington,
said the bill was "out of synch"
because the issue will come up
when legislators rebuild the state's
education system later this year.
Under the bill, dropouts could
retain their driving privileges if
they persuade the school board that
losing the driver's license would
cause "undue hardship" for the
youngster and his family. Teenagers could appeal the school
board's decision to the district
COWL
Youngsters also could lose their
driver's licenses for having at least
nine unexcused absences or flunking four courses in a semester.
The House voted 91-1 to pass
HB13, which would allow the
speaker of the House and the president pro tern of the Senate to call a
special session if two-thirds of the
138 lawmakers signed a petition
requesting it. They also would
decide a session's purpose.
If the bill gets 23 votes in the
Senate — the required constitutional majority — voters in November
will decide the issue.
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Bill to withdraw
state from 'Super
Tuesday'lineup
clears committee
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — A
bill to withdraw Kentucky from the
lineup of states with Super Tuesday
presidential primary elections has
been approved by a House
committee.
The bill by Rep. Mark Farrow
would return Kentucky to a single
primary in late May for all races. It
now goes to the full House.
Kentucky was among 20 states
— 13 in the South — that staged
presidential primaries or caucuses
on March 8, 1988.
The General Assembly cast Kentucky's lot with them to command
more attention from presidential
candidates.
But the special election cost the
state $3 million and voter turnout
was just 22 percent. Albert Gore Jr.
of Tennessee polled the most
Democratic votes and George Bush
carried the Republican primary.
"I just don't believe the candidates ever put much emphasis on
Kentucky," Farrow, D-Stamping
Ground, said Wednesday.

Legislators...

IXt7 POWER TF : PRICE!
S2 LESS,
thanks to a

Rep. Jim LeMaster, sponsor of
the bill, said it would result in greater "checks and balances between
branches of government." LeMaster, D-Paris, said 29 other state
legislatures already have such
authority.
Currently in Kentucky, only the
governor can order a special session and set its agenda. However,
legislators decide how long a special session lasts.
The House also passed HBI07,
which would establish a scholarship fund to attract more nursing
students. Scholarships would be
available for the poor or unemployed and for licensed practical
nurses. The vote was 97-0.

No Appointment Necessary
or Call 759-9811
Salon Hours: Mon.-Fri. 9-8; Sat. 9-6 & Sun. 1-5
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(Cont'd from page 1)
begin thinking about items that
might not be of the highest priority
before deciding that additional
revenue will be needed.
He declined to discuss specific
costs because his estimates were
preliminary.
The curriculum committee has
approved all but one element of a
reform package that includes broad
summer school and preschool prograrns, a longer school year, a new
statewide student assessment system, more resources for staff development, and a $200 million program to dramatically increase the
use of computers in Schools.
Moloney, D-Lexington, told
PTA members that making funding
equal between rich and poor school
districts — a dominant theme of
the Supreme Court ruling — would
cost $300 million in new money
the first year and more than that
the second year.
Even so, he said, it would not be
enough to make spending equal in
Kentucky school districts. As for
establishing absolute equity
between rich and poor school districts, Moloney said, "We're looking at a four- or five-year phase-in.
It's not going to happen Sept. 1 of
1990."

•
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Tin Pan Alley vet Van Heusen
dies in California at age 77
RANCHO MIRAGE, Calif.(AP)
— Jimmy Van Heusen, a Tin Pan
Alley veteran who won four
Academy Awards and composed
such memorable tunes as "Love
and Marriage" and "Swinging on
a Star," has died at his home, it
was announced Wednesday. He
was 77.
Van Heusen reportedly died
Tuesday night of complications of
pneumonia. His death was confirmed Wednesday by the Riverside
County Coroner's office.
Most Americans can hum at least
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Lovett honored at retirement tea

a few bars of several Van Heusen
tunes — "High Hopes," "Call Me
Irresponsible" and "All The
Way.'
He chiefly collaborated with
such lyricists as Johnny Mercer,
Johnny Burke, Eddie DeLange and
most notably, Sammy Cahn.
A native of Syracuse., N.Y., Van
Heusen was born Edward Chester
Babcock and took his professional
name from the shirt company.
Van Heusen is survived by his
wife, Bobbe. Private services were
scheduled Friday in Cathedral City.

She administered breathing treatments to patients and handled a full
patient load nearly every day.
Head of the Respiratory Therapy
department, John Weatherly, said,
"Lounell was also relief supervisor.
She was loyal, dependable, and just a
great worker - a model employee. I
hated to see her go, but we wish her

A respiratory therapy technician at
the Murray-Calloway County Hospital was honored at a retirement tea
January 19. Lounell Lovett, 62, of
Route 1, Murray, retired 25 years to
the day she first started working at the
hospital.
Co-workers surprised Lovett with
the department tea on her last day of
work. The hospital presented her with
a Westminister chiming mantel clock.
Co-workers gave her 25 roses arranged in a beautiful ceramic vase.
Lovett started as a nursing assitant
on the second floor of MCCH and
transferred to respiratory therapy in
1972.

Lounell Lovett

MCCH Administrator Stuart
Poston said, "Lounell was one ot
about 27 employees at our hospital
that have been working here twenty or
more years. Her experience was invaluable, and she will be missed. WLwish her the best."
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Drug-free Kentucky Friday night: a cybernetic adventure
started on drugs by experimenting
Laurence M. Ganel, renowned
with prescription pills that show up
computer
artist, was a mere toddler of
on the school grounds. Therefore
two
in
1958
when he crawled out of
we need more effective means to
his
crib
and
outlined
his mother in red
police and detect the growing accumulation of prescription pills on lipstick.
By Michael D.
He was a precocious lad of six
Ur streets.
Many drug dealers will collect when he enrolled in the Pets Art
Ward
prescription drugs by travelling School, in New York City, and
around to several doctors com- learned to use more traditional tools
Governor Wallace Wilkinson's plaining of some physical problem for drawing - pastels, crypas,
and reover, his graphic images - generated
commission on a drug-free Ken- and receiving a "legal" prescrip- paint.
through computer, video and other
tucky has been conducting hearings tion. These prescriptions are filled
photographic media, including the
At eight, when his mother took him Polaroid SX-70 - have been
throughout the state, soliciting and pills stockpiled for the illicit
praised
to the famed Guggenheim Museum to by an critics in "The New York
input from ordinary citizens and drug trade.
look at the work of Miro and Klee, he Times" and "Southwest An". His
community leaders.
One way to combat this practice
Drug and alcohol — the twin is for us to pass what Texas calls a is said to have protested,"My work is work has also been shown in major
scourge of our society.
"triple prescription law". Prescrip- better. My work deserves to be here." group and solo exhibitions throughHow do we combat it? How do tion pads are issued out of the state
The teenaged Gartel, a student at out the United States and abroad.
we effectively curb this growing capital, documented and numbered, New York's High School
On Friday, February 9, at 7:30 in
of Music
menace to our society?
and are filled out in triplicate. The and Art, was told by a watercolor the Clara M. Eagle Gallery on the
The commission will no doubt doctor gets a copy, the patient gets instructor that purple
and yellow don't Murray State University campus,
receive a wide range of opinions on a copy and the druggist forwards mix.
Not surprisingly, he's been mix- local residents will have the opporthis very important social problem. his copy to the state capital where ing
tunity to hear Laurence Cartel talk
the two colors ever since.
With the exception of a need for it is put into a computer. This way
about
the future of photography. His
When he finally wait off to Buffalo
a stronger drug forfeiture law in records of every narcotic prescriplecture
is entitled "Photography: The
Kentucky, our criminal laws are tion filled within Kentucky will be (NY) State University to study An Next 150 Years."
probably tough enough. We simply readily available to law enforce- History in 1976,Gartel discovered the
Gartel's art work has been de
need more financial resources to ment in order to better curb this Media Studies Workshop, and his
scribed as a love affair between man
career
as
a
pioneer
cope with the problem.
in
computer
and
criminal activity.
and technology, but the artist conWe in criminal justice readily
Of course, we need more money video imaging was launched.
tends that he uses the same elements
recognize, of course, that the illeg- spent on educating the public as to
Today, at 33, Laurence Gartel is that art has used for centuries."But the
al use of drugs and alcohol is a the dangers of drug and alcohol "the" high-tech artist in a growing, form and tools are different," he
symptom of greater ills in our soci- abuse.
and rapidly changing field. His "state admits.
ety. The perpetual cycle of poverty,
While too much discretion has of the art" art has graced the cover of
Electronic tools can be a source of
broken homes, boredom and lack probably been taken away from "Forbes" magazine, album covers, positive change in society,
according
of education brought on by teenage judges and prosecutors over the posters, textbooks, and jewelry. Mo- to Laurence
Gartel, though he also
pregnancies and early marital sepa- past few years, we probably still
rations provide fertile ground for need a law requiring sporadic and
drug and alcohol abuse.
irregular drug testing of people
Law enforcement and criminal who have been probated for those
prosecution, as well as corrections, offenses — especially for those
are simply state agencies which crimes that are drug related. This
must react to the existing problems. procedure has worked very effecThe battle against drugs and tivity in attending to the problem
alcohol will probably be won on in major league basball and other
another front. The criminal justice professional sports. There is no
SENATOR WENDELL FORD
system can help by effectively reason to believe that it would not
U.S. Stelae, Waslitariaa, D.C. 38510
apprehending and removing from help in policing the problem
our midst people who reek havoc generally.
by the selling and profiting on
THE PRESIDENT'S ROSY BUDGET PROPOSALS
These are just a few of the ideas
illegal drugs. We must also take which have been expressed to the
Along with many others, I couldn't help but notice some very
aim at those who slaughter inno- commission on a drug-free Kenomissions in the rosy economic picture contained in the Presiserious
cent people "accidently" on our tucky. They are worth considering.
dent's
State
of the Union message.
highways because of alcohol abuse. More importantly, the Kentucky
As laudable as it was in some ways, this message often glossed over
Many of our youngsters get legislature should consider them.
the tremendous challenges that we continue to face in our drive to
balance the federal budget. A close reading shows that many of the
President's budget proposals are based on a series of "good news-bad
news" trade-offs that often fall short of meeting these very real
challenges.
The President should be applauded for taking advantage of historic
change to seek new troop cuts in Europe. Yet we already are being asked
to accept painful economic sacrifices in the form of base closings and
manpower cuts in communities in Kentucky and many other states. And
we are still waiting for the "peace dividend" of overall military savings that should go along with such sacrifices.
As chairman of our Aviation Subcommittee in the Senate, I certainly agree with the President's expressed intention of improving aviasion in World War II as part of the
tion safety. But I am very much concerned about his proposal to raise
Dear Editor;
the federal tax on airline tickets to 10 percent from the current eight
The 45th annual "Gathering of the invasion of France by airborne aspercent.
Eagles" of the 101st Airborne Divi- sault, invaded Holland by air, held
I plan to oppose this tax increase unless a huge surplus in our exsion Association will be in Washing- firm at Bastogne when surrounded by
isting Aviation Trust fund can be applied more fully to airport and airton D.C. as part of the U.S.A. Air- the Germans and fought through
safety improvements in Kentucky and elsewhere. We must be sure that
borne Fiftieth Anniversary Celebra- Southern Germany to capture Hitler's
this proposed increase is not just another move to hide the true size
tion. Host for the reunion is the "Eagles Nest" at Berchtesgaden, Ausof the federal deficit by piling up surpluses in trust funds supported
National Capitol Area Chapter of the tria.
by various user taxes.
101st Airborne Division Association.
Viet Nam Veterans make up a large
We simply cannot ignore the fact that trust funds, such as those
Glenn Hoppert, a District of Colum- part of the Association. Men who
for
highways and Social Security, are used to mask a staggeraviation,
bia Police Captain and Viet Nam fought at the Battle of Dak To,in The
ing $136 billion in deficit spending. If we add this to the AdministraVeteran of the 101st reunion chair- let Offensive and at Hamburger Hill
tion's optimistic deficit projection, we see a real deficit of roughly $200
man.
are members. The leadership for the
billion.
Reunion headquarters is the Hyatt 45th annual reunion committee is
A pattern of positive and negative trade-offs can be found in many
made
up
of 101st veterans of World
Regency Hotel near Capitol Hill and
crucial sections of the proposed budget. While strengthening the NaWar
II
and
of
Viet
Nam.
the dates are July 5th through the 8th,
tional Science Foundation, for instance, the President would put a new
The Association also has a number
1990. More than 25 airborne unit
burden on Kentucky and other states by cutting funds for coal research
of
members who served, or are now
associations will hold annual reunions
and
development to $110 million from the current $275 million.
or conventions in Washington D.C. serving on active duty in the Division
The
President's budget would expand our extremely effective Head
during the July 5-8 period to celebrate at Fort Campbell, Kentucky. Every
Start program while reducing student aid and other vital educational
individual
who served in the 101st
the fiftieth anniversary of the formaefforts. It would increase funding for some very important aspects of
tion of the first Airborne unit in the Airborne Division and wore the
the war on drugs. Yet it would cut juvenile-justice funding where such
Screaming Eagle patch can be a
United States Armed Forces.
help is most desperately needed -- at the state and local levels.
regular member of the Association. A
On still another crucial front, the President would make very
More than 30,000 airborne veter- few who did not serve in the division
worthwhile
increases in agricultural research while also making
ans are expected to join in the 50th but have some special interest are
unspecified
cuts
of $1.5 billion in farm-support programs. I am conCelebration with 1,500 to 2,000 ex- Associate Members.
cerned
that
such
cuts
could weaken the position of U.S. farmers in curpected from the 101st Screaming
For more information about the
rent world-trade talks.
Eagles.
45th Annual Reunion or the AssociaClearly we will have to work extremely hard to sort out the pros
National headquarters for the 101st tion and the activities it sponsors write
and
cons
of these budget proposals. But I believe that the President
Airborne Division Association is 101 to 101st Airborne Divison Associahas taken an important step in the right direction by supporting the
East Moms Street, Sweetwater Ten- tion, 101 East Morris Street, Sweettwo-year budget idea that I have been pushing for years in the Senate.
nessee 37874, phone (615) 337-4103 water, TN 37874 or call (615) 337Such a budget can help us to set the right spending priorities, weed
where records for all members are 4103.
out fraud and waste and deal with our problems without leaving a legacy
maintained and where the Association
Sincerely
of debt to future generations. That is our real challenge. I hope that
magazine "THE SCREAMING EAIvan G. Worrell, Executive Secwe can come together to begin meeting it in this Congress.
GLE" is published for distribution to retary
all members six times a year.
101st Airborne Division AssoThe 101st Airborne Division Asso- ciation
KENTUCKY
ciation has a membership of more
101 East Morris Street
LOTTERY
than 5,200. Many served in the DiviSweetwater,
37874
TN
O. 1990 Unned Feature Syndicate lor
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LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
Here are Wednesday's winning numbers in the Kentucky
Lottery's Kentucky Cash
game: 7-5-5
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believes, "Technology can be used
adversely to further enslave people
and to make Planet Earth look like a
hell this galaxy has never seen. The
sharing of knowledge should be the
first priority."
Gartel, who studied photography in
college, begins much of his work by
using a digitizing camera to scan an
existing image. The image could be a
photograph he has taken, or the work
of an old master. Once the image is
captured on the computer screen, he
can manipulate it in almost any
manner, closing in on parts of the
whole,moving around and turning the
image, or coloring selected areas.
When he is finished manipulating
the image, Gartel takes a 35 mm
photograph of the screen and translates it into a large Cibachrome prini
One reviewer of his work describes
his use of color as "outrageous," and
compares viewing the works to sitting
too close to the tv. "The images are
fuzzy and the individual points of
color are easy to see. They are almost
blinding."
Cartel has been producing computer-generated art for 15 years, since
his semester at college when he met
Nam June Paik, one of the earliest
explorers in the world of computer
and video art.

"I was hooked immediately." Gartel recalls.
Paik wrote the introduction for
Gartel's book,"Laurence M.Gartel: A
Cybernetic Romance," which is to be
released this summer. This is the first
book devoted solely to one person's
computer art.
Cartel maintains that the computer
create endless possibilities for images. "The unique thing" he says, "is
that I can try something, and ill don't
like it, I can take it away again and try
something else. A painter, once he
changes the picture, can't go back to
exactly what he had before."
At Friday night's lecture in the
Clara M. Eagle Gallery, Laurence
Gartell will be showing slides of some
of his work, and explaining the electronic tools he uses to the audience.
Laurence Gartel teaches computer
graphics at the School of Visual Arts
and is an active designer of commercial art. He has extensive exhibition
credits, and his work is in the permanent collections of Poloroid Corporation, the Bibliotheque in Paris, the
Blair Art Museum and the Johnstone
An Museum in Pennsylvania, and the
Museum of Modern An Lending
Service, among others. Gartel lives
and works in Floral Park, NY.

Today In History
Today is Thursday, Feb. 8, the 39th day of 1990. There are 326 days
left in the year.
Today's highlight in history:
On Feb. 8, 1587, Mary, Queen of Scots was beheaded at Fotheringhay
Castle in England after she was implicated in a plot to murder her cousin,
Queen Elizabeth I.
On this date:
In 1693, a charter was granted for the College of William and Mary in
Williamsburg, Va.
In 1837, for the only time in history, the U.S. Senate chose the vice
president of the United States, selecting Richard Mentor Johnson after no
candidate received a majority of electoral votes.
In 1904, the Russo-Japanese War began as Japan besieged Port Arthur
in Manchuria.
In 1910, the Boy Scouts of America was incorporated.
In 1915, 75 years ago, the motion picture "The Birth of a Nation,"
directed by D.W. Griffith, premiered at Clune's Auditorium in Los
Angeles.
In 1922, President Harding had a radio installed in the White House.
In 1924, the first execution by lethal gas in the United States took place
at the Nevada State Prison in Carson City.
In 1968, three college students were killed in a confrontation with highway patrolmen in Orangeburg, S. C., during a civil rights protest against a
whites-only bowling alley.
In 1974, the three-man crew of the Skylab space station returned to
Earth after a record 84 days in space.
In 1978, the deliberations of the U.S. Senate were broadcast on radio
for the first time as members opened debate on the Panama Canal treaties.
In 1983, an Israeli commission which investigated the massacre of
Palestinian refugees in Beirut called for the ouster of Defense Minister
Aridl Sharon, accusing him of "blunders."
In 1984, the XIV Olympic Winter Games officially opened in Sarajevo,
Yugoslavia.
Ten years ago: Citing a need to "deter Soviet aggression," President
Jimmy Carter unveiled a plan to re-introduce draft registration, a proposal
that would include women as well as men.
Five years ago: South Korean opposition leader Kim Dae-jung was
roughed up by authorities upon his return to his homeland after more than
two years' exile in the United States.
One year ago: 144 people were killed when an American-chartered
Boeing 707 filled with Italian tourists slammed into a fog-covered mountain in the Azores.
Today's birthdays: Actress Lana Turner is 69. Actor Jack Lemmon is
65. Composer-conductor John Williams is 58. ABC News anchor Ted
Koppel is 50. Comedian Robert Klein is 48. Actress Brooke Adams is 41.
Actor Gary Coleman is 22.
Thought for today: "Whoso does not see that genuine life is a battle
and a march has poorly read his origin and his destiny." — Lydia Maria
Child, American author (1802-1880).
— By The Associated Press

Looking Back
Ten years ago
What is predicted to be the
strongest winter storm of 1979-80
closed local schools once again
today making a total of our days
missed thus far in Murray Independent School System and a total of
seven days in Calloway School
System.
Varsity cheerleaders at Calloway
County High School are Debbie
Ferguson, Lori Hale, Donna Swift,
DeeDee Darnell, Celisa Curd,
Susan Byars, Debbie Stubblefield
and Regina Cunningham.
Murray State University Racers
beat Tennessee Tech 100 to 73.
Twenty years ago
Betsy Riley, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Vernon Riley, National Merit
semi-finalist at Calloway County
High School, has been selected as
1970 Star Student in a program
sponsored by Education Department of Kentucky Chamber of
Commerce. She and her Star
selected teacher, Mrs. June Wilson,
will be special guests at a luncheon
at Louisville on April I.
Births reported include a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. Lowell Clyde Willoughby Jr. and a boy to Mr. and
Mrs. Billy T. Wells, Feb. 3.

Thirty years ago
An average of $36.51 per 100
pounds was reported for the sale of
dark fired tobacco on the Murray
Market.
Sp-4 John Foster, son of Mr. and
Mrs. James H. Foster, has returned
a one-year tour of duty in Greenland. He now will be stationed at
Chicago, Ill.
Dr. Walter 0. Parr spoke about
"Building Peace Through Friendship" at a meeting of Murray Rotary Club at Murray Woman's Club
House.
Forty years ago
An average of $25.61 per 100
pounds was reported for the sale of
dark fired tobacco for this season
on the Murray Market.
Births reported include a boy to
Gene and Anna Ruth Geurin, Feb.
3; a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Charles
Turner and a girl to Mr. and Mrs.
Everett Hawley, Feb. 4; a boy to
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Dinkins, a
boy to Mr. and Mrs. William E.
Seaford and.a girl to Mr. and Mrs.
Ruble Taylor, Feb. 6.
The Red, Robert Jarman is president and the Rev. Joe Ben Irby is
secretary-treasurer of Murray
Ministerial Association.
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Playhouse opens 1990 Dinner Theatre
by Ruth Perkins
Murray's Playhouse in the Park
opened its 1990 Dinner Theatre last
weekend in the Curris Center at
Murray State University. It offers a
super recipe for beating the February blues — good food, a witty,
innovative play and a really sensational group of actors to perform it.
If you miss this one, you'll have to
listen to everybody else talking
about it for a long time.
Playwright Alan Ayckboum's
"How The Other Half Loves" was
lust produced in 1971, but it might
as well have been 20 minutes ago
as nearly 20 years. Ever since man
first hit on the idea of monogamy,
writers have busied themselves
with variations on the theme of
extra-monogamous activity, and as
long as the concept persists, the
variations — and violations — will
persist as well. But Ayckboum

adds the spice of highly individual
characters, brews them to just the
right blend of eccentricity and bedrock truth, stirs in a liberal flavoring of genuine comedy and serves
up his mixture with a fine sense of
dramatic craftsmanship. The result
is a challenging, clever piece of
theater — and director Carol
Julian's cast have applied themselves to the challenge with energy,
drive and craftsmanship of their
own.
Veteran actor Skip Hamra sets
the standard of excellence in "How
The Other Half Loves" with his
portrayal of Frank Foster, the
vague-of-mind but keen-of-heart
husband whose ability to see things
as be wants them to be has never
quite blinded him to things as they
really are. Hamra creates in his
Foster a man who provokes laughter without ridicule, whose concen-

trated distraction produces spectacular bungles without ever slipping
into silliness, who rernides us with
clear-headed honesty that it isn't
the ultimate truth that is important,
but how that truth is perceived and
applied. And all the while he is
showing us a consummate acting
talent, he is demonstrating for us
the importance of teamwork and
the need to support and extend the
performance of every other member of the cast.
But if Hamra sets the standard,
the rest of the cast meets him on an
impressive level of excellence.
Holly Bloodworth plays Frank's
straying wife, Fiona, whose affair
with one of her husband's employees tips all their lives into such a
riotous jumble. With blithe disregard for any fealing but her own
(and none too sure about those),
Bllodworth's Fiona affects a worldweary boredom that fails to conceal
her dissatisfaction with herself.
David E. Weatherly reveals Bob
Phillips, Frank's employee and
Fiona's lover, to be a brooding
man who nurses grudges against
others
to justify the anger he feels
Smith, Rob, Anne and Kimberly with himself,
and Michelle Garland
Lough. In addition to the power- plays Bob's wife,
Teresa, a frushouse lineup already mentioned, trated
young woman who feels
party-goers may expect several sur- trapped by a man and child she
prises and excellent refreshments loves into a life she hates.
concocted by the Food Service unit
The lives of these two couples
at the Curris Center. Admission is have already started blurring
into
free.

WKMS celebrates 20 years
of public radio on Feb. 18
It's a birthday party, show, and
reception for all friends of 9L3,
WINS-FM, the National Public
Radio affiliate in Murray. That's
"WKMS Performs For You," Sunday, Feb. 18, at 3:30 p.m. in Murray State University's Curris Center Ballroom. Friends who have
supported the station through regular donations for 10 years will be
presented special momentos.
Music, comedy and recognition
will be the afternoon's fare as
WINS welcomes Midge Bowen
Ramsey, NPR's vice president for
Representation. Ramsey joined
NPR in 1984 with more than 12
years of experience in public
broadcasting. A Georgia native,
Ramsey holds a journalism degree
from the University of Georgia in
Athens. Ramsey's visit hiplights
the beginning of a 20th anniversary
celebration for WINS; the station
having been granted its broadcast
license by the Federal Communications Commission in May of 1970.
Entertainment for the afternoon
includes members of the Murray
State faculty from several different
departments as well as talented
friends from the WINS community at large. Big Band Era fans will
be pleased to learn that Bobby
Bryan has put together the WINS
Swing Band which will feature
selections from the 1930s and
1940s. The band members will
include Bryan on alto sax, Kim
Knoth, alto sax; Roger Reiciunuth,
tenor sax; Harry Absher, trumpet;
Ray Cissell, trombone;"H" Pruitte,
piano; Elmo Reed, bass; and Chuck
Simons, drums.
The show also features the Kentucky premiere of "Three Movements For Viola and Piano," a
1982 composition by John Stella,
assistant professor of composition/
theory at Murray State. Dr. Steffa
received his degrees in composition
and music education at the University of Northern Iowa and the University of Texas in Austin. He is
currently preparing to conduct
research in the coming months in
Bahia, Brazil.
Steffa's "Three Movements" is
best described as being freely atonal while containing passages that
are rhapsodic and reminiscent of
late Romantic pieces. The duration
of the work is just under six
minutes, making it useful as a contemporary audition piece for orchestral violists. "Three Movements"
will be performed by the composer's wife, Nancy Steffa, and MSU
faculty pianist, Stephen Brown.
Party attendants will have the
opportunity to win door prizes
donated by area artists including
Wayne Bates, Sandy Sasso, Philis
Alvic, Emily Wolfson, Terri Bryan
and by Gallery 600 in Paducah,
owned by Nancy Flowers.
Murray State's comedy team of
Bob Valentine and Bob McGaughey,"Dr. Trey and Dr. Vee," plan to
appear as does the tradional group,
"Home Remedy," with Charles

Burley growers
sell over 1.54
pounds of leaf
LEXINGTON, Ky.(AP) — Kentucky's burley growers sold more
than 1.54 million pounds of leaf
Wedn
y for an average price of
hundred pounds, the
$167.
Market News Service
Feder& said.
The price was down 10 cents
from the previous sales on
Tuesday.
The state's burley farmers sold
1,540,316 pounds of leaf for
$2,578,270 with eifht of the state's
27 markets reporting sales.

each other because of the affair
between Bob and Fiona, and the
unsuspectin$ catalysts who bring
this intriguing pot to al boil are
William and Mary Detweiler, played with troubled innocence by
Vince Matlock and Debbie Mott.
Ayckbourn explores new dimensions of space and time in "How
The Other Half Loves" by describing a set (ably designed by Pat
Skinner) that combimes the Foster
and Phillips apartments and by
moving the characters in and out of
each others' lives. In one scene, the
Detweilers simultaneously attend
dinner parties in both apartments,
held on successive nights. With
deft humor and penetrating insight,
Ayckbourn shows us how we all
affect and are affected by the people around us.
Th4 is a play that requires careful foeas- and vision to keep the
audience comfortable with its comedy, and Carol Julian's direction
has provided both. The complexities of thought and action depicted
here are always coherent, never
confusing, often howingly funny.
You'll enjoy "How The Other
Half Loves." You'll eat a good
meal, you'll see some of the finest
acting this region has ever produced and your perceptions of
yourself and your world will be
enhanced. Not bad for a February
evening in Murray.
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PRICE BREAKER SALE
10-Channel Programmable Action Scanner
Hear the latest action as it happens on police, fire.
rail, Ham radio bands and more! Enjoy instant keyboard access to over 22,000 frequencies. Scandelay, lockout key, multifunction LCD display.
#20-126

Monitor,
Computer With CM -5 Color
Pack
DeskMate® Software and Bonus
Reg. Separate

Save
$37486
UDeskMato
intenefeee bre Tenth
Discover the
DeskMate Difference

Items 1473.80
Low As $34

Per Month•
95
1098
User Interface',
DeskMate
Built-in MS-DOS1 and
Writer softRight
and
Pages
plus Quicken, Instant
ware. #25-1402/1043/1331
Reg $499.95 '025-1032, Sale
20 Meg Hard Card. Save $100.
Corp
399.95
vs DOS hcensed from Microsoft

95

Reg.
139.95

Low As $15 Per Month.

40-Channel
Walkie-Talkie

Microcassette
Recorder

Save $40

Save s20

7995

9995 13995
Low As $15 Per Month.

Reg
99.95

Voice-actuated handsfree automatic recording. #14-1044

Our finest! Full five
watts power for maximum signal reach.
#211663 Batteries extra

Batteries extra

HQ VHS VCR With Remote
Save $70
On-screen programming
prompts for easy timer
Low As $15 Per Month. setting. #16-510
Reg. 349.95

Remote oatteries extra

Bookshelf 2-Way
Speaker System

HALF 9095
PRICE! a.0Each
Reg. 59.95
tweeter.
8" woofer, 2'12"
Walnut finish. #40-1992

Remote-Programmable CD
Save $90

Big-Button
Desk/Wall Phone
Cut

30%

2788

Memory stores up to 16
selections #42-5010

Reg. 249.95

Rag. 39.95
Touch-redial. Tone/pulse'
dialing. #43-345

Low As $15 Per Month.

Hi-Speed Dubbing Deck
Save $60
11995 Synchro-start dubbing
Reg. 179.95
Low As S15 Per Month•

STUDF1NDER
35We 1988 19.95
R"'

Off vs.

wall studs electronically. #64-2825
every extra

Locates

Remote batteries extra

3-Way Car Stereo Speakers •

Hi-Power In-Dash Cassette

HALF PRICE!

24 watts total power! AM/FM
stereo, 5-band EQ, autoreverse #12-1930
Low As $15 P•r Month•

copies personal tapes fast!
Dolby• B-C NR. #14-649

Reg. 149.95

Digital-ready flush-mounts
with 5'f," woofers 60 watts
capacity per pair. #12-1708

or Dealer Nearest You
Check Your Phone E3bok for the Rathe Thai* Store
own tries. you can stfe
Services eQurs

use
tones frlse alternative long
tSWITCHA8LE tOUCH-TONEIPULSE Phones *fork on both tone and guise lines Therefore in NM haVel tnt putse f.rotary
distance systems and computerized services FCC registered Not for party Ines We service what we sett T Ootby Laboratories Licensfng Corp •Radio Snack. lValuePtus' revolving [redo Payfneof
lilly VVide
"
0 1"9 u000 Yeefe Purchases piticEs eiky AT PARTICIPATING STORES AND DEALERS

2995
Pair
Reg. 59.95

Most Major
Credit Cards
Welcome
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First recipient of lung-assist device dies 4.5 days after implant
SALT LAKE CITY (AP) The
first human recipient of an experimental lung-assist device, ateen&ger suffering from severe respiratcry stress, died Wednesday, 4.4

Prices Good
2-8-90 thru
2-14-90

days after the bundle of fine tubes
was implanted in her cheat.
Melicia Harvey, 16, of Arthur
City, Texas, who had remained in
critical condition, died at 5:30 a.m.

of "worsening pulmonary failure,"
said Tim Madden, spokesman at
LDS Hospital
The experimental IntraVascular
Oxygenator, implanted during a

"There were no clinical complications from the use of the device,
which added oxygen to and
removed carbon dioxide from the
patient's blood," Madden said in a

iEnr

vogvat

1407 Main
Phone 753-4682

two-hour operation Friday, functioned properly until the girt died,
he said, and the' hospital's
government-approved implants will
continue.

Hours:
Mon.-Sat.
8 a.m.-7 p.m.

904d — 7,140t Ieuxee 90"4:),
We Accept Food Stomps - We Reserve The Right To Limit Quantttisis

We Do Custom Bar-B-Q Turkeys, Hams & Shoulders
U.S. Choice

U.S. Choice
Boneless Rolled

Round Steak
79
Bone!ess

Rump Roast

Lb.
Bologna
Pork
Boneless
11,99
Lb. Si 49
Chops

$‘159

Gold Kist Frying
(Split)

Chicken Breast
59

US.Choice

Lb.
$259

Reg Or
Thick

Lb.

Emge Smoked

Boneless
Sirloin Tip

I

Roast

Lb

Extra Lean

Pepsi, Diet Pepsi, Mt. Dew,
Diet Mt. Dew, Dr. Pepper

30 0,
$ 39

Northern

Bathroom Tissue

79'

Blue Bonnet
gal $239

Margarine

lLb.2/89C

Sunflower

oc RC, Diet RC, Sundrop,
$ 69
Flour plain or self-rising 87 Diet Rite
8 pk. 16 oz. I
+ dep.
Orville Redenbacker Microwave
Pepsi, Diet Pepsi, Dr. Pepper
Mt. Dew, Diet Mt. Dew 12 pk. cans$299 Pop Corn
10 Oz.$ 1 49
Nabisco Premium
Nabisco Cheese Nips

Crackers

1 Lb.
$

59

14 1/2 oz. I

Mixed Vegetablesio oz.
Ketchup

BBQ Pork
$429

Owen's Best

BBQ Beef
$298

Lb.

Ham
99

Lb.
Owen's Best

Turkey Breast
$89
Iv Lb

Salad

99pt

•

$c59
24 pk. cans

La Choy Ramen
/$
3 Oz.6

Noodles
Dawn Dishwashing

Liquid

1 00

$ 'I 89
320z.

I

32 Oz.

77

Softenersunshine or Reg.96 Oz.$'49
Hyde Park

Paper Towels

Single Roll

Vitoduce
Eckrich
Sweet Smoked

/ Owen's Best
Store Made

nnt

Hunt's squeeze

9Tlett
Owen's Best

Pepsi,
Diet Pepsi

Downy Fabric

Hyde Park

Crackers

4 Roll
Pkg.

99

2 Liter
With $15.00 Purchase Limit 6

2% Milk

Chili
W/Beans

39

79'

Prairie Farm

Vietti

Reg

Oz

10

7.8 Oz

79'

Sliced 891b.

Williams
1 Lb.

Sausage
Bacon
Hyde Park
$15Hot9or
1
79
Frozen
Soup
Pizzas

Spagheffi
16

Lb

Ground
Round
$ I 89l b.

$259Lb.
Field's
1 Lb.

MOCOTOill

Picnic

$2

L$

Lb

American

Cheese

69
2

Lb.

Golden
Ripe

Thompson
White Seedless

Banan
as
3 Lb

Grapes
$ 1 39

$1

00

3 Lb. Bag
Yellow

n$

4

I

Lb

Fresh Green

Cabbage

39'LID.

U.S. #1 Red

Green

Potatoes

Onions

5 Lb

3 Bu

$100
Annimmiis&

wriuen statement.
Miss Harvey's identity and
details of her condition had been
kept private at her family's request
until a Texas newspaper, The Paris
News, identified her and her father,
Atrell Harvey II. With the family's
permission, Madden confirmed her
identity Wednesday.
The girl's mother, Edith Harvey,
41, had died of undisclosed causes
on Jan. 31, said Leon Williams, a
spokesman for the Maxey Funeral
Home in Paris. He said funeral
arrangements for the daughter were
not complete.
Miss Harvey, whose father is an
employee of the Campbell Soup
Co., had been a member of the student council at North Lamar High
School in Paris, where students
were taking Miss Harvey's death
"really, really hard," said Linda
Bolton, secretary to the principal.
The school's 740 students
include Miss Harvey's brother and
sister. Bolton said counselors were
called in to talk with the grieving
students.

Galileo probe
to pass Venus
on Saturday
WASHINGTON (AP) — The
nuclear-powered Galileo space
probe, on the first leg of a six-year
trip to Jupiter, will pass its first
celestial way station — the planet
Venus — on Saturday at 1 a.m.
EST.
As it passes by Earth's nearest
planetary neighbor, the space probe
will record scientific observations,
but they won't be played back until
October.
NASA's Jet Propulsion Laboratory in Pasadena, Calif., said Galileo will be 10,028 miles above
Venus' cloud tops when it makes
its closest approach at 9:59 p.m.
Pacific time, Friday.
Galileo was launched Oct. 18
from the cargo bay of the space
shuttle Atlantis. After passing Venus and gaining momentum from
that flyby, the $1.5 billion probe
heads back toward Earth, and will
come within 620 miles in
December.
With that added push, Galileo
once more will head out into deep
space and return in 1992, coming
as close as 200 miles before it
starts out for Jupiter where it will
arrive in December 1995.
There, a robot will separate from
the main spacecraft and plunge
through the gaseous atmosphere of
the solar system's largest planet.
Galileo itself will orbit the planet
for two years taking scientific
measurements.
Galielo carries a 49-pound
nuclear generator to provide electricity to power the craft's instruments. Similar generators have
been used on other deep space
probes, including Voyager, which
last year sent back photographs as
it passed Neptune, at that point the
planet farthest from the Earth.

Oil tanker
spills 290,000
gallons on beach
HUNTINGTON BEACH, Calif.
(AP) — Crews worked under spotlights early today to protect a wildlife preserve and beaches from a
slick of more than 290,000 gallons
of oil spilled from a tanker that
may have gashed itself on its
anchor.
The 811-foot American Trader,
fully loaded with 21 million gallons of heavy Alaskan crude, tore a
3-foot hole in a compartment Wednesday as it was docking at a pipeline terminal within two miles of
shore, the Coast Guard said.
Early today the leading edge of
the 4-mile-long, 1-mile-wide oil
slick hovered about a mile from
several popular beaches and an
estuary, officials said.
"Those wetlands and wildlife
preserves are so very precious,"
said Dorothy Green, president of
Healthee Bay, a local environmentalgroup.
Cleanup crews using oilcontainment booms and skimmer
boats were helped early today by
mild winds and relatively small
surf. "We don't think it's goin# to
hit the shore, but we're ready if it
does," said lifeguard Capt. Bill
Richardson.
Lifeguards patrolled the shore
for signs of oil washing up. Nine
oil-fouled birds were found alive
on the beach, Richardson said.
The spill occurred just off Huntington Beach, a city about 30
miles south of Los Angeles long
popular with surfers and sunbathers
and often the scene for movies and
TV shows featuring surfing.
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MURRAY TODAY
McCoy-Noel wedding planned March 3

Christy Michelle McCoy and
Robert Earl Noel to marry

Miirray Ledger & Times

Jo Burkeen, editor

Geurin and McCallon wedding planned
Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth Geunn,
Rt. 5, Murray, announce the
engagement and approaching marriage of their daughter, Jeanetta
Carol, to Randy Lee McCallon, son
of Mr. and Mrs. Rob McCallon of
RL 2, Murray.
The bride-elect is the granddaughter of Mrs. Tillie Geurin and
the late J.D. Geurin and of Mrs.
Molena Armstrong and the late
Crawford Armstrong.
The groom-elect is the grandson
of Mrs. Nitarie McCallon and the
late Hoyt McCallon and of the late
Mr. and Mrs. Hafford Cooper.
Miss Geurin, a graduate of Calloway County High School, is a
senior majoring in Middle School
Education at Murray State
University.
Mr. McCallon, a graduate of
Calloway County High School,
received his Bachelor's degree at
Lambuth College, Jackson, Tenn.,
and is now working on his Master's degree at Murray State University. He is a teacher and basketball and baseball coach at Calloway County High School.
The wedding vows will be solemnized on Thursday, March 15, at
6 p.m. at First United Methodist
Church,- Murray.
A reception will follow in the
social hall of the church.
Only out-of-town invitations will
be sent. All friends and relatives
are invited to attend the wedding
and the reception.

Mr. and Mrs. Homer McCoy of
Rt. 3, Murray, announce the
engagement and approaching marriage of their daughter, Christy
Michelle, to Robert Earl Noel, son
of Ms. Marcia Noel of Rt. 1, Almo.
The bride-elect is the granddaughter of the late Mr. and Mrs.
Audie Baltntine and the late Mr.
and Mrs. John McCoy.
The groom-elect is the grandson
of Mr. and Mrs. Leland R. Hooks
of Murray and of Mr. and Mrs.
Douglas Noel of Cadiz.
Miss McCoy, a 1989 gradute of
Calloway County High School, is
employed at Briggs & Stratton Co.
Mr. Noel, a 1988 graduate of
Calloway County High School, is
also employed at Briggs & Stratton
Co.
The wedding vows will be solemnized on Saturday, March 3, at
1:30 p.m. at Ferguson Springs Baptist Church on Highway 80, one
mile from Aurora.
A reception will follow in the
Fellowship Hall of the church.
No invitations will be sent. All
friends and relatives are invited to
attend the wedding and the
reception.
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Jeanetta Carol Geurin,
fiancee of Randy Lee McCallon

DATEBOOK
Shelton reception canceled

Britt reception on Saturday

The reception for Greg and Wendy Shelton, scheduled for
11, has been canceled, according to persons in charge Sunday, Feb.
of the special
occasion.

Applications being taken
for Cuba Beauty Pageants
CUBA. Ky. — Applications are
still being taken for the 1990 Mr.
& Miss Cuba Beauty Pageant to
be held Saturday, Feb. 24 at 7
p.m. in the Cuba Elementary
School auditorium.
The event is sponsored by the
Cuba Volunteer Fire Department.
The pageant is open to any
child up to 13-years-of-age.
There will be a $10 entry fee for
the pageant only and $5 extra
for each of the following categories; Most Photogenic. Best
Model, Best Dressed. and Best

Overall.
Photos for the Most Photogenic title should be no larger
than 5x7 inches and in color.
To be eligible for Best, Overall.
the contestant must also be entered in all other categories.
All applications must be
submitted by Feb. 12.
Each contestant is required to
attend the pageant rehearsal on
Saturday, Feb. 24. at 10 a.m. in
the Cuba School.
For additional information,
call Sandy Simmons at 3822654 or Genie Boyd at 376-5625.

The 50th wedding anniversary reception for Mr. and Mrs. Clarence
LaMaurr Britt will be Saturday, Feb. 10, from 2 to 4 p.m. at West View
Nursing Home, South 16th Street, Murray. In the announcement on Wednesday, it was listed as Friday, Feb. 10, but is Saturday, Feb. 10. All
friends and relatives are invited to attend.

Brooks Chapel UMW to meet
The United Methodist Women of Brooks Chapel United Methodist
Church will meet tonight (Thursday) at 7 p.m. at the church, located east
of Dexter off Highway 1346. This will be the Week of Prayer and Self
Denial Program. All women of the church and community are invited to
attend, a UMW spokeswoman said.

Word Processing Workshop planned
An Introduction to Word Processing Workshop will he for adults at
Calloway County High School. The class, to meet from 9 a.m. to 12 noon
on Saturday, Feb. 17, and Saturday, Feb. 24, will be taught usi:ng educational materials designed to teach the popular word processing package
WordPerfect. Workshop participants will use IBM computers in the Business Lab, located in Room 404 at Calloway High. The class will be limited to 24 participants. Participants must register by paying the $20 fee for
th; workshop by Wednesday, Feb. 14, at Calloway County Board of Education Office.

.4.,
LIMITED SPACES AVAILABLE

Voices will sing here Sunday
The Voices of Nashville, Tenn., will be featured in a special program
on Sunday, Feb. 11, at 4 p.m. at Mt. Horeb Free Will Baptist Church,
located on Walnut Street, Murray. The public is invited to attend, a
church spokesperson said.

Preschool

Farmington fire dues now due

Learning Centers Include:

Fire dues for the Farmington Volunteer Fire Department are now past
due, according to a spokesman for that organization. Dues are $25. This
area extends to the Calloway-Graves County Line. Non-members will be
charged $250 for a fire call.

Nviv'
Wee
COe
)
Child Omiopment Center

1990 Mr. & Miss Cuba Beauty Pageant

Please fill out all the information below and mail to
Sandy Simmons, Rt. 3 Box 137, Fulton KY. 42041. The
rules attached to the application are for the contestant
to keep.
Name Of Applicant:
Name Of Parent or Guardian.
AddressPhone Number
Birthdate:

City.

Color Cf Hair:

State:

Color Of Eyes:

School You AttendList Three Items Of Interest:

Sex: —

Grade:

Linda Workman was hostess at
her home on Workman Road for
the January meeting of the South
Pleasant Grove Homemakers Club.
"Sunrooms and Greenhouses"
was the major lesson presented by
Beauton Hart.
Inez Butterworth read the newsletter on "Oat Products," stressing
the importance of oats in diets.
The devotion on "God Is Our
Refuge" with scripture from
Psalms 46:1 was given by Clovis
Brown.
Donna Jackson gave a demonstration on "Belts and Bows" made
on a serger.
The secretary, Delighte Humphreys, called the roll with each

Date Of Application:
Amount Submitted With Application:
Please Check All That Apply: Pageant Only
Best Model
Most Photogenic
Best Dressed
Best Overall

one answering with a New Year's
resolution.
Refreshments were served by
Mrs. Workman and cohostess,
Brenda Erwin, to 14 members and
one visitor, Myrtle Jordan.
The club will meet Wednesday,
Feb. 14, at 1:30 p.m. at the home
of Donna Jackson.

Science

Dramati, PI.i

Pre-Computer
Skills

Tahle (,:1711C,

Foreign Languages
Sign Language

Pleasant Grove Club meets
Application For

Program

(Ages 3-5 Years)

Pre-Kindergarten
Skills

Blocks
An
Music
Library

Providing Highest Quality Child
Infants
Toddlers

Care

Preschool
Afterschool

Gate B. Cornelison, L.S.W.

109 S. 15th St.

(502) 753-5227
Murray, Ky. 42071

HURRY IN FOR
BEST SELECTIONS!

BARGAIN TABLES

90%

THEATRES

OFF

JUST ADDED A

VALENT/ga
• G/Frrs •

Internal
Affairs (R)

THAT SAY •
BE MINE

With Even More Merchandise From Throughout The Store)
She-Devil
(PG-13)

The Murray and Paducah Stores
Will Be Giving Away a
Large Huggable Bear on
Valentine's Day.
- Register To Win -

:1?.)
;
11
4

Put A Sparkle In Your
Special Someone's Life
With Fine Jewelry From . .

_
GOLD GALLERL:m
- 3 Locations

"Var
'
.

Steel
Magnolias (PG)

(Nay

Tango &
Cash (R)

Omly

(41.-7)14b
1
8t4

50%.

7110

SALE N()W THRU FEBRUARY 10

1.17C'

Court Square
VC/Villa
753-8811
CrintrAviyalrAysnivAtimivAvinsTIVirjolAferrAforpTO
4111121/
.‘-a

BARGAIN AISLE

7t111
kb

Tonight Is
Bargain Night
$3.00 Adult $2.50 Child

Murray Home & Auto
N1-1."
,tI .1 II

,

01753-4110

;53-2571
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Coming community events are announced
Thursday, Feb. 8
Girl Scout Core leaders will
meet from 6:30 to 7:30 p.m. at Girl
Scout cabin.

Thursday, Feb.
in Curris Center theater at Murray
State University. Admission is free.

Annual Blue-Gold Banquet for
Cub Scout Pack 73 will be at 6
p.m. in lunchroom at Southwest
Calloway Elementary School.

Comedians Nancy Grey and
Dante Gana will perform at 7:30
p.m. in Cunis Center Stables at
Murray State University. Admission is free.

Tilghman-Beauregard Camp No.
1460 of Sons of Confederate Veterans will meet at 7:30 p.m. in county court room of Graves County
Court House, Mayfield.

Non-credit course on "Selection
and Proper Care of Indoor Plants"
will be from 6 to 9 p.m. For information call 762-2187.

Murray Kiwanis Club will meet
at 6 p.m. at Sirloin Stockade.

Open meeting of Narcotics
Anonymous will be at 7 p.m. in
Parish Center of St. Leo's Catholic
Church.

Murray Chapter No. 92 Royal
Arch Masons and Murray Chapter
No. 50 Royal and Select Masters
will meet at 7:30 p.m. at lodge hall.
New Murray Singles Connection
will meet at 7 p.m. at New Life
Christian Center. For information
call Kenneth, 753-3580, or Mary,
753-1334.

AA and Al-Anon will have
closed meetings at 8 p.m. at Senior
Citizens' Center, Benton. For information call 759-4059 or 753-7663.
Murray High School Tiger Girls
Basketball teams will host Marshall
County High School at 6 p.m.

Events at First United Methodist
"Tampopo," a 1986 Japanese
comedy, will be shown at 7:30 p.m. 'Church will include Bible Study on

New Spring Arrivals at

- JO-AN's Varieties

0%30%
2

on the square

Marked
Off
Bubbles Ltd. Inc. Fashion Knits
CLEARANCE SALE STILL IN PROGRESS
*Open Fridays
1211%
Up To MY Ofn
til 6 p.m.
753-9569

Thursday, Feb. 11
mut at 10 a.m. and Missions
Work Area at 7 p.m.
Brooks Chapel United Methodist
Church Women will meet at 7 p.m.
at church.
—
Writer's Workshop with Constance Alexander will be at 4 p.m.
at Murray Montessori School. For
information call 753-8380.
Friday, Feb. 9
Hazel and Willis Centers will be
open from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. for
activities by senior citizens.
Hazel Lodge No. 831 Free and
Accepted Masons will meet at 7:30
p.m. at lodge hall.

Free income tax assistance by
VITA (Volunteer Income Tax
Assistance program) of Department
of Accounting and Beta Alpha Psi
honorary accounting fraternity at
Murray State University in Room
302, Business Building, MSU,
from 12 noon to 4 p.m. For information call 762-4193.
Parents' Night Out will be from
6 to 10 p.m. at Martin's Chapel
United Methodist Church. For
information call 753-5809.
U.S. Census Bureau will give
tests for crewleaders and enumerators at 9:30 a.m. and 1 p.m. at
Hazel Baptist Church.
Family YMCA will have 50+
Fitness at 10 a.m. at Racer Arena,
Murray State University.

Gifts That Say
"I LOVE YOU!"
All Valentine Gifts

20

Friday, Feb. 9
"Photography: The Next 150
Years" at 7:30 p.m. in Clara M.
Eagle Gallery, Doyle Fine Arts
Center, Murray State University.

"How the Other Half Loves" will
be presented by Playhouse in the
Park at 8 p.m. at Curris Center
Ballroom, Murray State University.
Dinner will be at 7 p.m. For information call 759-1752.
Artist and photographer Laurence M. Gartel will lecture on

p.m. at WOW Youth Camp.
Laryngectomee Support Group

will meet at 4 p.m. in board room
of Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
Games will be played at 8 p.m.
at Murray Moose Lodge.
AA and Al-Anon will meet at 8
p.m. at J.U. Kevil Center, South
Main Street Youth Center at 205
North Fourth St., Murray, will be
open from 5 p.m. to 12 midnight.
For information call 753-TEEN.
Senior Adult Fellowship will
meet at 11:45 a.m. at First United
Methodist Church.
Brazil Fellowship dinner will be
at 6 p.m. at Seven Seas and a meeting with the Rev. and Mrs. Richard
Walker at 6:30 p.m. in Fellowship
Hall of First Baptist Church.

Reagan Foundation
donates $267,000
to drug programs
LOS ANGELES (AP) — The
Nancy Reagan Foundation last year
donated $267,000 to Southern California programs engaged in the
battle against drugs.
Rehabilitation programs and the
groups Just Say No and DARE —
Drug Awareness Recognition Education — were among programs
that received grants.
The foundation originally
planned to focus efforts on the
proposed Nancy Reagan Center, a
drug rehabilitation center to have
been run by the Phoenix House
organization. Mrs. Reagan pulled
out of the project because of neighborhood opposition in suburban
Lake View Terrace.

Charitll B1-1111C11 Silt11111171/

OFF

,HOLLAND
- DRUGS

ESTEE LAUDER

Cammy Gregory, left, and Trudy Baker are discussing the menu for
the Annual Sigma Sweetheart Charity Brunch to be Saturday, Feb.
10, from 10 a.m. to 1:30 p.m. at R.J. Brewbaker's, 304 Maple St.,
Murray. Baker and Emily Gore are co-chairmen for this annual fundraising event of the Sigma Department of the Murray Woman's Club.
Tickets are $4 per person and can be purchased from any Sigma
member or at the door the day of the brunch.

A GIFT FOR YOU
Estee Lauder
New Issues
An over 17.00 value.
Yours with any Estee Lauder
purchase of 12.50 or more.

granddaughters.

Club meets at Dunn home
Lillian Dunn opened her home
for the January meeting of Suburban Homemakers Club. Jo Farley
was cohostess.
"The Good News About
Depression" was the major lesson
presented by Annabelle Russell,
family life chairman.
A special newsletter on "Cooking With Oat Products" was given
by the foods and nutrition chairman, Rachel Hendon. She also

Also present were Wilma Wilson
and Pat Rogers. Refreshments were
served by the hostesses.
The club will meet Monday, Feb.
12, at 7 p.m. at the home of Jo

gave the devotion on "Comfort and

Farley.

Affiction" with scripture from
Psalm 46:1.
Sue Dunn, chairman, presided
and directed a game about United
States presidents. Reports were
given by Rosanna Miller, secretary.

Senator proposes from floor
OLYMPIA, Wash.(AP) — State
Sen. Jim West proposed marriage
to his girlfriend Wednesday from
the Senate floor. She said yes, but
he knew she would.
West wrote a note to Ginger
Marshall, who was watching from
the gallery. He told her he planned
to rise on the Senate floor and ask
for her hand but, like all politicians, he wasn't about to ask the
question until he knew the answer.

am,

Marshall read West's note and
nodded yes before he rose to
inform his colleagues that he had
just proposed to Marshall.
She hurried down from the gallery and the two stood for applause
at the front of the Senate chamber.
"Why did I do it like this?
Because we're in love," West said.
Neither West, 38, nor Marshall,
27, has ever been married. The
couple plan a December wedding.

By Abigail
Van Buren

There's a High Price to Pay
For Calling a Friend Cheap
DEAR ABBY: Henry(not his real
name) and I have been friends for
more than 30 years. My wife passed
away four years ago. In the last four
years, Henry and his wife have invited me to their home for dinner on
special occasions such as Mother's
Day, Father's Day, birthdays,
Thanksgiving and other holidays.
(I'm like "family.")
During a recent argument,Henry
said that he and his wife had discussed the fact that in all the years
they had entertained me,!had never
reciprocated their hospitality by
taking them out to dinner, and because of my failure to reciprocate,
they have decided that I am a cheapskate!
Abby, I have never gone to their
home for dinner without bringing
them a bottle ofgood wine or a box of
the best candy. Every Christmas, I
send them a plant.
My question: Would you call me a
cheapskate? Please answer in your
column,as a friendship hangs in the
balance.
HURT IN WEST PALM BEACH

(Excluding 86xed Candy)

1

Mr. and Mrs. James W. Shockley of RL 1, Sedalia, will celebrate their
50th wedding anniversary on Sunday, Feb. 11, with their son and family
in Dallas, Texas.
The Shockleys were married Feb. 11, 1940, in Henry, Tenn., by Mr.
Shockley's uncle, Fred W. Chunn.
Mrs. Shockley, the former Maxine Elizabeth (Bettye) Mason, is the
daughter of the late B.B. Mason and Rosa Schmidt Mason.
Mr. Shockley is the son of the late Karl M. Shockky and Nona Chunn
Shockley. A semi-retired minister, he is a former employee of Hale Chevrolet Co. and manager of Hale Tractor Co., Mayfield.
They have one son, William Mason Shockley, Dallas, and two

Square and round dancing with
music by Bill James and Wonder
Band will be from 7:30 to 10:30

10th Street Extended, Mayfield.

Kentucky's Western Waterland
will host a fundraiser at Clay
Campbell's Kentucky Opry, Draffenville, at 8 p.m. For information
call 1-800-448-1069.

Couple married 50 years

DEAR HURT: You indicated
that Henry revealed that he and
his wife thought you were a
cheapskate during an argument.
Obviously, that remark was intended to hurt you — which it
did.
Don't write off a 30-year
friendship because ofsomething
that wassaid in anger.Level with
Henry.Tell him his"cheapskate"
remark hurt you and clear the
air. Then offer to take them out
to dinner because you've often
been a guest in their home.Even
the most hospitable people ap-

A Valentine Special
Terry's Paint & Decorating
A .FREE
In-Home
Consultation...
Do you need help with color, style, windows, or floors?
The Terry's are ready to sweep you off your feet.

preciate dining out occasionally.
•• *

DEAR ABBY:Your youth is showing! Re the guest who wore her hat
during the meal: In my
grandmother's day (I'm 75)even the
hostess wore a hat as she sat down to
tea or lunch with her guests. I well
remember Grandmother getting all
hatted up for such an occasion. She
also wore a hat and a veil to go
shopping — even if it were for only a
loaf of bread.(Milk was delivered to
our doorstep. This was in England.)
Non sequitur: All through the
Blitz in London (1940-41), she slept
in her corset in case the house was
bombed and she might have to run
out into the street.
MARJORIE WORTHINGTON,
OCALA,FLA.
DEAR MARJORIE:Rumor has
it that Sir Winston Churchill had
always slept in his birthday suit,
but through the Blitz he wore
pajamas in case he had to leave
the house in a hurry.You British
are very proper people.
•* •

DEAR ABBY: May I address that
small portion of your readers who
are insensitive to the point of being
cruel?
Why do you think that:
(a) the parents of a new baby
want to hear about your neighbor's
6-month-old son who was a victim of
crib death?
(b)the wife ofa man scheduled for
surgery wants to hear about "this
fellow at work" who went into the
hospital for a minor operation and
died when they gave him the wrong
medication?
(c) the son of a woman recently
admitted to a nursing home wants to
hear about the dreadful home your
Aunt Tillie lives in, and how miserable she is there?
Abby, we all deal with our anxieties in our own ways. Please tell
your readers that if they have no
words ofencouragement,kindly shut
up!
ANXIETY ENOUGH
DEAR ANXIETY:Thanksfor a
"gentle"reminder to people who
shoot from the lip without realizing how their words can affect
others. And, add to your list:
Women who, upon meeting an
obviously pregnant woman,can't
resist describing in detail the
nausea of morning sickness and
the horror of labor pains.
•
•••

CALL FOR AN APPOINTMENT.
This is an up-to-date guide for formal
church weddings, at-bome waddisup or
smond-tintearound oraddings
soure
ardm
•s.
mod a long. b'
anvolops, plus'book or mousy order for
Canada) to: Dear AM'',
$3.55 1440
Wadding Booklot, P.O. Boa 47. ilimeat
Morris, al. 51064.(Postage is inotatiml.)
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Court rules cohabitation may reduce divorce settlements
FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP) — The
Kentucky Supreme Court ruled
today that cohabitation may be
grounds for a reduction in maintenance in a divorce settlement.
The court even outlined a set of
guidelines for judges to use when
considering specific instances.
The ruling came in an unusual
case decided by seven lawyers
appointed as special members of
the high court. All of the justices

Murray High School Band Honors: front row, left to right — Chris
Edwards and Catherine Krizan. Back row left to right — Philip
Brown, Bayberry Lanning, Heath Ryan, Anne-Marie Shapla, and Elizabeth Thurman. Edwards, Krizan, Brown, Limning, Ryan, and
Thurman were selected for AU-District Band. All, including Shapla,
were recommended to All-State Tryouts. Krizan, Lanning were
selected to All-State Orchestra. Brown was selected to All-State Band.

711

Murray Middle School 7th graders selected to participate in AllDistrict Band: front row, left to right — Sarah Conklin, David
Graves, Keisa Bennett, and Amanda Haneline. Back row, left to right
— Dawn Toth, Lori Cook, Rachel Cella, Laura Roseman, Mary Maddox, and Ketha Kendall-Holmes.

had excused themselves from the
case because it involved one of
their own, Justice Dan Jack Combs
of Betsy Layne.
Combs had stopped paying
maintenance to his ex-wife, Mary
Jane Combs, on the grounds that
her cohabitation had changed her
economic circumstances.
His position was upheld, but the
special justices also ruled that
Combs must pay some back main-

tenance because he unilaterally
stopped payments without a court
ruling on the subject.
But the unanimous decision,
which was not signed by any of the
special justices, upheld the general
pt advocated by Combs.
C.Q
"We do not intend by this opinion to open the floodgates to
motions to terminate or suspend
maintenance payments in every
situation in which the maintenance
recipient has begun dating, or has

The BD-5120.
The Model of Efficiency.

WEEKLY
ARTS CALENDAR
PRESENTED BY BUSINESS COMMITTEE FOR THE ARTS
Feb. 9.
Clara M. Eagle Gallery — Lecture: "Photography's next 150 Years,"
free, 7:30 p.m.
Feb. 9-18.
Market House Theater, Paducah — "I'm Not Rappaport," admission,
(444-6828).
Feb. 9-10.
Playhouse in the Park — "How the Other Half Loves," dinner theater, admission, dinner at 7 p.m., show at 8 p.m., Curtis Center
Ballroom.
Feb. 13.
MSU Department of Music — Faculty recital, Steve and Ellie Brown,
duo-piano, free, 8 p.m., Farrell Recital Hall.
MSU International Students — cultural entertainment, 7 p.m., Curris
Center Theater.
Feb. 13-March 20 (Tuesdays)
MSU Continuing Education — Art course: "Introduction to Drawing
and Painting," for 4th and 5th graders, $40, 6-7 p.m. (762-2187).
Feb. 15-17.
MSU Theater — "You're a Good Man, Charlie Brown," admission, 8
p.m., Johnson Theater.
Feb. 16.
Gospel Extravaganza — free, 7 p.m., Curtis Center Theater
(762-6836).
Feb. 18.
WKMS — 20th anniversary reception, free, 3.30 p.m., Curris Center
Ballroom.
If you have any art event you want to include, please contact Pam
Shay at the Murray-Calloway County Chamber of Commerce (502)
753-5171.

Murray Middle School 8th graders selected to participate in AllDistrict Band: front row, left to right — Jill Miller, Stephanie Mott,
Angela Hasty. 2nd row, left to right — Misty Clark, Megan Malinouskas, Maggie Snyder, Jean Clark, Amy Downey, and Todd Vinson.
3rd row, left to right — Kathy Bomba, Noelle Jedan, Nicole McCarthey, and Jay Oatman.

formed casual relationships with
persons of the opposite sex," the
opinion said.
The opinion set six general
guidelines for determining whether
a change in maintenance payments
is warranted by a cohabitation
arrangement.
The opinion also said that
changes in the economic circumstances of the spouse who is paying
maintenance has nothing to do with
the decision.

5,20
O 20 Copies per Minute)
•ACE - Automatic Controlled Exposure
O Edge-to-Edge Complete Copies!
O 11X14 Copies!
O Dual Page Copies!
CI 3-Way Paper Supply!
O Ultra-Friendly Control Panel!
El Stationary Platen!
Plus optional Color, Sorting, Auto Doc Feed, and Large
Capacity Paper Supply!
If you're looking for true business copying efficiency—and
economy!—look at Toshiba's new BD-5110
,the
The Features You Need ..The Quality You Demand .
efficiency your business deserves

TOSHIBA

"Ask Your Neighbors About Their Toshiba"

HOWARD D
COMPANY 0
Call: 1-800-633-7296

118 N. 7th

NO GIMMICKSJust Good "01-Fashioned"
on't Wait
LOW PRICES!!!
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prices!
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Drop Leaf
Dinette Set
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Murray Middle School 7th graders selected to participate in QuadState Band: left to right — Ketha Kendall-Holmes, Sarah Conklin,
Tracy Pervine.

Maple or Pine
Only $169

Bedroom Suites

Coffee and
End Tables
As Low As

Many Styles To Choose From!

199 $299 $399
Prices Include Bed Frame

29

Solid Pine

ea.

Murray Middle School 8th graders selected to participate in QuadSuns Band: front row, left to right — Jill Miller, Stephanie Mott,
Amy Downey, and Tod Vinson. Back row, left to right — Mike Stet
fey, Kathy Bomba, Maggie Snyder, Megan Malinauskas, and Jeanie
Clark.

Bunk Beds

Queen Size

2x4 Bed

$89

Sleeper Sofa $299

2x6 Bed

149

Brass Floor Lamps$39

READ THE CLASSIFIEDS

Under Bed Chest

$69

Mattresses
As Low As

$39

ea. pc.
in sets

11)

Living Room Suites
99
Starting at$2

Silver, 4 door, low mi., good tires, aluminum wheels,
lots of chrome, moon roof, loaded with extras, sharp!

PURDOM FURNITURE

$111750

On the West Side. of .Vaud
Elkins on the Square in Murray
-

1979 350 S Mercedes

Carroll VW Mazda
753-3581

505 S. 12th St., Murray

90 Days Free Financing
To Qualified Buyer
With Approved Credit

753-4872
44.

Mon.-Fri. 8-5
Sat. 9-4

h.,.
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Union report says Senate more conservative, House more liberal
WASHINGTON (AP) — The
Senate has become slightly more
conservative and the House slightly
more liberal, the American Conservative Union said Wednesday in
releasing its 1989 rating of
Congress.
Using a scale of 0-100, with 100
being the most conservative, the
group rated lawmakers by their
votes during 1989 on 24 issues,
covering defense, foreign policy,
taxation, spending and social
questions.
ACU executive director Daniel
L. Casey said there were encouraging signs on the House side despite
the more liberal rating, which he
attributed to an increased number
of Democrats as a result of the
1988 elections. He said the body as

• II

The average rating of the Senate
in 1989 was 46 percent, compared
with 43 percent in 1988 and 40
percent in 1987. The average rating
of the House was 43 percent in
1989, compared with 44 percent in
1988 and 37 percent in 1987.
The top-ranked Senators were
Bill Armstrong, R-Colo., Jesse
Helms, R-N.C., and Malcolm Wallop, R-Wyo. All had a rating of
100.
The top-ranked House members
were all Republicans: Reps. Phil
Crane of Illinois, Bill Dannemeyer
of Calif., Jim Hansen of Utah.,
Wally Herger of California, John
Hiler of Indiana, John Kasich of
Ohio, Clarence Miller of Ohio and
Don Ritter of Pennsylvania. All
had 100s.
Democrats Patrick Leahy of Vermont and Spark Matsunaga of
Hawaii had the only zeros in the

a whole is moving toward the
center.
He said the Senate became
slightly more conservative even
though there was one less Republican than before.
The House has 257 Democrats,
175 Republicans, and three vacancies. The Senate has 55 Democrats
and 45 Republicans.
"Comparing this year's charts
with those from the last few years,
we find a slight shift toward the
center by both parties in both
houses," Casey said. "It's probably too early to say whether this is a
result of a kinder and gentler Bush
congressional relations policy, or
more reflective of a fundamental
shift in the nationwide political
climate."

•••••

WHAT'S COOKIN'
ON THURSDAY?
Chopped .
Steak Dinner
3.99
•

TI-uzsday Only
From 4 p.m.

FAMILY RESTAURANTS

Auto Insurance
Compare Prices and Save!

CE

Itgang

6th & Main

753-0489

LOS ANGELES (AP) —
Roseanne Barr, Bill Cosby, Paula
Abdul, Dolly Parton and Tom
Cruise lead nominations for the
16th annual "The People's Choice
Awards," based on a public opinion poll.
"Cheers," "China Beach" and
"Life Goes On" were among the
shows winning nominations in the
television categories, while "Look
Who's Talking," "Batman" and
"Dead Poet's Society" got nods in
the movie categories.
The nominees were announced
late Tuesday. The winners, to be
announced in a March 11 telecast
on CBS, were determined by a poll
conducted by the Gallup
Organization.
Here is a list of the top three
vote-getters for each of the 20
categories. Some categories have
more than three vote-getters
because of ties.
Favorite female television performer: Roseanne Barr, Candice
Bergen, Phylicia Rashad.

WATCH OUR VIDEO SPECIALS

26" diagonal
REMOTE CONTROL STEREO
MONITOR-RECEIVER
MODEL 26GC672
.36-button digital TVNCR remote control
•All-electrontc control system with
on-screen prompts and displays
•AfTS broadcast stereo sound
-5-jack stereo monitor pane'
-Built-in clock with sleep timer
-Cable-compatible quartz tuning
-Square-corner High Contrast picture tube
-Traditional Oak finish

$59800

taxation, spending and social
issues.
KENTUCKY
Ford, D-Ky., 25; McConnell,
R-Ky., 89.
• • •
Here is the American Conservative Union's ranking of members
of the House col,a scale of zero to
100 for 1989. A 100 is the highest
conservative ranking. Each member

was graded on key recorded votes
in areas of defense, foreign policy,
taxation, spending and social
issues.
There are three vacancies in the
435-member House.
KENTUCKY
Democrats — Hubbard, 58;
Mazzoli, 32; Natcher, 25; Perkins,
21:
Republicans — Bunning, 96;
Hopkins, 71; Rogers, 82.

U.S.'aplornat suspended,
stripped of annual salary
for spying for Soviet Union
WASHINGTON (AP) — Felix pect touched off a frenzied media
S. Bloch, the career diplomat sus- pursuit of Bloch during his long
pected by U.S. authorities of spy- walks last summer
to and from his
ing for the Soviet Union, was for- apartment in a
Washington residenmally suspended Wednesday and tial area. A round-the-clock FBI
stripped of his $80,000 annual sal- vigil of Bloch's apartment building
ary, the State Department was called off or sharply curtailed
announced.
in December.
Bloch was suspended on the
Deputy spokesman Richard
Boucher said the department also is basis of a government regulation
authorizing the head of an agency
proposing to Fire Bloch.
to remove any employee without
The moves were the latest chap- pay when the action is considered
ter in a saga than began eight necessary in the interests of nadonmonths ago when Bloch, 54, was
placed on administrative leave with al security.
Bloch had been the No. 2 official
pay after he reportedly had been
of the U.S. Embassy in Vienna for
videotaped passing a suitcase to a
much of the Reagan administration
Soviet agent in Paris.
before taking up an assignment in
Efforts to reach Bloch on Wed- Washington.
nesday were unsuccessful. In the
Electronic surveillance is said to
past, he repeatedly has passed up have picked up Bloch telling his
chances to deny the allegations, wife that he had accepted payments
saying instead the government has from the Soviets. A former
not been able to bring charges, Viennese prostitute has told a fedmuch less prove them. He also has eral grand jury that Bloch spent
not returned telephone calls from roughly $10,000 a year for her serreporters in the past.
vices over seven years — an
Boucher refused to provide amount that investigators cannot
details of the action taken Wednes- find withdrawn from Bloch's ackday. The suspension took effect at nowledged bank accounts.
Meanwhile, the State Department
the close of business Wednesday.
Bloch has 30 days to answer the declined comment on a report in
charges and submit any informa- Common Cause Magazine that
tion to show why he should be Bloch has not undergone a security
restored to duty. He may request a clearance since August 1973
despite a requirement that such
hearing.
Bloch, a tall, urbane diplomat reviews take place every five years.
Two years ago, the General
who has spent more than 30 years
....hk,the-foreign
has not been Accounting Office, a congressional
proseculW. TIWe Ilav4 betp ungf- watchdog agency, Issued a reps
ficial 4Pports100t ertr4lustite alleging that 8,929 of the Staid
' Department believes its case Department's long-term employees
against him is not strong enough to in sensitive positions had not been
re-investigated within the five-year
seek an indictment.
The disclosure that he was a sus- limit.

'People's Choice Awards'
lists 1989 nmninations

Served with a choice of3 vegetables and
a roll or cornbread.
At Participating
Limited Tirne
Offer

Senate. Matsunaga missed seven of
the 24 votes because of health
problems.
Other senators with ratings
below la. were: Alan Cranston of
California, Christopher Dodd of
Connecticut, Paul Sarbanes and
Barbara Mikulski of Maryland,
Edward M. Kennedy of Massachusetts, Frank Lautenberg of New
Jersey, Daniel Patrick Moynihan of
New York, Howard Metzenbaum
of Ohio, Claiborne Pell of Rhode
Island, Tom Daschle of South
Dakota, Jim Sasser of Tennessee
and Brock Adams of Washington.
• • •
Here is the American Conservative Union's ranking of members
of the Senate on a scale of zero to
100 for 1989. A 100 is the highest
conservative ranking. Each member
was graded on key recorded votes
in areas of defense, foreign policy,

26" diagonal
TABLETOP REMOTE CONTROL
COLOR TV
MODEL 26GT441
-25-button digital remote control
•All-electronic control system with
on-screen prompts and displays
-Built-in clock with sleep timer
-On-screen time and channel display
-Auto Start Auto Programming
-Cable-compatible quartz tuning
-Square-corner High Contrast picture tube

$448
00

-4-program/1-month remote programming timer with
on-screen display
•155 channel cable-compatible FS tuner
-Unified TV/VCR infrared remote control
-Special effects including: search, stop action, frame
advance, slow motion and double speed play(EP mode)
-Auto Programming
-On-screen status display
-One-touch record with standby

Favorite male television performer: Bill Cosby, Ted Danson, Tom
Selleck.
Favorite young television performer: Neil Patrick Harris, Keshia
Knight-Pulliam, Fred Savage.
Favorite television comedy
series: "Cheers," "The Cosby
Show," "Roseanne."
Favorite television dramatic
series: "China Beach," "Knots
Landing," "L.A. Law,"
"thirtysomething."
Favorite male performer in a
television series: Richard Chamberlain, Neil Patrick Harris, Craig T.
Nelson.
Favorite female performer in a
new television series: Stephanie
Beacham, Corinne Bohrer, Jamie
Lee Curtis, Ann Jillian.
Favorite new television comedy
series: "Coach," "Doogie Howser," "Major Dad."
Favorite new television dramatic
series: "Life Goes On," "Quantum Leap„" "Rescue 911,"
"Young Riders."
Favorite late night talk show
host: Johnny,Carsqg, ArseTItoglall,
David ilettimanj"
Favorite TnotiolOicture:
man,'' ''Lethal
"Lethal Weapon 2,"
"Look Who's Talking, "Steel
Magnolias."
Favorite comedy motion picture:
"Look Who's Talking," "National
Lampoon's Christmas Vacation,"
"When Harry Met Sally ...."
Favorite dramatic motion picture: "Batman," "Dead Poet's
Society," "Lethal Weapon 2,"
"Steel Magnolias."
Favorite motion picture actor:
Tom Cruise, Mel Gibson, Dustin
Hoffman, Eddie Murphy.
Favorite motion picture actress:
Kim Basinger, Meryl Streep, Kathleen Turner.
Favorite male musical performer:
Bobby Brown, Billy Joel, Richard
Marx.
Favorite female musical performer: Paula Abdul, Debbie Gibson,
Janet Jackson, Madonna.
Favorite country music performer: Willie Nelson, Dolly Parton,
Kenny Rogers, Randy Travis.
Favorite all-around female entertainer: Paula Abdul, Roseanne
Barr, Cher, Bette Midler, Dolly
Paz-ton.
Favorite all-around male entertainer: Bill Cosby, Tom Cririse,
Arsenio Hall, Eddie Murphy.
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Read the want ads daily

Your Individual
Horoscope
Frances Drake
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FOR FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 9, 1990
ARIES
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 19)
Inventiveness abounds today, but
you may be in too much of a rush to
get things done. A turning point is
reached in a matter concerning a
child. Work comes before play now.
TAURUS
(Apr. 20 to May 20)
tit
You could lock horns with an
adviser today. A career matter comes
to a head. Having company over now
is not especially favored. Be on top of
legalities on property interests.
GEMINI
(May 21 to June 20)
fit
Look before you leap today when it
comes to investment decisions..
Today's changes involve financial
matters. The pieces of the puzzle on
traveling begin to fit.
CANCER
(June 21 to July 22)
Partners are prone to do the
unexpected now. An argument could
occur over a contractual concern. Be
budget conscious on this day when
expenditures could get out of hand.
LEO
(July 23 to Aug.22)
An unexpected development at
work could mean a change of plans.
Be flexible. Today the focus is on you.
Guard against overtireclness and get
sufficient rest.

VIRGO
(Aug.23 to Sept. 22)
SR
There's an unfinished task that
needs your attention now. You're in
an adventurous mood today, but
avoid pleasure pursuits that are in
any\way hazardous.
LIBRA
(Sept.23 to Oct 22)
Be careful that you don't break
something you value. Guard against
household accidents. Though a heart
matter is now settled, you'll be
accenting family tonight.
SCORPIO
(Oct 23 to Nov. 21)
You're in danger of scattering your
energies today. Despite a businessrelated delay, avoid making decisions
in haste. Travelers should obey the
rules of the road.
SAGITTARIUS
(Nov.22 to Dec. 21)
de
Travel is favored so long as you
don't overspend. Try not to get into
an argument about money today. A
new source of income could arise. Be
astute when shopping.
CAPRICORN
(Dec.22 toJan. 19)
You're more daring than usual, but
be careful you don't rub someone the
wrong way. You may have mixed
feelings about an investment Take
the necessary time to think things
through.
AQUARIUS
(Jan. 20 to Feb. 18)
You're busy with some private
pursuits now.Some strain could exist
in a relationship. If traveling in an
unfamiliar place, be careful that you
don't get lost.
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46" Diagonal STEREO REMOTE
CONTROL WIDE-SCREEN TV
MODEL 46GW700C
•MTS Broadcast Stereo
-Advanced On-Screen Controls
-Cable-Compatible Quartz Tuning
-5-Jack Stereo Monitor Panel
-COMB Filter
-Automatic Picture Controls
-Space-Saving Design
-Oak Vinyl

988
MURRAY APPLIANCE AND TV

Your General Electric, Jenn Air and RCA Appliance Dealer In
212 East Main Street

V•
•

Model 26GC100
-On-Screen Menu Selections
-Steep Timer
-Auto start Auto programming
-Square-Corner 100° COTY
Picture Tube
-Cable-Compatible Quartz Tuning
-Automatic Picture Circuitry
-Pecan finish on fiberboard
and select
hardwood solids

75:s ,
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"This
friendly
sales team
is waiting to
serve you!"

(Standing L to R) Jayson Roberts, David York, Connie Cox,
Gene Buhmann,(Front Row)Tommy Vance, Charles Jenkins,
Preston Barrett.

Dwain Taylor Chevrolet•Geo, Inc,
1307 S. 12th St - Murray

753-2617

PtscEs

mop

(Feb. 19 to Mar.20)
weed
You'll be making some new friends
now, but still a touchy situation'could
arise with someone you know Try
not to let work slide. Stay on top of
duties.
YOU BORN TODAY have a natural
interest in public service and may be
drawn to a career in politics or
government Service. You work best
When inspired and are an original
thinker. Somewhat nervous and
high-strung, you need to watch that
temperament doesn't get in the way
of your accomplishment
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CRAFTS GALORE
"Come See All Our Homemack Country Crafts"
Diane Bucy & Emma Bucy - Owners
204 So. 46 St.

M-Sat. 10 pa.-5 pa.

759-9806
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When you want the
occasion to be unforgettable,
come to the place where memories
are made!

You can find
that perfect
Valentine's Gift
from our new
Spring arrivats.
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OSpring Jogging
Suits

Lovely atmosphere,
heartwarming prices
and heavenly fare.

Stop in and see us!

Polka Dots Are In!
See Our Large Selection of
Polka Dotted Dresses!

Reserve a spot
for you and
your valentine.

All Fall & Winter Merchandise
1/2 of 112 Plus
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$1.00

Downtown • Murray

(75% Off)
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BOUTIQUE
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304 Maple

Downtown Murray

753-0124
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SWEATSHIRT
CLASSES
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From the
AD's Desk
Michael Strickland
MSU Athletic Director

For the past couple of months I have used
this column to discuss some rather significant
issues at the national and conference level
related to the future of college athletics. Since
our last column, I have been to the NCAA
convention in Dallas and there were quite a few
movements in the area of institutional control. I
would like to depart from that today, however,
and "come home" for a little bit to talk about
the status of our special events center proposal
in Frankfort, and then to do some bragging
about some of our athletic success during the
fall semester.
First, let's discuss the special events center. I'm sure that all
of you have been following this very closely and have been listening to the various discussions of the prospects. I can assure
you that there are many rumors floating around town about the
SLIMS of the building, where it is, who's responsible for what,
who did what, and who didn't do what.
Let me take this opportunity to set the record straight with
some facts and some things we need to think about and focus
on as we continue to push hard to get this building approved
by our legislature and get the attention of the people in Frankfort as to our need for this facility.
Fact: Dr. Jim Booth has done a tremendous job in focusing
attention on the project through the Board of Regents to identify
this as our number one priority, and has spent countless hours
meeting with members of our local and area delegation to lobby
and ask bluntly time after time what we must do to get this
building.
Fact: The community has responded to the tune of almost a
half-million dollars in pledges and commitments which we have
made known to our local delegation and the Governor's office.
Fact: The other half-million needed to make our million-dollar
quota is available, given some kind of positive signal from
Frankfort.
Fact: We have endorsements from the Murray City Council,
the Paducah Chamber of Commerce, the Murray-Calloway County
Chamber of Commerce, the Prrchase Area Development Commision We have support in Benton; we have support in Trigg
County, Mayfield and Paducah. Clearly we have support across
the region for this building and clearly many people have spoken to our legislators about the issue.
Fact: Like it or not, the legislature is a political animal and
politics has had some impact on our request. We must overcome
that as a community and not let politics get in the way of the
ultimate goal of securing the financing for the building.
Fact: Steve lea, through his efforts at the Chamber of Commerce, has spent countless additional hours working and lobbying
both in the area and in Frankfort to elicit support for the
building.
Fact: Mayor Bill Cherry has spent hours working hard on
this building.
Fact: The building, while not in the Governor's budget, may
still be introduced through the legislature where there is still
just as good of an opportunity for us to secure the building.
Presently, all of us at the university are involved in a lobbying
campaign, planning to spend more time in Frankfort and we are
continuing to push hard for this building, to identify our concerns and specifically create an environment where the people of
the remainder of the state are aware of the need of Murray
State for this facility. I don't think there is any question we
have documented the need, documented the support, documented
area-wide interest and it is now strictly a matter of gaining real
political support.
• • •
Again, I will say to the community of Murray, and specifically those who support Racer athletics, that it is important that
our local officials know how important this is to you. To do
this, you must talk to them and let them know how important
it is. I think we need to make sure that our legislators know
how important it is so that they may include it in their budget.
No one at Murray State is giving up, and we are pushing hard,
but we do need a continued and constant support from everyone
in the area who is interested. I encourage you to pursue contacting your local delegation. If you have any questions about
who to contact or how to contact someone, please call Bill
Rayburn and he will advise you.
Now, as to some people who I think deserve special recognition, we have had some tremendous performances in the fall
semester and I would like to acknowledge some of these. First,
I certainly want to express appreciation to the volleyball team
for having the most-successful season in their history. The team
won a school-record twenty matches during the 1989 fall season
and went on to win the Ohio Valley Conference tournament and
represent Murray State in the Women's Invitational Volleyball
Championships in Birmingham, Ala.
In addition to the addition to the team's success, Kim Koehler was named most valuable player in the OVC tournament and
first-team All-OVC. Lea Ann Allen was named to the second
team and Amy Rhodes was named to the OVC All-Freshmen
team. In addition, Oscar Segovia was honored by being named
OVC Coach of the Year. After the success on the court, we
were again delighted to receive another honor when Lea Ann
Allen was named to the GTE/CoSIDA All-Academic second
WM.

In football, I feel very good about the season and we are
certainly very proud of the accomplishments of the senior class
and most notably Michael Proctor and his achievements on the
field. We also want to praise Eric Crigler, who was not only
selected as OVC scholar athlete, but was selected to receive one
of only 25 NCAA football post-graduate scholarships.
Deena Wlgger of the rifle team continued to garner honors
and distinguish herself. She, along with Crigler, received one of
the OVC scholar athlete awards and won national honors both
Committee.
in competition and recognition by the U.S. Olympic,
She continues to be an ouutanding example of what a
student-athlete and a Murray State athlete is all about.
Phil Billington of the men's tennis team was recently awarded
the OVC medal for outstanding academic achievement for the
second year in a row. Phil received this honor which represents
the fact that he had the highest grade point average of any tennis players in the conference. This is the first time that anyone
has ever won the award for two years in a row and Phil is to
be commended for this excellent performance.
(Coxt'd oa, page 13)
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Miller sets Rupp record; UK romps
LEXINGTON, Ky.(AP) — It was Miller time
in Rupp Arena, Derrick Miller time that is.
The senior guard from Savannah, Ga., scored
a career-high 40 points and became the 36th
member of Kentucky's exclusive 1,000-point
club in leading the Wildcats to a 100-73 Southeastern Conference victory Wednesday over
Vanderbilt.
Miller, who now ranks 33rd on the careerscoring list with 1,031 points, also is the first
Kentucky player to ever score 40 points in the
14-year history of Rupp Arena.
"I just played my game," said Miller, who
hit six of 15 shots from 3-point range. "I tried
to drive a lot and that opened up everything.
This was the best game I've ever played overall
in college."
Kentucky coach Rick Pitino didn't want to
interfere with Miller's time in the limelight.
"Derrick was just having one of those nights
— some of the shots were bad, some of the

shots were good — and I said, 'What the heck,
let him take them,' " he said. "These kinds of
nights happen, 40-point nights, once in a
lifetime.
"We had the lead and I said, 'Let him have
his night. He's sacrificed an awful lot for us.'"
Miller's previous career best was 36 points
against Tennessee Tech earlier this season and
California last season.
Kentucky was able to end a three-game losing
streak to the Commodores, which included a
92-85 setback on Jan. 6 at Vanderbilt.
—They're a lot better team than the last time
we played them," said Vanderbilt coach Eddie
Fogler, whose team suffered its third straight
loss. —Their press was certainly more effective
than at Nashville. We got outhustled on the
backboard. We got outhustled on loose balls."
Kentucky's pressing defense forced Vanderbilt into 23 turnovers that the Wildcats turned
inio 40 points.

Miller did most of his damage in the first
eight minutes of the second half when he
sparked a 28-10 run with 16 points to give Kentucky (11-10, 7-5 SEC) a 74-46 lead. He made
four of his 3-point shots in the spurt.
"Miller really hurt us badly," Fogler said,
"particularly when he hit those four straight
3-pointers in the second half."
Vanderbilt (12-8, 5-6) could draw no closer
than 91-71 on Scott Draud's layup with 2:55 to
go.
Deron Feldhaus added 21 points and Reggie
Hanson scored 20 as Kentucky hit half of its 76
shots from the field.
Derrick Wilcox paced Vanderbilt with 16
points.
• • •
Kentucky (11-10) moved back ahead of North
Carolina on the college basketball victory list
with 1,475.

Defense won
battles but
lost the wars

Major league baseball

Major league baseball commissioner Fay Vincent has entered the negotiations between players and
owners.

Vincent meets with negotiators
NEW YORK (AP) — Even
though there was no progress again
in the baseball negotiations, there
was a new twist: Commissioner
Fay Vincent got involved.
After the regular bargaining session ended on Wednesday, Vincent
met secretly with management
negotiator Chuck O'Connor, deputy commissioner Stephen Greenberg and three representatives of
the union: executive director
Donald Fehr, associate general
counsel Eugene Orza and Mark
Belanger, Fehr's special assistant.
A source who spoke on condition of anonymity described the
meeting as "uneventful."
Vincent said he wouldn't order
that camps be opened, as Commissioner Bowie Kuhn did in 1976.
But Vincent also repeated that he
does not rule out any hypothetical
situations.

Owners, who meet Friday in
Chicago, have said they will not
start spring training as scheduled
next Thursday unless players agree
to an outline for revenue sharing.
New York Yankees owner
George Steinbrenner seemed to
break ranks on Wednesday, criticizing management's position that
there was a growing divergence in
income between teams from large
and small markets. In an interview
published in today's editions of the
New York Daily News, he said the
argument by small-city owners was
"a copout" and "crying wolf."
"It's phony as a three-dollar
bill," Steinbrenner said.
Talks recessed until next week
after Wednesday's two-hour session, the 19th since negotiations
began on Nov. 28.
"It's fair to say players have
been resigned to the notion that

they're going to shut the camps
because that's what they said
they're going to do," Fehr said.
"If they do shut the camps down,
it won't have a positive effect on
anything."
O'Connor said he believed owners would support the lockout position, which they agreed to last July
and affirmed in December. Milwaukee owner Bud Selig, chairman
of the Player Relations Committee,
sent a letter to clubs on Jan. 9 telling them not to open camps until
further notice.
"As far as I blow, nothing has
changed that would alter the
instruction of that memorandum,"
O'Connor said.
Asked if he saw any scenario in
which owners might allow camps
to open without an agreement,
O'Connor said, "I do not. No."

By The Associated Press
Wake Forest and Auburn devised
special gimmicks for Georgia
Tech's Dennis Scott and LSU's
Chris Jackson. As a result, they
won the battles but lost the wars.
Wake Forest threw a triangleand-two at Scott, who was nursing
a bruised right shoalder, so Brian
Oliver stepped in and scored 31
points, including seven of 10
3-pointers, to lead No. 16 Georgia
Tech to a 79-70 victory Wednesday
night.
"I thought it was a smart gamble
because at times Oliver doesn't
shoot very well," Georgia Tech
coach Bobby Cremins said. "But
the kid just showed some guts
tonight. He stepped forward and
made the shots (12-for-16). If he
doesn't make those, we lose."
Oliver also had five rebounds
and six assists.
Auburn slowed the pace against
No. 11 LSU and held Jackson to a
career-low nine points on 3-for-11
shooting. But 7-footers Shaquille
O'Neal and Stanley Roberts took
over and and led LSU to an 82-71
victory,
"I think Chris Jackson showed a
great deal of restraint tonight,"
Auburn coach Tommy Joe Eagles
said. "It was not one of his better
scoring nights, but he saw where
the opportunities were and got the
ball to the big men.
"A lot of great scorers, when
they're defended hard, lose their
poise and force things. We never
saw that from Jackson."
In other Top 25 games, it was
No. 2 Kansas 83, Oklahoma State
76; No. 3 Arkansas 100, Texas
Tech 77; No. 5 Georgetown 97,
Pitt 81 and No. 13 Oklahoma 86,
Iowa State 81.
Elsewhere
• Rodney Monroe scored 22 points
to set up North Carolina State's
second-half runaway and an 88-77
victory over North Carolina, the
Wolfpack's first triumph at Chapel
Hill in 14 years. The Wolfpack
ended their years of frustration
with a 13-3 run in a four-minute
stretch after a 35-35 halftime tie.

College football — television
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CFA rallies as schools
NEW YORK (AP) — The College Football Association, trying to plug
a huge hole in its television package left by the defection of Notre Dame,
rallied its members Wednesday as schools denounced the greed of the
Fighting Irish.
The CFA, formed in 1977 to negotiate TV rights separate from the
NCAA, messaged its 64 members not to follow Notre Dame's lead. At the
same time, CFA executive director Chuck Neinas set up a conference call
Wednesday afternoon, presumably for the same purpose.
—The CFA is re-negotiating with ABC and ESPN," Arkansas athletic
director Frank Broyles said. "We'll see what the money is without Notre
Dame."
On Monday, NBC-TV and Notre Dame announced that they had signed
a five-year, $30 million deal to televise six home games a year beginning
in 1991, removing the Fighting Irish from the CFA's TV package.
The CFA and ABC agreed to a five-year, $210 million deal last January, and ESPN has a five-year, $110 million contract with the CFA that
begins in 1991.
Steve Bornstein, ESPN executive vice president and the No. 2 man at
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the cable network, said he still was hopeful Notre Dame would be
included in the CFA package.
"Hopeful, but I'm not sure it's reasonable to expect," Bornstein said.
"We're talking to everybody right now, but our primary conversations
have been with the CFA.... We negotiated a deal last fall that included all
64 members of the CFA and, frankly, we think we have a deal with all 64
teams."
Bornstein said the network had not ruled out legal action against the
CFA, Notre Dame or NBC. "We're not giving up any of our options," he
said, "and that's one of the ones we're exploring."
"They said they were doing it for their fans and alumni," Rudy Davalos, athletic director at CFA-member Houston, said, "but I don't think
there was a real big problem seeing Notre Dame on TV.
"1 call it greed. Certainly, it's their option, but it hurts the effectiveness
of the CFA when people go wildcatting."
Eleven of Notre Dame's 12 regular-season games were televised
nationally last season for an estimated $4 million. They'll make $6 million a year from NBC, or $1 million per game, and that doesn't count
what they could make from road games.
"The bottom line is money, and it boils down to one word: greed,"
Colorado State athletic director Oval Jaynes said. "Notre Dame wants all
the exposure and all the money."
Added Georgia athletic director Vince Dooley: "Surprise. Shock.
Greed. And ultimate greed: That's the reaction I'm getting from people."
"Nobody's offering us a million dollars a game," Pittsburgh athletic
director Ed Bozik said. "I still don't know what's in the CFA's contracts
(with ABC and ESPN). Let's wait and see what's going to happen and
what the CFA is going to come up with."
Bozik questioned whether any other school, even national champion
Miami, has the clout to challenge Notre Dame's coast-to-coast
recognition.
"Notre Dame is Notre Dame," he said. "Whoever ,competes against
Notre Dame is going to lose rating points ... even a Pitt-Penn State game
would lose rating points to Notre Dame."
Neinas was in New York on Tuesday to meet with ABC officials, who
have said they won't pay the full amount of the contract without Notre
Dame involved.
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It's almost here.
The NCAA Tournament is five
weeks away.
Of 64 tournament berths, 30 go
to conference champions, and the
rest will be shared among 291 of
the 294 Division I schools eligible
for postseason.
Kentucky, North Carolina State
and Cleveland State are on NCAA
probation.
Here's how the ball is bouncing
in the major conferences and
among independents hoping to
reach the Final Four in Denver on
March 31:
Atlantic Coast
Duke, North Carolina, Clemson
and Georgia Tech are certainties,
with Virginia a probable and and
Maryland the Ion shot.
Big East
Four teams appear certain —
Georgetown, Connecticut, Syracuse
and St. John's — with Providence
and Villanova also in position to
gain entrance.
Big Eight
Missouri, Kansas and Oklahoma
are headed for the tournament, with
either Oklahoma State or Kansas
State sneaking in.
Big Ten
If the selection system were perfect, eight teams would have a legitimate claim at a berth. Purdue,
Michigan, Minnesota, Michigan
State and Illinois seem to be locks
with Indiana right behind. Ohio
State and Iowa have beaten some
good teams.
Big West
Known as UNLV's conference,
the Runnin' Rebels should be
joined in the tournament thi4 season by New Mexico State and CalSanta Barbara with Long Beach
State as an outsider.
Metro
Louisville is the only sure thing
as Memphis State and Florida State
haven't lived up to preseason
expectations.
Pacific 10
Four teams — Oregon State,
UCLA, Arizona and California —
appear to be solid for the NCAA.
This will be the last year for a
postseason conference tournament,
and a last chance for the second
division teams to make the field.
Southeastern
Louisiana State and Alabama
appear certain choices but the rest
of the conference has been inconsistent at best. Georgia, Tennessee,
Vanderbilt and Mississippi State all
have outside chances with a lateseason winning streak.
West Coast
Loyola Marymount should be
invited just for entertainment's
sake, but the Lions also deserve it.
Independents
There are 19 schools in this
group plus the members of the Big
South and American South, two
conferences without automatic
bids.
•
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Also receiving automatic berths:
Atlantic 10
The league champion will be in
the tournament. Rutgers, Temple
and Massachusetts are the leaders.
Big Sky
Idaho is the favorite.
Colonial
The champion should be the only
team, and it appears Lefty Driesell
has a chance of taking James
Madison.
East Coast
Another champion-only conference, and all eight teams had over-

all records between .600 and .421
as of Monday.
Ivy
The Ivy race is usually decided
on the final weekend in a game
with a total score in the 90: and
Princeton is always involved.
Metro Atlantic
The MAAC has never had two
teams in the NCAA before but it
has a chance if La Salle is upset in
the tournament. The Explorers and
scoring machine Lionel Simmons
are a lock and Holy Cross is having
its best season in 14 years.
Mid-American
This is becoming Ball State's
playground.
Mid-Continent
Four schools — Western Illinois,
Southwest Missouri State,
Wisconsin-Green Bay and Northern
Iowa — fight for one berth.
Mid-Eastern Athletic
North Carolina A&T earned the
MEAC's berth seven times in the
'80s, but the Aggies will need to
win the tournament to start a streak
in the 90s.
Midwestern Collegiate
Xavier, Ohio has been the conference's marquee name for several
seasons and the Musketeers should
be in the NCAA regardless.
Missouri Valley
Creighton and Southern Illinois
have posted impressive records, but
the power rating could make the
tournament the deciding factor for
a lone berth.
North Atlantic
Northeastern, Boston U. and
Hartford should fight for the one
berth.
Northeast
Marist has its first chance to get
back in the tournament after a twoyear probation, and the Red Foxes,
Robert Morris and Monmouth are
the frontrunners for one berth.
Ohio Valley
Murray State is undefeated in the
conference, and Middle Tennessee,
which won its first-round NCAA
game over Florida State last year,
is at the bottom of the standings.
Southern
East Tennessee State is the class
of the conference this season, and
that should be bad news for some
top NCAA seeds as the Buccaneers
gave quite a scare to Oklahoma last
season.
Southland
Northeast Louisiana is the only
team in the league over the .500
mark.
Southwest
Arkansas is one of the nation's
top teams, and Texas and Houston
have shown to be top caliber
teams. They should be in the field.
Southwestern Athletic
Southern has earned the NCAA
bid four of the last live years, and
the Jaguars are 16-2 and undefeated in the conference.
Sun Belt
Alabama-Birmingham and South
Florida are the only teams over the
.500 mark, and the conference tournament is being played in
Birmingham.
Trans America
Texas-San Antonio, Georgia
Southern, Centenary and
Ark.-Little Rock all have excellent
records, but the non-conference
scheduled should keep it to just one
bid.
Western Athletic
Some good records — Bripam
Young, Texas-El Paso, Hawaii and
Colorado State are all over .650 —
but the power ratings indicate probably two, maybe three will make
the field.
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Local basketball
HAYFIELD — Murray High School senior forward Scott Gordon was chosen to
represent the First Region on the stale's Al-A Classic Al-Academic
beam blowing
the First Region Al-A Classic Tournament in Mayfield last
week Gordon was one
of nine players chosen to the First Region All-Academic team,
which included players from each of the nine schools with. All-A event.
Other players honored
included Scott Duncan ot Mayfield, Bryce Fellows of Heath, Matt
Gardner of Fulton
County, Matt Haas of St Mary, Lee Johnson of Fulton City,
Andy Knott of Ballard
Memorial, Brian O'Neil of Carlisle County and James Poffenberger
of

.
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OVC Honors
MURRAY STATE — Junior college transfer Greg Coble of the Murray State Racers has been named 14410:4114f of the Week m thy. Ohio Valley Conference.
Coble, a 6-2, 1135-1b. junior from Brownsville. Tenn., picked up 28 points and 12
rebounds in the Racers' two victories over Austin Peay State University Saturday
and Monday, including a 14-for-14 showing at the free throw line,
• Morehead State's Ebel Boyd (43 points, 14 rebounds in two games) was the
OVC's Player of the Week and Mitch Cupples of Tennessee Tech is the Rookie of
the Week. In women's basketball, Melinda Clayton of Tennessee Tech is the OVC
Player of the Week and Jaree Goodin of Eastern Kentucky is the league's Rookie
of the Week. No Newcomer of the Week was selected for women's play

OVC Basketball
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College basketball

NASHVILLE, TN. — Notes from the Ohio Valley Conference office
The Murray State Racers' 11-game win streak is the third-longest in NCAA Division I at the moment and the team's nine-game winning streak on the road ties a
school record...after cracking the Top Ten briefly, sophomore center Ronald
'Popeye' Jones is now 13th nationally in rebounding, averaging 11.3 per
game,. Grog Coble's streak of 25 consecutive free throws is only three short of the
school record.. senior forward Chris Ogden's two-game totals against Austin Peay
on Saturday and Monday included 25 points, 10 rounds and three steals; Ogden
connected on 11 of 14 field goals...Lady Racer forward Michelle Worming has
moved into fifth place on the all-time scoring list with a total of 1,181 points.
• With Monday's 58-55 loss to Murray State, Austin Peay's Lake Kelly has lost
three straight games at APSU lor the first time; the Goys have officially been eliminated from the OVC title race...
• Eastern Kentucky University is ranked 10th nationally in rebound margin, outboarding opponents by 8.0 per game, but the Colonels, with only one win in nine
road games this season, play their next four games away from home...
• Tennessee State's Darryl Brooks has scored at least one 3-point goal in each
TSU game in which he's played this season and scored 43 points in his last two
games. The Tigers invade Murray State this weekend...
• A capacity crowd of 10,150 turned out for Saturday's Middle TennesseeTennessee Tech game at Tech Saturday, marking the season's highest attendance
mark for any OVC school. The game was the 'rematch* between the two teams
after a bench-clearing brawl earlier in the year at Middle Tennessee

General
BALTIMORE — New York Giants running back David Meggett was arrested and
charged with lewdness and soliciting a prostitute after allegedy offering to pay an
undercover female police officer for sex, police said. Both charges are misdemeanors. Meggett indicated to undercover officer Mary Whitace that he was willing to
pay $40 for sexual acts. Meggett was released on his own recognizance after a
bail hearing. A preliminary hearing was set for March 8. Meggett was voted to the
Pro Bowl as a rookie after finishing fourth in the NFC among punt returners, averaging 11.4 yards per return, and ninth among kick returners with a 20.5-yard
average.

College basketball
DES MOINES, Iowa — Drake basketball coach Tom Abatemarco, whose team
had refused to practice or play for him, was reassigned to other duties in the university's athletic department. Assistant coach Eddie Fields will run the squad until
the university completes an in-house investigation of the program, said Jack Ohle,
Drake's vice president for institutional advancement. Ohle said the action does not
imply any wrongdoing on Abatemarco's part concerning allegations of university or
NCAA violations that the school is investigating The players charged that Abatemarco has harassed them and subjected them to "inhuman treatment." They said
through an attorney that they would not play as long as Abatemarco was the coach
but would play for one of his assistants
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NBA standings
EASTER/4 CONFERENCE
Atlantic Divide*
W L Pct. GI
New York
31 16 NO —
30 17 .638 1
Philadelphia
Boston
2$ 16 809 214
Washington
111 30 .375 13%
New Jersey
12 38 256 19
Miami
10 NI .2011 21%
Centre/ Divalse
34 It 701 —
Detroit
Chicago
21 18 609 5
141asukee
27 21 .563 7
Indiana
24 23 511
9.4
Atlanta
21 24 .467 11%
Cleveland
20 25 441 12%
Orlando
13 33 213 20
WESTERN CONFERENCE
Illdweet Division
W L Pct. GO
San Antonio
32 13 711 —

Utah
DOW.'

Dallas
Homilon
14 nrimota
Charlotte
LA. Laken
Portend
Phoenix
Golden Ss*
Swale
LA. Claws
Sacramento

12 14
25 20
25 22
22 24
10 35
• 36
Peallc Division
36 11
33 13
21 17
23 23
22 23
20 26
12 3.4

606
%
556 7
532 •
476 10%
222 22
182 234
761
717
622
500
469
435
261

—
2
64
12
174
15
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Wednesday's Gan*
Boston 146, Chariot* 125
Utah 104. Nevi Jersey 101
Gotban State 113, PhlheciediNa 112
Phoenix 1211, Seeds 124
Las Angeles Lakers 121. Chicago 103

NHL standings
WALES CONFERENCE
Petrick
lite OF GA
W I.
NY Wanders
2724
50 207200
NY Rangers
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New Jersey
24 24
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Washington
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St Louis
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Detroit
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LAMM*
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Vancouver
14 32 9 41 167
Wedaseday's Games
Toronto 7, St. Lads 1
Buffalo 3, Morava 1
New Volt Rangers 5, Edmonton 2
Hartford 5 Minnesota 3
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SAN FRANCISCO — Second-seeded Andre Agassi rallied to rout Dan Goldie 2-6,
6-0, 6-1, advancing to the quarterfinals of the $250,000 Volvo tournament. Agassi
will play No. 8 seed Paul Annacone, who beat Tim Wilkison 6-2, 6-2, In another
second-round match, No. 4 Christi) van Rensburg defeated Kelly Jones, 6-2, 3-6,
7-5. In first-round matches, Todd Witsken beat Robert Seguso 6-2, 6-4; Lawson
Duncan edged Kelly Evernden 7-5, 5-7, 7-5, and Derrick Rostagno, leading 7-5,
3-0, advanced when Paul Chamberlin retired with a pulled stomach muscle.
• • •
MILAN, Italy — John McEnroe survived three sets and a referee's warning to beat
Andrei Cherkasav 6-1, 4-6, 6-4 in the first round of Milan's indoor tournament. `fannick Noah, the fourth seed, lost to Britain's Jeremy Bates 7-5, 6-4. Other winners
were top-seeded Ivan Lend and No. 5 Tim Mayotte.
• • .
GUARUJA, Brazil — Top-seeded American Jay Berger overpowered Brazil's Nelson Aerts 6-4, 6-4 in the Chevrolet Classic tournament. Other winners were Martin
Jaite of Argentina and Luiz Mattar ol
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TOKYO — Hideyuki Ohashi knocked out Choi Jum-hwan of South Korea with a
kill hook to the body at 2:11 of the ninth round to win the World Boxing Council
strawweight title for fighters up to 105 pounds. Ohashi becomes Japan's first
champion since Hiroki loka won the WBC strawweight title on Oct. 18, 1987.
ending a 21-fight losing streak by Japanese world title challengers.
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From the A.D.'s desk...
(Cont'd on page 12)
The transition from fall to winter has continued to bring honors to our
program. Stephanie Saleem and Dianne Woodside of the women's track
team have already qualified for the NCAA Indoor Track Meet and Stephanie was selected to participate in the Millrose Games.
Our women's basketball team, for the first time in conference history,
was in second place at the half-way mark of the season and is a contender
for the conference championship. Our men's basketball team currently is
leading the league and setting new standards from excellence in that program. Ronald "Popeye" Jones is to be commended for receiving OVC Player of the Week honors three times in a row, which is the first time this has
ever been done.
We are extremely proud of all these athletes and all these programs and
I know that we will continue to be pleased as the winter season moves on
into spring and baseball, tennis, rifle, track and golf begin in the spring
semester.
I have said, on many occasions, that the people of this community
should be very proud of the athletic prgonn and the quaility of the student
athlete who represents you. Not only do they win and show themselves to
be competitive at national and international levels, but they continue to
perform well in the classroom and they continue to represent us well.
A closing note on classroom performance. I am extremely pleased to
announce that our women's athletic provam had 46 athletes in the fall
semester with an accumulative grade pomt average of 2.89. Eighteen of
these students made the Dean's List and 23 of the 46 made a 3.0 of beuer.
When you recognize the fact that our women won the conference allsports trophy last year and are contenders for it again this yearand that we
can do that and maintain high academic standards, I think that we have
reason to be very proud of these people and the way they represent,Murray State.
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Actions& Reactions

Cloudy, but some will shine
By JIM O'CONNELL
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ARTS & ENTERTAINMENT we.,

Ledger & Tunes

Preview of Playhouse's new
show for children on Saturday
If you give a group of kids a copy of the Guinness Book of
World
Records, they'll be entertained for hours.
They'll be delighted to discover the world's record for leapfrogging.
And they'll quiz each other on how tall the world's tallest man
was. And
they'll say in amazement, did you know the world's largest popsicle
weighs over a ton?
1 didn't know that!
And they'll say, absolutely horrified, did you know that there are
earthworms over ten feet long!
I didn't know that either.
About fifty more of these first facts, oddities, and world records are
gathered together in a lighthearted review, staged by Murray's Playhou
se
in the Park as its 1990 elementary school touring show. All the actors
in
the show are middle school students, just a little older than the age
of
their intended audience.
The name of the show is, appropriately, "I Didn't Know That."
Kids love this stuff.
So do adults, even though we may think we've heard it all before.
But guess what: First facts and world records have changed since we
were young.
Director Liz Bussey had to go over the script with a copy of Guinness
Book and a pencil to update all the numbers and dates.
Even children too young (or too serious) to appreciate the significance
of knowing the world record for handshaking will enjoy the clowning
and
pantomime, the rapid fire sketches, and the lively songs and dances.
The whole show lasts just over a half hour. There are few props, and
the scenery is made up of chairs, the floor, and at times, even the audience gets in the act.
The five actors are called on to create a variety of different characters,
situations, and places. An actor is an old lady, a young girl, a policeman
or part of an airplane or a chicken laying eggs. A scarf is a bonnet,
an
apron, even a guitar — and then it's a bolt of lightning.
And, as one of the young actors remarked, if the audience has half as
much fun watching the show as the cast has had rehearsing it, there will
be standing ovations.
•
"1 Didn't Know That" is produced by the Playhouse as an outreach educational program for children. Each year the community theater involves
members of its middle school theater troupe in the touring season show;
last year's show was performed at eight regional elementary schools
and
during the summers at Kenlake State Park.
The purpose of the tour is to bring theater to audiences who might
not
otherwise have that opportunely.
This year, director Liz Bussey has cast two complete shows to
enable
the Playhouse to book more tours while still ensuring that
the young
actors don't miss to many of their own classes.
Preview performances of "I Didn't Know That" for the general
public
will be held on Saturday , February 10, and Saturday, Februar
y 17, both
at 2 p.m. in the meeting room of the Calloway County Public
Library.
General admission tickets are $2 for children and $3 for adults; admissi
on
is free to season ticket subscribers.
Members of the Silver Company, performing February 10, are Keisa
Bennett, Rob Carpenter, Rachel Cella, Alyson McNutt, and Matt Weather
ly. The stage manager is Annie Forrester.
Members of the Gold Company, performing February 17, are David
Graves, Sarah McNeary, Joey Royalty, Jasmine VanVolkinburg, and
Erica
Vidmer. Stage managers are Cheyenne Baker, May Ellen Lough,
and
Richard Robinson.
Set crew members are Bud Blackie, Sarah McNeary, Sue McNeary,
Geoffrey Ball, and Cheyenne Baker. Costumes are by Jean Bennett.
Assistance with the music for "I Didn't Know That" has been provided
by Tim Powell and Tony Powell.
Organizations and schools interested in booking the tour are invited to
call Liz Bussey at the Playhouse in the Park,
759-1752.

Holly Bloodworth, as Fiona
Foster, is stuck trying to make
small talk with Mary and William Detweiler, played by
Debbie Mott and Vince Metlock, in a scene from "How the
Other Half Loves," the annual
dinner theater production of
Murray's Playhouse in the
Park. The show, running Friday and Saturday, Feb. 2., 3, 9
and 10 at Murray State University's Curris Center Ballroom, kicks off the theater's
annual fund drive. Dinner,
catered by MSU Food Services, begins at 7 p.m. each
evening with curtain time at 8
p.m. Tickets for dinner and
show are $13 adult, $12 senior
citizen and $11 student; prices
for the show only are $5 adult,
$4 senior citizen and $3 student. As a new convenience,
patrons may now charge tickets and/or contributions to
MasterCard or Visa. For
details or to make reservations, call the theater box
office at 759-1752.
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SEARS BUYING POWER SPECIAL! SAVE S60 on laundry pair for a limited time
Kenmore extra-capacity
Kenmore extra-capacity
2-speed, 9-cycle washer
4-temperature dryer
• EXCLUSIVE dual colon agitator
• Extra wide loader door
moves clothes from top to bottom
• 3 temperature settings

Was $439.99 (FE 28701)

Kenmore built-in
dishwasher
• 3 level wash 6 .
• Deep upper rack
lower rack has large
Ivei101ore basket

• Automatic shut off
when clothes are dry

Laundry Pair
just S15
monthly"

$399.99

FOP

$319.46\
Was $339.46 electric model (68701)

Sr
Gas model Slightly higher $359.46 Was $379.46 (FE 78701)

Kenmore®
side-by-side
19.8 Cu. ft.
FROSTLESS
refrigerator

Kenmore®
20.6 cu. ft.
refrigerator
PURCHASE!

• 2 full-width
adjustable
shelves

• Adjustable shelves,
meat pan, full-width
crisper

SPECIAL

• 3 door shelves,
twin crispers
meat pan

• Roomy door
shelves hold up to
gallon containers

$659.89
monthly'
Was $684 89
(FE 60151)

Mid-size .9 cu. ft.
Kenmore® microwave oven

$19

$799.92
$17 monthly•
(FE 51041)

With icemaker $739.89
$16 monthly'
Was $764.89(FE 70151)

FREE

650 watts, auto defrost

$178.88 $10 monthly'(FE 89229)

Vocre
Co,rec Wire
ComO4 toot
*eh p.rdstwe
al los
mamma

SHARP 13-in. color TV
Sears 20-in. color TV
• Remote control
• Quartz tuning locks in
channels, no set-up
• Up to 181 cablecompatible channels
• On-screen display

Kenmore®
3.5 peak HP voc
Rob Carpenter interviews Matt Weatherly, playing Elm Farm 011ie,
the first cow to fly in an airplane, while Keisa Bennett plays the airplane, Rachel Cella plays the pilot, and Alyson McNutt provides sound
effects. The scene is from "I Didn't Know That," the elementary
school tour produced by Murray's Playhouse in the Park. Preview
performances for the general public are this Saturday, February 10,
and next Saturday, February 17, both at 2; in the meeting room of the
Calloway County Public Library.

Valentine's Day

• Power Mate with beater bar
picks up dirt even in corners
• 3 carpet height settings

KENMORE®
Power Miser 10
water heater
Natural gas model
with 40-gal. tank.
Limited
10-year warranty
against tank leaks.
Electric and LP
models also
available

cusilla's
Free Gift Wrapping
MC, American
Mon.-Sat. 10 a.m.-5 p.m.
Time Square
310 N. 12th St.

Express, Visa

monthly (TV 42072/93)

Craftsman® 3.5 HP push mowers
Choose rear bag mower or side
discharge mower (not shown)

$328.92
$72 mole**
rebel valve
sold twoorately

038421
Power lAreer11 S
also resteble
$1142 74
$10 monthly•

• Rugged 31.2 HP
Briggs & Stratton engine

$1347
$29 monthly'
Was $149990
(MR 254661

• Cuts a wide 20-in. path
• Catcher included

Your Choice
$169.97

Craftsman®
12 HP lawn tractor
• Industrialicommencal tractor
has 6 speed transaxle plus reverse
• 38-in, twin-blade mowing deck
• Briggs 8 Stratton engine
• 2 year warranty

Or, SOWSCharge Or

25%Off Storewide

$299.89 sii

$10 monthly'
(MR 3830438045)

is the time of year
to express emotion, create commotion
and get your locamotive in motion.

Give Accessories!

$159.96
$11 monthly'
(FE 20350)

shown are from SeerliChirge Or SearsCherge PLUS Wilh Deterred
Payment purchase. Were lb.w
a finance charge /0, Me deferral period Actual payments dmpsnd on existing
account balance Shipping inducted tO More Electric dryer requires cord.
Appliance, We while: atiOre'Ara Items read+, available
OdeierliSeC1 See store toe warranty deleile

You've got your busy ways, and we've got
the timesavers_
Sears exciting, new
Horne & Style Catalogs.
Stop in and purchase your set today.

BUY NOW...NO PAYMENTS
'TIL MAY on SearsCharge.
Ask for details. There will be a finance charge for deferral
period...

SEAM HOME APPLIANCES

753-2165
Satisfaction Guoromeet1 or Your Money Bock
753-2310

4

—110Pi.j

Searseharge PLUS credit plan available on most purchases totaling $499990, mons). Monthly payments

Hours: Mon.-Sat. 9-6

Stenosis may call for back surgery
By Peter H. Gott, M.D.
DEAR DR. GOTT: I was recently
diagnosed with lumbar spinal stenosis. Can you please explain in simple
language what I have and what my
outlook is?
DEAR READER Spinal stenosis,
narrowing of the spinal cord in the
low-beck region, is an uncommon
condition causing sciatica, painful
pressure on the nerves to the legs. The
condition can result from osteoarthritis, Paget's disease of bone (marked
by areas of rapid bone destruction and
regrowth) or edema (swelling of the
spinal cord).
The stenosis leads to buttock and
leg pain, backache and occasional
foot weakness because of pinching of
the nerves supplying the leg muscles.
Conservative treatment with rest,
heat and physical therapy often relieves discomfort. In more severe (or
persistent) cases, surgery to correct
the narrowed spinal portions may be
necessary. This is the same operation
used to repair herniated discs in the
back. Such operations are commonly
performed by neurosurgeons and orthopedic specialists.
If you do not improve with non-surgical treatment, you will have to con-

sider an operation to release the pressure on the nerves. Even after
successful conservative therapy, you
will have to continue a life-long program of exercises to prevent a
recurrence.
To give you more information, I am
sending you a free copy of my Health
Report "Managing Chronic Pain."
Other readers who would like a copy
should send $1.25 with their name and
address to P.0 Box 91369, Cleveland,
OH 44101-3369 Be sure to mention
the title.
DEAR DR. GOTT: I'm 44 and have
smoked marijuana for the last 18
years. What is the long-term effect of
smoking three to four joints a day after work, as opposed to someone who
might have a mixed drink or a beer? I
don't drink, smoke or use other drugs,
yet I am concerned about the problems I might suffer in the future.
DEAR READER: Marijuana is a
mind-altering substance with a potential for addiction. The active ingredient, THC, is stored in the body's fatty
tissue for months or years. THC has a
particular affinity for the brain and
can cause chronic mental changes, including poor concentration and memory, moodiness and disordered thinking; it can also cause bronchitis and
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5,000 to 8,000 houses.
The World Bank is the biggest
source of aid to Third World countries, lending more than $21 billion
a year. Riddleberger said no other
loan to China would come up at
this session.
Soon after government tanks
rolled into Beijing's Tiananmen
Square, Conable decided to hold
back $780 million in loans to China that had been due for approval.
Later, President Bush said he was
asking the bank not to make the
loans.

"Our foreign aid budget has
taken on a new and suddenly
enhanced importance as an instrument of our goals and policies in
the world," said Byrd, remarking
on the need to influence changing
event in Eastern Europe.
"It no longer can be viewed as a
kind of well-heeled junior varsity
lobbyist sport," he said of foreign
aid.
In a statement on the Senate
floor, Byrd praised Senate Minority
Leader Robert Dole, R-Kan., for

Ida Hargraves

"I am not pleased with the way
it's gone, with the percentage of
recalls," National Highway Traffic
Safety Administrator Jerry R. Curry told a Senate commerce
subcommittee.
However, Curry and other con-

Deal of the Decade
11/fe

Every Ingersoll Tractor

Conable has said the bank considers only economic conditions
when it grants loans. In June, he
withdrew the bank's permanent
representatives in Beijing but they
returned within a few weeks.

30% OFF

He said then that he hoped to
resume lending to China soon.
The United States is the biggest
shareholder in the bank, but does
not have a veto power over loans.
China and India have been the biggest borrowers.

BUT HURRY,
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HOOVER® EliteTM
200 Upright Cleaner
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GARDEN TRACTOR
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perly so that about 40 percent of
youngsters are either improperly
restrained or not secured at all.
The agency has tested 200 models of seats since 1981, with some
resulting in test failures that have
led to the recall of 6 million seats,
Curry said.
He acknowledged that only 5.4
percent of those actually have been
brought into compliance, but said
many of the flaws are minor and
even those that failed tests would
provide some protection.

Model U4467-960

• 38" Mower Included
• List

EXTRA FACTORY DISCOUNTS

Cash
Price $
F1•111I\C. Price Slighth

"Mr. Dole has done this body a
service, and raised the issues publicly, taken criticism from all sides,
sat out on the edge, so to speak,
with his legs dangling over the
side," Byrd said.

Amp
Motor

MODEL 3012-12 HP
GARDEN TRACTOR
• Hydraulic Drive

SALE PRICES

proposing to re-allocate foreign aid
by cutting back on the amount of
money traditionally given to five
allies: Israel, Egypt, Turkey, the
Philippines and Pakistan. They take
up about 80 percent of the U.S. aid
budget.

5.0

'6999

A 19-year employee at MurrayCalloway County Hospital, ida lives
at 1101 1/2 Poplar Street in Murray.
She has two sons,Paul David, age 41,
and Richard Nicholas, age 38.

Sale,
44

Highway safety official to examine procedures
gressional witnesses said that misuse and non-use of child safety
seats in automobiles is a bigger
threat than flaws in the seats
themselves.
Even seats subject to recall can
offer some protection, Curry and
other witnesses said.
Curry said government surveys
show that use of child safety
restraints has increased from 15
percent to 81 percent over the last
decade. However, he said that
many of the seats are used impro-

nearly every day. We're very proud
that someone from our department
received this award."
Surprised by the recognition, ida
said "I want to thank all that selected
me as an out of the ordinary employee."
In adiditon to the award, Ruth
receives a special-marked parking
space for the month, a certificate
denoting the honor, and a special
invitation to the hospital's annual
service awards banquet.

PETER
GOTT, M.D.

pCvaseh
lc

WASHINGTON (AP) — The
government's top highway safety
official said Wednesday that he
would examine government programs to test and recall faulty child
safety seats.

Ida Hargraves, a respiratory therapy technician, at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital, has been selected as
an "Out of the Ordinary" employee.
The "Out of the Ordinary" award is
presented regularly to an employee
such as Ida, who, in the eyes of his or
her colleagues and/or patients, demonstrates outstanding commitment
to their responsibilities at the medical
facility.
Ida spent 7 years in nursing in the
Long Term Care Unit and has been
working in respiratory therapy for 12
years.
Head of the Respiratory Therapy
Department, John Weatherly, says,
"Ida is an outstanding employee. She
handles a full load of R.T. patients

DR. GOTT

Byrd endorses redistributing foreign aid
WASHINGTON (AP) — Sen.
Robert Byrd, D-W.Va., on Wednesday endorsed the idea of restributing foreign aid, praising a Republican proposal to trim aid from
some big-ticket countries and give
it to others.
"Everything is on the table,"
said Byrd, chairman of the Senate
Appropriations Committee.
Byrd also said the "peace
dividend" — money from cuts in
defense — will not increase the
foreign aid pie.
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Hargraves selected as hospital's
'Out of the Ordinary' employee

heart ailments_
I advise you to seek help in giving
up your marijuana habit, because you
are smoking too much too frequently
You may already be experiencing
problems with your heart, brain and
lungs, but you cannot recognize them
because of the effects of the drug.
Someone who has a mixed drink or
beer each evening is not in your
league. You are consuming the probable daily equivalent of four to six
ounces of spirits, or a six pack. I know
I am coming on strong, but an increasing number of studies show that
physical and mental harm can occur
in people who regularly use mind-altering drugs, including alcohol and
marijuana. Don't be a statistic.
cc 1990 NEWSPAPER ENTERPRISE ASSN

World Bank to vote on China loan
WASHINGTON (AP) — The
World Bank will vote Thursday on
a $30 million earthquake relief loan
to China, its first loan since the
Communist government suppressed
a democracy movement in June.
Bank President Barber B. Conable will present the loan to a
closed-door meeting of representatives of the 151 governments that
own the bank, said spokesman
Peter Riddleberger.
A series of earthquakes hit
northern China in October, killing
at least 29 people and destroying
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Local, area accidents send four to hospitals
A one-car accident Tuesday sent
a Murray man to the hospital,
according to a report from the Calloway County Sheriff's
Department.
Thomas D. Kiefer, 22, was
southbound on Hwy. 299 near
Aurora. The report stated he ran off

the roadway on the right side, lost
control and jumped a small ditch
and embankment. The vehicle then
traveled approximately 140 feet
and struck a small tree with the
right front portion of the vehicle.
Kiefer was admitted to the critical care unit of Murray-Calloway

One injured in morning accident
A two-car accident this morning
on U.S. 641 sent a man to the hospital, according to a report from the
Murray Police Department.
Tony A. Mizell, 22, Kinston,
N.C., was northbound on 641
between Duiguid and Carter drives
at 1:05 Lm. today. The report
stated that another northbound vehicle driven by Sharoleite J. Crittendon, 20, Paducah, pulled into the

path of Mizell while attempting to
change lanes. Police said frost on
the back window of Crittenden's
car may have been a contributing
factor in the accident.
Mizell and Crittenden were not
injured. A passenger with Crittenden, Kevin Quinn, was treated and
released from Murray-Calloway
County Hospital.

County Hospital. He has since been
taken out of CCU and is listed in
stable condition. He was cited for
having no proof of insurance.
Two Mayfield residents were
taken to the hospital following a
two-car accident Wednesday, Kentucky State Police officals reported.
Clifton Turner, 21, Hickory, was
westbound on Ky. 849 at 3:25 p.nt
when he reportedly crossed U.S. 45
and a struck a vehicle driven by
Jeanette Dublin, 37, Mayfield.
Dublin was southbound on 45.
Turner was not injured. Dublin
and a passenger, Jesse Ridenour,
35, Mayfield, were taken to Mayfield Community Hospital. Dublin
was treated and released, Ridenour
was adinted and is currently listed
in stable condition.

HOT PROGRAMS FOR
COLD WINTER NIGHTS.
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Sign Up For HBO, Cinemax or Both
And Save '10 On Installation!
$10.50
$10.50

FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — A
bill covering nearly every aspect of
Kentucky health care, from cradle
to grave and touching "every base
in between," has been introduced
in the Senate.
It proposes a unique reimbursement plan for hospitals providing
indigent care and offers tax credits
and a new group system to encourage health insurance coverage for
workers in small businesses.
It also seeks to speed the training
of nurses and doctors, direct more
of them into underserved areas and
creates a new classification of
health-care professional — a "midlevel practitioner."
"This bill starts with prenatal
care and it goes all the way to
wrap-around services for the elderly and touches every base in
between," said the sponsor, Sen.
Benny Ray Bailey, chairman of the
Senate Health and Welfare
Committee.
"I don't think you can do it any
other way. ... You can't work on
one area (of health care) without
affecting the other areas," Bailey,
D-Hindman, said Wednesday.

Hog Market
Federal-Stale Markel News Sec** FskrusryL 1999
}Unlucky Purchine Ara Hog Martal Report lodudu
Buying Station R wet* Ad 379, Ed 5111 Wrens &
.73-1.99 bights% Sous itaid}1111 row.
US 1-2 229-291 Li
946.91-47.11
US 1-2 20431 lbs
1:44311401
US 2-3 720.255 Dr
544.0-46-511
US 3-4 DS-27t Li945.40-46.1111
Sons
US 1-2 170-359 5.
137 MOM
US 1-3 300499Li
E39.39.34.19
US 1-3405-545 Li
130.111-91190
US 1-3 915 and up
94LNI44.191
US 2.3 31111-509 Li
EI5.39-34,314
Bonn S331,11}-34.59
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$14.95

tirriledlime

Bel-Air Center
753-5005

and husband, James; two grandsons, Dwain Rogers and wife, Nan,
and Ralph Rogers and wife, Wanda; six great-grandchildren, Rickie
Miller, Roger Miller, Miranda
Rogers, Marian Rogers, Megan
Rogers and Dustin Rogers.
Services will be Saturday at 2
p.m. in the chapel of J.H. Churchill
Funeral Home. Al Colley Jr. will
officiate. Burial will follow in
Antioch Church of Christ
Cemetery.
Friends may call at the funeral
home after 4 p.m. Friday.

Mrs. Mary Brown Burkeen

Wdwol, Nwa le Dike VI,

HBO
•
Cinemax
HBO & Cinemax
Combo.....Save $6.05

Mrs. Larue Mayfield

Mrs. Larue Mayfield, 81, Rt. 1,
Murray, died today at 5:15 a.m. at
Mrs. Sadie K. Cook, 89, former- Community Hospital, Mayfield.
The widow of Clarence Mayly of Murray, died Tuesday at El
Paso, Texas. She was the widow of field, she was a member of Antioch
Church of Christ.
Finis Lee Cook.
Born May 22, 1908, in Calloway
Born March 21, 1900, in Stewart
County,
Browns Grove community,
County, Tenn., she was the daughtshe
was
the daughter of the late
er of the late John Knight and Lulla Smith Knight. She was a mem- Vince Darnell and Ethel McClain
Darnell.
ber of a Baptist church.
Survivors are one daughter, Mrs.
Mrs. Cook is survived by two
stepdaughters, Mrs. Lois Barrow, Freda Rogers and husband, Kelton,
Centralia, Ill., and Mrs. Alpha Rt. 1, Murray; one sister, Mrs.
Seese, El Paso, Texas; one stepson, Cotiel Bazzell, Coldwater; one
Finis E. Cook, Sevierville, Tenn.; granddaughter, Mrs. Nancy Miller
five grandchildren; four greatgrandchildren.
The funeral will be Friday at 11
Mrs. Mary Brown Burkeen, 69,
a.m. in the Memorial Chapel of
Anglin Funeral Home, Dover, Taylor, Mich., died Wednesday at
Tenn. The Rev. Roy K. Knight will Park Nursing Center, Taylor. Her
death followed an extended illness.
officiate.
She was a graduate of Murray
Burial will follow in Fort DonelTraining
School.
son National Cemetery, Dover.
Born May 20, 1920, in Calloway
Friends may call at the funeral
home after 1:30 p.m. today County, she was the daughter of
the late H. Milton Workman and
(Thursday).
Alice Scott Workman. One brother,
Loyd Workman, also preceded her
in death.
Survivors are her husband, Leon
Burkeen; three daughters, Mrs.
Gale Cunningham, Alaska, and
Mrs. Linda Grisham and Ms. June

W0110116 61R1

III80COMM NINN:
SABAN
WOND CILUNIONSHIP
LOW MESON
BOXN6
When the chill of Old Man Winter starts to get under your
cha nship boxing and wonderful family proskin, snuggle up with the hottest movies around. They're on
gramming. A
you add Onemax, you'll get the
HBO, naturally. See movies like "Rain Man,"
most movies on pay TV. *re comedies, great
"Twins": "The Naked Gun: From the Files of
classics, thrilling action adventures, vanguard
Police Squad!" and "Working Girl!' And that's
films and film festivals to really make the
not all. There's a new HBO Original Movie oxiiR
- I
ffitt)c. season sizzle. So get HBO and Cinemax
every month. Pius, hilarious comedy
and turn the heat up this winter.
Now Ow

Mrs. Sadie
K. Cook

Wide-ranging
health care bill
is introduced

44
11'1
N.
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Burkeen, Taylor, Mich.; three
brothers, Elmo Workman, St. Clair
Shores, Mich., and Fred Workman
and wife, Jessie, and L.D. Workman and wife, Gail, all of Murray;
a sister-in-law, Mrs. Velva Workman Elkins, Murray; three grandchildren; one great-grandchild.
The funeral will be Saturday at 1
p.m. in the chapel of HowePeterson Funeral Home, Taylor,
Mich. Dr. Paul T. Adams will
officiate.
Burial will follow in Michigan
Memorial Park, Flat Rock, Mich.

Neal Brooks
Neal Brooks, 77, Rt. 1, Farmington, died Wednesday at 5:10 a.m.
at Murray -Calloway County
Hospital.
He was a retired electrical design
engineer and a former teacher in
Graves County. He was a member
and Bible teacher of the Church of
Christ.
Born Oct. 14, 1912, in Graves
County, he was the son of the late
Clarence Brooks and Ela Pickard
Brooks. One sister, Mrs. Allene
Castleman, also preceded him in
death.
Survivors are his wife, Mrs.
Grace Murdock Brooks; one son,
Kenneth Neal Brooks, Florence;
one sister, Mrs. Agnes France,
Mayfield; one grandchild, Krista
Brooks; one nephew, Danny
France.

Services will be Friday at 10
a.m. in the chapel of Byrn Funeral
Home, Mayfield. John Dale and
Harold Irvan will officiate.
Active pallbearers will be Danny
France, Gary Whitlow, Larry Whitlow, Jerry Waters, Roger Jones,
Hugh Arnett and Jerry Ray.
Honorary pallbearers will be
Harold Hamilton, Raymond Pickard, Ralph Whitlow, S.J. Waters,
Don Stephenson, Elmo Jones and
Eldridge Pickard.
Burial will follow in Highland
Park Cemetery, Mayfield.
Friends may call after 5 p.m.
today (Thursday) at the funeral
home.
The family requests that expressions of sympathy take the form of
donations to American Cancer
Society.

Graves W. Kenley
The funeral for Graves W. Kenley will be Friday at 1 p.m. at St.
John Missionary Baptist Church,
Murray. The Rev. Willis Chesney
will officiate.
Burial will follow in Murray
City Cemetery with arrangements
by Mason's Memorial Chapel,
Mayfield.
Friends may call after 4 p.m.
today (Thursday) at St. John
Church, Murray. The wake will be

from 7 to 8 p.m. tonight.
Mr. Kenley, 68, Rt. 1, Puryear,
Tenn., died Sunday at MurrayCalloway County Hospital.
He is survived by his wife, Mrs.
Janie Kenley; two daughters, Joycelyn Kenley, Puryear, and Jennifer
Kenley, Paris, Tenn.; two sisters,
Mrs. Louise Guess and Ms. Novella Kenley, Murray; two brothers,
George Kenley, Murray, and
Arthur Kenley, Detroit, Mich.

Mrs. Gladye McNeely
Graveside rites for Mrs. Gladye
McNeely are today at 2 p.m. at
Mayfield Memory Gardens. Butch
Colley is officiating.
Byrn Funeral Home, Mayfield, is
in charge of arrangements.
Mrs. McNeely, 85, Rt. 1, Mayfield, died Tuesday at 4:30 p.m. at
Mills Manor Nursing Home.
She was a retired employee of

Merit Clothing Co., Mayfield.
The widow of Perkins B.
McNeely, she was the daughter of
the late Luther Adams and Susan
Clark Adams.
Survivors are one daughter, Mrs.
Faye Page, Cuba; one son, Franklin
McNeely, Sterling Heights, Mich.;
five grandchildren; eight greatgrandchildren.
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Stock Market

We now have Unfinished
'Kinkead Shower Glide Tub Door. Series
Birch Cabinets in stock!
600 tempered safety glass, towel bar, Do-it} yourself installation. 04511
. lareat for utility rooms.
\

11

1nel

LJ 125°° 4987
40 Gal. Electric Water Heater. 5
yr. warranty.
041 00

Decorative Rural
Mailboxes

1988

7'/4" Circular Saw. Ball bearing
construction. Powerful burnout protected 2 H.P. motor. Includes combination blade & wrench. 0320637

Shelf/Rod
Brackets

997
Swingline Heavy Duty
Staple Gun with Staples.
0333980

Stainless Steel Double
Bowl Sink is buffed to a
satin finish. Padded for
noise reduction.
(Sumlar to illus.) 94003

Paint Roller
Handle

Patio
Thermometers

888

1813
159

Tras Lumber Dositcenter:
Bel Air Shopping Center Murray, KY
y our Csorn pow Horns bulk:ling StipPly Gomm.
Mu m -Vet. 110-4:00 Sat. II Sue. 1-S
Sale Mae, Sao4 at Remy Store Only
Other Letettele—lentee sad Lake

city

759-1390

a

Sale Ends 2-11-90
All Sale Prices Are
Cash & Carry

Prices as of 10 a.m.
Industrial Average
+2230
I.B.M.
Previous Close
2640.09
Ingersoll Rand
Air Products
46
Kmart.
A.T.C.-Class A
35%B
Kroger
AT&T
40%
McDonald'
Bell South
52%
JCPenney
Briggs 81 Stratton
30
Quaker Oats
Chrysler
16% +%
Sears
CSX Corp
33% +%
Snap-On Tools
Dean Foods
32% +%
Texaco
Dollar Gen. Store....8% B 8% A
Tlme-Warner
Exxon
48% +%
UST
Ford
44% -%
Wal-Mart
General Motors
43 unc
Woolworth
Goodrich
38% -%
C.E.F. Yield
Goodyear
36% +%

BETTY BOSTON
COURT SQUARE

103% +Y3
50% +
34 +Y.

13%
33%

+Y3
+54

66%
48%
39%
3154
59%
107%
2854
42%

+%
-%
+Y.
+%
+1%
1+%
unc
unc

61%

+154
7.61

PAT GOSSUM
753-3366

MURRAY, KENTUCKY

INSURANCE
Lou V. McGary
Does Your Policy Pay 100%
of the Deductibles?

MEDICARE5UPPLEMENT
You are responsible for the deductibles that Medicare does not
pay.$592on Part A;$75 on Part B.Call me for more information.
FREE KELP IN CLAIM FILING FOR KY CLIENTS

753-7890
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Notice
NOTICE TO CREDITORS
The following estate fiappointments
duciary
have been made in the
Calloway District Court.
All claims against these
estates should be filed with
the fiduciary within six
months of date of qualification.
Frances Estelle Ezell,
Route #1 Box 27, Murray,
Ky. 42071 Deceased, Kay
Dalton, 306 North 4th St.,
Murray, Ky 42071 Execu-

CROSSWORD PUZZLER
ACROSS
4 Williams of
''Prince of
the City"
9 "You Don't
—"
12 Harem room
13 Listened to
14 Sudsy brew
15 Rita —
16 Actual being
17 Scotchman's
skirt
18 Set firmly
20 Agave plant
21 Lead symbol
23 "The Burning
24 Console
28 Cash ending
30 Prison terms
32 Mild expletive
34 Neither
35 Chair
36 Rued
39 Opp. of NNW

1

1 Ship's record
2 Ms. Lupino
3 Wet
4 Compositions
4

5

6

12

1111
18 lia
22

23

33

32

31

30

28U29

34

MI
40
4.4
48

45

49

.1

54

se

57

Children"
11 Still
17 Ovens
19 River in
Siberia
20 Pedal digit
21 Docks
7
8
10 11
22 Procreate
24 "A — Named
Desire"
25 King toppers
26 "— Fire"
iiUUU 27 Chemical
compound
20
29 "— of
Angels"
24
243 27
31 Negative
33 Attracts
37 Piece out
38 Hinders
42 "— Law"
35
45 Assistant
46 Mimic Little
.
39
47 Greek letter
48 Electrified
43
41•42
particle
49 Spelling
46
contest
50 Billy —
51 52 53
Williams
,..
52 Game at
se
cards
53 Base
55 Plummer ID
se

UUU

36

47

5 Occupants
6 "— of Eden"
7 Metric
measure
8 Denson ID
9 Capuchin
monkey
10 "— My

I4UU

11
15

21

DOD 00100 0000
MOO UUDO 0000
000000 OU0 DM
UoM POM ONO
OMOD QUO 0
000 MOM OPOUU
DO DOMM000 MO
00M00 OPO EOM
MD DOU U000
DOM 1100 000
DO 000 0000U
laguo 0000 uop
OODM 0000 000

DOWN

3

2

Answer to Previous Puzzle

40 Cuts of meat
41 Moray
43 Teutonic
deity
44 "— Are the
World"
45 Essence
47 Spare —
50 Gaming
cubes
51 Springfield's
St.
54 Garden tool
55 Evergreen
tree
56 Dove cry
57 Individual
58 Equals
59 "— the West
Was Won"

1 Cover
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INVITATION FOR BIDS
The Murray-Calloway County Airport Board
will accept Bid Proposals to farm crop land at the
Murray-Calloway County Airport until 4:00 p.m.
Friday, February 16, 1990. The crop land will be
leased without regard to race, creed, color,
national origin, or sex. Bid proposals must be
turned in at the office of the Murray City Clerk,
Murray City Hall. Bid proposals will be opened
and reviewed from 10:00 cm.until 12:00 noon on
Saturday, February 17, 1990 in the first floor
conference room, Murray City Hall. The Airport
Board reserves the right to negotiate and to reject
any and all Bid Proposals.

Miirray Ledger & Times

010

010
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Notice

trix, Appt. 01-24-90,
Robert 0. Miller, 201 S.
5th St., Murray, Ky.42071
Attorney.
William(W.H.) Finney.
405 N. 17th Street, Murray, Ky. 42071 Deceased,
Lucy B. Finney, Box 116,
New Concord, Ky. 42076
Executrix, Appt. 01-3190, Robert 0. Miller, 201
S. 5th St., Murray, Ky.
42071 Attorney.
Ovie L. White, Route
#2, Hazel, Ky. 42049 Deceased, Jerry White, Route
#2, Hazel, Ky. 42049 Executor, Appt. 01-31-90,
Robert 0, Miller, 201 S.
5th St., Murray, Ky.42071
Attorney.
Earl K. Byerly, 1398
Johnson Blvd., Murray,
Ky. 42071 Deceased, Bernice Crawford, Route #7,
Box 826, Murray, Ky.
42071 Executrix, Appt.
01-31-90, Gary R. Haverstock, 211 S. 12th St.,
Murray, Ky. 42071 Attorney.
Katie Winford Charl
ton, Route #4 Box 84-AA,
Murray, Ky. 42071 Deceased, Michael Charlton.
715 Ky. Pkwy. 2F,
Owensboro, Ky. 42301
Executor, Appt. 01-31-90,
Max W. Parker, 104 N.
4th St., Murray,Ky.42071
Attorney.
Charles Henry Stamps,
831 Glendale Road, Murray, Ky. 42071 Deceased,
Bette S. Doran, 2516
Overlook DT., Germantown, Tn. 38138 Executrix, Appt. 01-31-90, J.A.
Gregory, Jr., 204 S. 6th
St., Murray, Ky. 42071
Attorney.
Om's 0. Flora, 803 S.
4th St., Murray,Ky.42071
Deceased, Betty Ward,
Route #1 Box 586, Dover,
Tn. 37058, Adminisrratrix-with-will
annexed,
Appt. 01-31-90, William
Don Overbey, 291 Main
St., Murray, Ky. 42071
Attorney.

American Heart
Association

If

WE'RE FIGHTING FOR
`rOUR LIFE

i.U

HELLO,GRAMW I JUST
CALLED TO APOLOGIZE.YOU WERE
RIGHT..I SHOULD HAVE WRITTEN
MY'THANK YOU"NOTE SOONER..

YOU WERE RiEiNT..YES,YOU
TAUGNT ME A VALUABLE
LESSON TI-ANK YOU,GRAMMA ..

IT'S EASY TO APOLOGIZE
TO AN ANSWERING MACNINE
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LEGAL NOTICE
A final settlement of
accounts has been filed in
the Calloway District
Court by John Wayne
Young, Executor, of the
estate of Melvin H.
Young, deceased. Exceptions to this settlement
must be filed in the Calloway District Court on or
before 9:00 a.m. February
20th, 1990, the date of
hearing.
Ann P. Wilson,
Circuit Court Clerk
LEGAL NOTICE
A final settlement of
accounts has been filed in
the Calloway District
Court by Geraldine Andersen, Executrix, of the
estate of Jack Andersen,
deceased. Exceptions to
this settlement must be
filed in the Calloway District Court on or before
9:00 a.m. February 20th,
1990, the date of hearing.
Ann P. Wilson,
Circuit Court Clerk
LEGAL NOTICE
A final settlement of
accounts has been filed in
the Calloway District
Court by Rudell Parks and
Purdom Parks, Co-Executors, of the estate of Arie
Wilkinson, deceased. Exceptions to this settlement
must be filed in the Calloway District Court on or
before 9:00 a.m. February
20th, 1990, the date of
hearing.
Ann P. Wilson,
Circuit Court Clerk
LEGAL NOTICE
A final settlement of
accounts has been filed in
the Calloway District
Court by Don Wells and
Anna Wells, Co-Executors, of the estate of Audie
Green, deceased. Exceptions to this settlement
must be filed in the Calloway District Court on OT
before 9:00 a.m. February
20th, 1990, the date of
hearing.
Ann P. Wilson,
Circuit Court Clerk

020
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ANNETTE
SCHROADER'S TAX

SERVICE now has electronic filing available. Call
753-2498 for information.

GRANDMA Piklier's Bake

Shop at Rolling Hills
Nursery on North 12th

PAI H

HUMANE Society needs
garage or building or room
to store items. If you have
any space available,
please call 759-4141.

Om,

NOTiCE from Willie's GarI Id
age, Kirksey,
the persr-shi
9

Get.

KING OF THE JUNGLE!

yost, Please
p
P
in person, to claim
cc
your property and settle
your account

Carolyn's
Co
Bel-Air Center
Phone
753-9234

All Silk
Flowers

4.

50%ciff
Excluding
Greenery &

Geraniums

CAROLYN'S
CORNER
Del-Air Center
Top Quality
New & Used
Furniture
Collectible
Dolls
Gtftware
Lamp Shades
Silk Flowers
753-9234

able at Allison Photography, 753-8809.
..711.1GAV45

IT6 NOT
&OOP TO
SMOKE!

OH, PON'T
BE SUCH A

20-GOOPER,
SAGE

3--

Lease For Less at
DWAIN TAYLOR
CHEVROLET
1990 Beretta GT loaded
$314.86 ma'
Call Gene at 753-2617
Plus Tax, Title & License
36 Filo Closed End Lease

THE FAR SIDE

12 QUALIFIED homeowners to display thermally HEATING/Refrigeration
sealed insulated replace- service technicians needed
ment windows(62 UN) De- in Lexington. We need
luxe package NW 88 per highly abutted, experienced
window. 7 windows $59 00 service technicians 10 ter monthly. Financing Call vice boilers, chillers, and
heat pumps We have one
1-800-422-9872
of tie highest pay scales in
APARTMENT - Manager the Southeastern USA
needed tor local Secoon 8 Phone 1-800-733-6556 or
complex Experience pre- 606-254-5615.
toned Send resume to PO
Box 390 Benton, Ky
NOTICE OF APPRENTICESHIP OPPORTUN42025
ITY - The Joint Apprenticeship and Training Committee for the Electrical
ASSEMBLE OUR DE
VICES Learn this trade Industry will accept applicaWe send instructions. tions for apprenticeship beparts, and check for as- ginning March 12, 1990
sembly Call 40.4-426-0672 through March 23, 1990
from 800 a.m until 4.00
Ext. W139
p m. Monday through FnA Wonderful Family Experi- day at the
I.B.E.W. Local
ence Australian, Euro- 816 Union Hall, 4515
pean, Scandinavian, Ja- Clarks
River Road, Padupanese High School Ex- cah, Kentucky_ These
apchange Student Arriving in plications may be
kept acAugust. Become a Host tive for two years for further
Family/American Intercul- selection.
At applications
tural Student Exchange must be completed by April
Cal 1 -800-SIBLING
23, 1990 to be considered
F3ABYSITTER needed for
small child and baby, 1 day
a week and 1 nite a week,in
my home. 759-9921.

for this year's class All
applicants must fully meet

VALENTINE poems in cal ithe following minimum
graphy on parchment
qualifications to qualify for
paper. Oil painting classes
an interview: 1. AGE - must
starting Feb. 13. Watercobe at least 18 years of age.
lor classes Feb. 28. Friend- COOK needed at T.J.'s. 2. EDUCATION
- High
ship paper ribbon doll class Apply in person T.J.'s Bar- school
graduate with one
Feb. 19. Limited space
B-0, 806 Chestnut Murray, year's passing grades in
Sign up in advance at Ky.
Algebra Transcript reHEART & TOLE Discount
quired directly from high
Crafts on Chestnut behind
school. 3. APTITUDE
Subby's 753-1142.
DISSATISFIED because TEST - S72R-77 taken at
your not getting where you any State Employment Ofwant to go fast enough? fice. You must score a
NURSING HOME
Then move forward with HIGH on the test. 4. PHYSIINSURANCE
The Rock. Management CAL CONDITION - All
Available Thru Age 84.
trainee positions open for selected applicants will be
energetic self-starters with required to take a physical
Our most comprehenthree plus years college or examination A drug sive policy pays for
equivalent business experi- screen test may also be
Skillec, Intermediate or
ence with heavy public con- required as part of this
Custodial Care. With
tact. We offer a full benefit physical exam Each applpackage, starting salary up icant who meets all basic
Medicare's new guideto $25,000 and unlimited requirements will be interlines for confinement,
income potential For a viewed by the Committee
Nursing Home Insurconfidential interview, call The interviewers will conance is more important
Rick Martin, Manager sider reliability,
interest, atthan ever For free infor502-442-6630 THE PRU- titude, judgment,
cooperamation
DENTIAL E.O.E.
tiveness, as well as other
DRIVERS-Otr-Need Ex- personal traits. All appliccall:
ants will be received withperienced Van/Flat Drivers
Jerry McConnell
23 years of age 1 Year out regard to race, color,
Insurance
Experience Verifiable Mi- religion, national origin Or
753-4199
leage Pay Plus Benefits. sex. Each applicant must
meet all basic requirements
'free locz1 claim eervice".
Call 1-800-444-6648
to be eligible for an interDRIVERS - Tractor Trailer. view Apprentices will be
KLLM, Inc. - Cincinnati Ter- selected in order of their
025
minal now hiring OTR ranking resulting from ratsingle drivers with one year ing by interviewers
Personale
recent experience Call
KARATE School opening in 1-800-622-5822 (Mon-Fri).
NURSING
Murray soonl If interested,
send name, address, EXPERIENCED Press OpASSISTANTS
phone,age and day or night erator needed immediately.
classes to. Stout Karate PO Experienced Web Offset
Full and part-time
Box 156 Paducah, Ky. press operator to fit slot in
positions available on
42002.
daily newspaper and comall shifts. Starting salmercial printing operation.
ary 53.50 per hour
PREGNANT'? Scared?
Salary based on experiplus 20 per hr. shift
Confused? Need someence and background.
differential for the 3 to
body to listen? Call OpporGood benefits and working
tunities for Lite tollfree
11 and 11 to 7 shifts.
conditions Send resume
1-800-822-5824 anytime
Experience
preferred
and other appropriate inforfor personal, confidential
but not necessary.
mation to: Production Manhelp. We care.
Apply in person at:
ager, The Gleaner, P.O.
Box 4, Henderson, KY
West View
42420. EOE.

9-fapPY 55th.
AntliversaafrYfe
Turk e

'EXTRA INCOME 1990'
Earn $200 - $500 weekly
mailing Valentine & Easter
Greeting Cards. For more
information Send a
Stamped addressed envelope to. P.R.W Job Service

Nursing Home
1401 So. 16th St.
Murray, Ky.
42071
EOE M/F

P.O. Box 65748 Washington, D.C. 20035-5748

ATLANTIC AMERICAN

HAIRSTYLIST WANTED BARBER OR BEAUTICIAN for one of Murray's
finest Hair Care Centers.

MANAGEMENT
TRAINEE POSITION
Promotive transportation
company located us Paducah
is socking an intelligent.,no
Ureted, self-starter for us
Accounting Department.
Employer is offering. corn
petauve salary,"full range of
benefits and an opportunity
for ad,ancement
Applicants should have a
Bachelors degree in Accounting, Business ManagementAdrrunistration or any
other business-related area
Business experience is helpful but not an absolute
necesuty
Qualified applicants should
submit their resumes by
Monday.February 12.1990,
to P.O Box 2361, Paducah,
KY 42002.

HELP wanted counter person. Apply in person T J 's
Bar-B-0 806 Chestnut,
Murray, Ky

NOW hiring experienced
housekeepers Must have
previous experience in
housekeeping Apply in
person Shoney's Inn
NOW hiring day crew people Starting pay $3 70 per
hour. Apply 2-4pm daily
Previous experience
required.
OTR Drivers 12 months
experience, 23 years of age
required Hornady Truck
Line Start 23-26 cents/
mile. Excellent Benefits,
Conventionals/Cabovers
No
Students
1-800-648-9664
PART-TIME Youth Director's position open. Wanted
a mature young adult with
experience working with
high school youth and a
strong church connected
back-ground Mail resume
to Pastor David Roos, First
Christian Church (Disciples
of Christ) 111 North Fifth
St., Murray, Ky. 42071

* POSTAL *
JOBS
*
S10.39 an hour.
For exam and
application info
call (219) 836-8157
ext. 770
9 a.m.,9 p.m seven days.

*

PRESSER wanted Experience preferred 753-2552
PROGRESSIVE transportation company located in
Paducah is seeking an in
telligent, motivated, self
starter for its Accounting
Department. Employer is
offering a competitive sal
ary, full range of benefit;
and an opportunity for ad
vancement Applicants
should have a Bachelors
degree in Accounting, Business Management/
Administration or any other
business-related area
Business experience is
helpful but not an absolute
necessity Qualified applicants should submit their
resumes by Monday, Fe
bruary 12, 1990, to PC
Box 2561, Paducah,
42002

LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY
Continental Casualty Company

CNA
"For Afl the Cormarrocorn YOU Atelre-

We Love You, / Experience required. Excellent working conditions.
Date, Ricuann
Phone
753-2266
And Max
y'
/

PASSPORT Photos: Instant passport photos avail-

COOK I e,
i

tisip
Wanted

Street is now open again.
Tuesday -Saturday
9-5:30pm. 759-9536.

CARD, GLOWERS MD
CANDI./. VONT FORSET.
aFf2FS TtlE UST ARO A
FEW WKS..6ET150644

400
140 446
----)

060

Notice

FAYE'S new hours. 930
am.-8:00 p.m., MondaySaturday. 753-7743.

OVEN litORI
14449
vALEKT1PiES

PAGE 17

Lost
And Fond
LOST female red Doberman in Stadium View Dr.
vicinity. 753-5029
DUNCAN'S Landscaping

and Lawn Service No job
too big Of too small. Reasonable rates. Specializing
on monthly contracts. Call
759-9706 for estimate.

By GARY LARSON

143

Tues.-Sat. 8:30-530 for
appointment.

amencan
unked
in
insurance company

KITCHEN help. Must be 21.
I3ig Apple Cafe, Puryear,
TN. Apply in person,
901-247-5798.
NEED a job? AGED? Hope
for the future? You may
qualify if:'You do not have
your GED or high school
diploma; 'You have been
out of school 9 months or
more, *You are between
the ages of 16 & 21. We are
an E 0.E. This project is
funded by the Western
Kentucky Private Industry
Council- J.T.P.A. Call
J.T.P.A. Out Of School
7 5 3 - 9 3 7 8 ,
8am.-11:30a.m.

American Republic
TRANSPORT LIFE
Union Bankers

Pioneer Life Insurance Company
What do all these companies have in
Murray, they are all represented by:

common? In

McConnell
Insurance Agency
753-4199
HopkinsvIlle Fed. Savings Building

Auction
Real Estate & Personal Property
Sat., Fri., 17th 1990 at 10:00 a.m.
1.8 miles from Murray.Take 94 East 1 Mlle to 280 go 8/10 on 280. Watch

for auction signs.
3 bedroom -2 full baths - dining room - kitchen - large living room - central heat window air - a nice 2 bay shop - satellite dish - city water - fireplace in living room.
Real estate sells at 10:30.
Terms: 20% down selling price day of sale. Balance in 30 days with passing
of deed.
Mr. & Mrs. Frank Berry - Owners

Key Associates
Wayne Wilson - Broker
12th St., Murray, 753-3263

Dan

- Anct kmeer
435-4144

Wildlife day shifts

L.

1IL

nit

('mist, II

PAGE
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Situation
Wanted

Was
Te Ikr,

PART-TIME delivery person weekdays 8am-2pm
Must have good driving record. Apply at NAPA Auio
Pans

WILL all with sick. Hospital
or rest homes, night or day
753-8564

BUYING. aluminum csns,
tottery. saap metal, copper and junk cars_ KGA
Recycling 492-8183 cloys,
498-8785 nights

PLACE foreign high school
students with host families.
Training provided Compensation for placement
and supervision. Need responsible Community
Coordinators, (912)
439-2260
WANTED: Telernarketers
in this area Experience
heipful but not necessary
For interview call
753-0171.
WE we hiring OTR drivers
from your area to lease to
LENERTZ Earn up to 28c
mile_ Excellent benefits,
home often Must be 23+,
good work record, one yew
experience.
1-800-451-9293.

FOOD MART

Now accepting app1ications for manager.
Should be experienced in grocery and
fast food.
APPIY at
4th & Chestnut
Murray
WENDY'S is now accepting applications for assistant manager Fit out application at Wendy's on
Chestnut St , Murray or
send resume to: Andrew
Jordan, Area Supervisor,
303 Shelia Dr., Hopkinsvile, Ky. 42240.

NMIlitatitseis
°Wow*
BE Your Own Boss National manufacturer needs
local person to service
100% natural juice route
Best one-man business
ever No selling. No overhead Must have $14,400
secured 100% by inventory
$55,000 very possible first
year. This could make you
independent. First time offer. For details call
9 a.m.- 9 p
m.
1-800-633-1740.
COMMERCIAL lawn mowing business Equipment
and accounts 753-9567.
WOLFF TANNING BEDS
Commercial-Home Units
From $199.00 LampsLotions-Accessories
Monthly Payments Low as
$18.00. Call Today FREE
Color
Catalog
1-800-2286292

lin
Instruction

Pro Flight
Kyle Oakley Field
Murray, Ky.

PEtr

Enjoy the Benefits
of Flnir.
* Flight Instruction *
• Sightseeing
Tours

489-2874
a Gift Certificates *
Available

TRUCK Drivers are in great
demand. No experience
CHRISTIAN woman would necessary. Interviews by
like to clean houses and phone All questions anoffices. 759-9896.
swered. *1 in job place'DUSTBUSTERS - Inter- ment The Most Hands-On
ior cleaning: Homes, of- Training in the shortest time
fices, and apartments. for the least amount of moClean house a must? Call ney! Commercial Driver InBarbara and Carol, stitute. Lexington
1-800-248-7364, Indiana502-362-7223_
polis 1-800-848-7364,
GENERAL house and of- Nashville 1-800-542-7364,
fice cleaning. References Memphis 1-800-852-7364.
supplied. 753-4897 or 1833 Salem Road Mur753-6737.
freesboro, TN.
I WILL babysit in my home
iNSTRUCTION
Monday - Friday,
7am-6prn.
oN" LEARN TO DRIVE
759-4523.
TRACTOR-TRAILER
Start The New Year
Want to take cam of sick &
Anght kWh A New Career
elderly. $600 per month or
ALLIANCE
$5hr. With experience.
Stay-in five days a week.
LEBANON. TN
Phone 750-9233.
in•{1,11, TPAlf

MAIN*. rf

WILL care for the sick or
elderly nights or weekends.
436-5847
WILL dean houses or offices References provided.
759-4734

1-800-334-1203

Belles N' Beaus
(Formerly The Family Tree)

FINAL SALE

$5 - $10 - $15
Winter Merchandise
University Square

753-9228

I "OPEN SUNDAY 1:00-510 FEB. 4th & 11th"
Only For Special 1990 New

CASH paid for mobile
home axles and tires. We
will remove. 527-0931.
RAW Furs Stanley McClellan, Pulaski, Illinois Phone
(618) 342-6316
WANT to buy laying hens
7599013

150
Arthsles
For Sails
1 OAK wooden ice box,
double door completely refinished $400 1 pie safe 6'
tall 32' wide, top panel
metal, bottom panel wood
$200. You refinish Prices
FIRM, Call 247-4864
7:30pm.-900pm.
5 GALLON plastic paint
buckets, clean 51.50 each.
Get at Blades Decorating
Center, 701 S 4th, Murray,
Ky.

I

rInswwd

1

BLACK fiberglas topper
Will fit long-wheel base
Puck. 753-3737.

WINDOWS Company otters $50.00 trade-in on old
windows. New Thermo insulated solid vinyl replacement windows installed
$99 00 Deluxe package
Several window options
available. Call now
1-800-284-1051.

CAPS, shirts, jackets print
or embroidery. Faye's
753-7743.

JOYCE Noel Tax Service
GATLINBURG Summit - has moved to 915 ColdwaBreathtaking views of Gat- ter Road. Cal 753-6069 for
linburg, mountains ski appointment Hodge, Noel
slopes Fireplace, private and Associates.
balcony.. Indoor pool, ja
cuzzis Weekend Speciaisl PRIVATE Investigator with
91t SATELUTE dish, only. Free
Brochure. 22 years city and state inAll aluminum, $125 or best 1-800-242-4853.
vestigation experience.
otter. 489-2883.
'Accident 'Criminal •Civi
LADDER rack for pickup 'Personal or Corporate
CONFERENCE table, trad- truck. 759-1084 after 5pm. •Missing Persons. Your
itional style, four sections,
needs, our specialty. Call
pedestal bases, 4-1611. LOG Homes. Over 40 standard models. Free Bro- Confidential Investigations,
753-4820.
chure. Honest Abe Log (502)753-2641.
ONE tractor-mounted hy- Homes, Route One, Box 84
draulic wood-spitter, $200 CK, Moss, Tennessee
260
with ram,$100 without. Call 38575. (800) 231-3695.
435-4425.
Radio
METAL Buildings.
THE
Satellite
Store.
30'x40'x9' erected $5,195
plus freight. Other sizes 'Wholesale to You' Satelavailable BLITZ BUIL- lite Systems, C B Radios,
DERS. 1-800-428-4009 Police Scanners, Radar
Kr0H, 1-800-792-3.498 Detectors, Video AccessoREFRIGERATOR for sale. IN, 1-800-628-1324 TN.
ries Free Catalog Call
753-2887 after 5pm.
1 800-462-7351
PURPLE Martin Bird
Refrigerator 5 years old. Houses. Order Factory Di270
$200. 753-6306.
rect Ship Anywhere. AlumiMobile
SEARS washer and dryer, num, hinged doors, guard
Horses For Salo
excellent condition. rails, telescoping pole,
Harvest gold color. $285. VISA/MC for information 1980 14x60 MOBILE home
Call 753-0814, after 5pm. 1-800-869-2828 Coates 2 BR, large bath with new
Manufacturing Inc. Shrevegarden tub. Furnished (waport, LA.
ter bed, washer, dryer, new
SHARP Copiers: Local au- hidee-bed), central gas
thorized dealer, sales, re- heat. Wall air-condition
ntal, lease and service Call unit. Deck on back. $8,000
1-800-248-4319.
Call 759-4517.
I GOOD used rust color
recliner. $100. 753-1953
days, 753-0870 nights.
5hp CRAFTSMAN tiller
$150, 2 push mowers $50
each, Whirlpool washer
$100, twin bed headboards
$5 each 753-9836.

COUCH, chair, and ottoman. Beige with navy and
rust stripe; wood trim Call
after 6prn, 753-1805.
EARLY American double
dresser with mirror and
chest of drawers. Excellent
condition. $350. 759-1293.
EARLY American double
dresser with mirror and
chest of drawers. Excellent
condition $350. Full-size
wicker headboard, $60.
759-1293 after 5pm.
GIRLS bedroom furniture:
Broyhill, light yellow with
green Rower,twin beds with
Serta mattress and box
springs, double dresser
with mirror, like new condition, $300. Quasar 19'
color tv with stand. Make
offer Drapery for sliding
glass doors, natural color
with decorative hardware,
$25. 753-5755.
NEW and used furniture for
sale, 'cheap.• Call
753-2922 and ask for Neal.
SOFA sleeper, newly upholstered in soft gray.
Sturdy and comfortable.
$150 753-6519

Style

"CARPET SALE" ,

CARPET WORLD 1
Hwy 641 8 Mlles S. of Murray, Ky or
14 miles from Paris, In. 901-498-8161

Antiques
ANTIQUE 48' round solid
oak dining table, 17 leaf,
and 4 solid oak chairs
$500. 753-8937.

J

NEW LISTING
Five BR,21/2 bath residence at a reasonable
pr-ice. Close to Murray High School. Offered
at $72,500.

Kopperud Realty
711

pats
& Supplies

fillecelleneoue

OAK firewood and slabs, SUNTAN booth. Need only
seasoned or green, deliv- Ifisq.ft of floor sews Cash
and carry. Murray Hot Tubs
ered. 763-5476
753-3492.
SEASONED Firewood
$20/ rick picked up, $10/ TIME share units-CHEAPI
rick delivered kitnimum 2 CHEAP! World Wide selecricks. Cal to place winter tions. Call Vacation Netorders, 4924254.
work
today.
Nati,
WOOD for sale 436-5481 1-800-826-7844
1-800-826-1847 in FL or
1-306-771-6296
220
VINYL siding Distributor
selling new residential sidMuskat
ing at less than wholesale
7 PIECE Ludwig rockers Prices for advertising purall Ludwig hardware Zikl poses Interested home
Cal owners
jian cymbals
call
489-2117 or 759-4710
1-800-284-1051

60YDS of used carpet
753-9930.

Main

753-1222

We have an immediate
opening for a

Motor Route
Carrier
In the Southeastern part
of Calloway County.
Please apply at

The Murray
Ledger & Times

1979 BUCCANEER double
wide 24x44: 816.000 or
take over payments 38R, 1
bath, underpinning and
atomic pole Call 436-5869
anytime. Must Be Moved
196328'sW:GRAY skiing,
3 br, 2 bath, oentral
calhadral ceding", bay window, Ireplece, extra nice
Must be moved. Take over
payments. 489-2896 after
4fxn.

OFFICE 304 N. 12th,
12004q.ft. remodeled, se
parses conference rooms
753-7-743

1 BR furnished apartment,
available Feb. 1. Water
paid. $175/mo. No pets.
753-5980.

PAM'S CAKE
HUT
410 Main or
Phone at 759-4492

TOUFUNE disk $500, Eur°spend seeder $250, truck
bed trailer $75, mineral
feeder 130. Will consider
offer on all 436-2411_

489-2522

1

3 TRACTORS"FARM EQUIPMENT
Case 970 Tractor w/duals, Case 830 Case-o-matic
Tractor, Allis Chalner 5050 Tractor,
3 Gravity Flow Trailers.
Gehl 600 Silage Cutter - Colby Silage Wagon - Gehl
Silage Wagon - Papec Silage Blower - J.D. AW Disc Brillion Cuitmulcher - Hale Stock Trailer - N.H.275 Hay
Baler - N.H.476 Hay Conditioner - Hay Rake - Gehl 95
Grinder - Electric Trailer w/hoist - Grain Drill - J.D. 4 X
16 Plow - Brillion Rotary Mower - 3 pt. Boom Pole Viacom Fertillizer Spreader - J.D. 1240 Planter - Anator
- Mayrath 8" Auger - Lily V-Ripper - /Dirt Pan - J.D 70
Manure Spreader - 6" Grain Chief Auger .- Farm Hand
Feeding Wagon- Generator - KW25.

PARTIAL LISTING

Thrill the sweetheart of your life with their picture and a special
message in the paper on Valentine's Day!

MR. & MRS. BEN MULDERINK - OWNERS
Parte Teseessee
901-642-5800

Just bring in'7.00,a picture(one person only), names or lovelines
(no more than four lines), along with a stamped, self addressed
envelope for the return of the original photo.

Alexander

Deadline for receipt of photos is noon, Saturday, Feb. 10.

210

FIREWOOD for sale
437-4713
FIREWOOD for sale
437-4667

/1IoineSellers

PUBLIC AUCTION

SA yew old Rainbow vacuum 759-9921

JOHN Deere wheel disk
753-8156, 753-6401

AKC PUPPIES: various
breeds. Dachshunds, Pekinese, Cockers, and
Porns. Eskimos, Huskies,
Chows, Shib-tzus,
K•eshonds
615-746-5355

GOVERNMENT HOMES!
From $1.00 (U Repeir)
Foreclosures, Repos, Tax
Delinquent Properties
NOW SELLING THIS
AREAI Cal (Refundable)
1-315-733-8062 EXT
802558 For Current
Listings!

MO4

Vacuum
Clamors

CHISEL plow, 511. or 711
M.F. 10ft disk with harrow
17 model 2 ton Chevy grain
Puck. Would make a good
wilier truck for farm use
492-8659

5 AKC black and brindle
male Scottish Terrier puppies kw sale. Eight weeks,
wormed, and first shots.
382-2731.

WRINKLED Chinese Shirr1 OR 2 bedroom apartment Pei puppies
Excellent
1986 FLEETWOOD 14x70 new downtown Murray,
bloodline
Call
2 BR ad electric, under- 753-4109
505 S. 12 St.
502-247-6834.
pinned and set up with a
753-0375
COTTAGE apartment cornnew 200amp service
430
detely furnished, all utili75Q-1636.
SHOW YOUR
ties, including cable paid.
Awl
MOBILE Home Ropes for References. $200/mo. 5
OWN HOME AND
Estate
sae. Singies and doubles
minutes from town.
SAVE 50% IN
50 ACRES 7 miles from
Financing available. Clean, 435-4402
COMMISSIONS
Murray on Cherry Corner
late model homes. Green
Road. $22,000 firm. For
Tree Acceptance,
WE ARE FULL
606-223-1010
or NICELY furnished 2 bed- information call, 763-8274
SERVICE
after
5pm
room apartment, and also a
1-800-221-8204.
REALTORS
3 bedroom house, nicely
USED 2 BORM VA BTHS furnished. Located near KOPPERUD REALTY ofset up on your lot only campus. Phone 753-6111 fers a complete range of
$3995.00 Collect days or 753-0606 after 4 30 Real Estate services with a
wide selection of quality
901-644-0012 Keith Baker p.m.
homes, all prices.
Homes HWY 79N Paris,
NICELY furnished 1 or 2 753-1222, toll free
TN.
bedroom apartment, lo- 1 -800-251-HOME Ext.
USED 3 BDRM1A BTHS cated near carnpus. Phone 711L
set up on your lot only 753-6111 days or
$4995.00 Collect 753-0606 after 4:30 p.m. LARGE older home on corner lot, new central gas
901-644-0012 Keith Baker
Homes HWY 79N, Paris, SMALL furnished apart- heat, and central air. Rement on Blood River Lake. duced to $29,900 Many
TN.
$75/mo. 436-2427.
options. Call Roberts ReWE have 14*-16-24' 5 28'
alty at 753-1651 or call W PAUL DAILEY-BROKER
wide mobile homes
437-4712.
Fleetwood-North River &
340
Franklin Homes Collect
Houses
901-644-0012 Keith Baker
For Rent
Homes HWY 79N, Paris,
2 BEDROOM brick at Col
TN Prices begin $8995.
dealer. Deposit and refer
WE have it all - mobile enoes required, $275/mo.
homes complete up-to- Available 3-1-90. Call
date financing, insurance 489-2440 after 5pm or
and extended SVC plans leave message.
EXECUTIVE HIDEAWAY. Exquisite executive hideaway. Cedar
Collect 901-644-0012 Keith
Ph story Contemporary. Cozy hearth, central air, Leaded glass,
master suite wispa,formal dining room, walk-in closets, thermal
Baker Homes HWY 79N, 3 BEDROOM house near
glass,
city water, city utilities, 9 3B/2.5 baths PLUS kitchen
Paris, TN Use land for no university. 753-9693
appliances included, foyer. (1310) Ask for Hal 763-7966,
cash down
Put Number I to work for you.*
4 ROOM house at 503
Loretta Jobe'
Pine. $250/mo. Coleman
Realtors
20
Real Estate 759-9898.
'753-1499
Mobilo
al=
Homes Far Rent
ELEGANT 4 bedroom, 2
2 OR 3 bedroom,furnished bath home with central gas
Of unfurnished. Some new heat. Coleman Real Estate,
furniture, natural gas- 753-9898.
electric, air conditioned
HOUSE for rent: Poplar
SATURDAY, FEBRUARY 17, 1990
Shady Oaks. 753-5209.
Street, dose to hospital and
9:00 A.M.
FURNISHED nice trailer downtown. Available Feb
with 4 rooms added on, big 5, 1990. Call 753-5273.
PARIS, TENNESSEE
yard and garden spot Hwy
REMODELED 2 or 3 bedAuction held on farm located 6 miles north of Paris just
1836. 436-5550.
room house on So. 12th St
north of Henry County Airport and north of Hwy. 69.
NEW mobile home for rent - 753-4109.
weekend hide-away at
SELLING DUE TO HEALTH
Lake City between the SMALL 2 bedroom in Kirk2 FARMS • 271.4 i ACRES • SELLING ABSOLUTE
darns. By week or weekend soy wee. Call 489-2377.
FARM 41: 190 ACRE FARM • OFFERED IN 15
only. Bring lhis ad for $10.
TRACTS AND AS A WHOLE
off. 502-362-4757.
360
For Root
33 t ACRES TO 45.9 i ACRES
RENT or rent to own: 2
Or Lease
bedroom mobile home in
IMPROVEMENTS: 8 room brick including a full
Getaway Bay Recreational
basement, 5 total bedrooms, living and dining txstmi
Development, near Aurora,
combination, built-in appliances in kitchen and double
45 Ft. Storage
Ky. Recreational facilities
carport.
available to renters or ownTrailers
DAIRY SET-UP includes masonry 6 cow dairy barn.
ers. For information call
56' X 260' Equipment Shed, 2 Concrete Silos and SiloFor Rent
753-2613, after 5.30pm
Matic Unloaders, Loafing Bans & Grain Bins.T
753-0840.
This is a very levelfarm in an excellent location just north
TWO 2 bedroom trailers for
of Henry County airport. The 190 acres is rectangluar in
rent 759-9231.
shape, part is sown in rye and oats. Except for 2 tracts of
woods, the farm is almost 100% tillable.
290
Heating
FARM #2: 81.74 + ACRES
And Cooing
OFFERED IN 2 TRACTS & AS A WHOLE
PINE Wood Shavings
Located 2 miles north of Farm #1 on the
JIM'S Heating 5 Air Condi- 'Horse Bedding' 120cu
Whitlock/O'Sage Road
yds.
tractor
traiior
loads
detioning installing and servTRACI. #1: 2 Bedroom frame home Stock barn & 8
fivered
anywhere
or
you
icing all brands with 14
acres
years experience! pick up. 3',4 cubic feet
TRACT
#2: 73 74 + Acres - Small tract of woods and
Commercial/ residential, pressed bales $2.65 each
balance
in
row crop
from
our
factory.
753-9518. 24 hour answering. After hours 658-3282 502-633-2789.
This farrn has 56 acres of productive branch bottom land.
FARM TERMS:20% down day of auction. Balance due
RANDY Thornton Co., Inc. PROFESSIONAL HORSE
with 30 days upon delivery of deed. Farm will be offered
Heating and air condition- TRAINING & RIDING INin tracts and as a whole.
ing for commercial or resi- STRUCTION, Correct
dential. Factory authorized Horsemanship. Will come
73 HOLSTEIN DAIRY CATTLE
Trane and Carrier dealer. to your location. 489-2232
37 MMUTt Holstein Cows,16 Holstein Heifers Breeding
Factory- trained servicemen, six radio- dispatched
Age, 6 Holstein Calves, 6 Bred Holstein Heifers, 14
service trucks. 24 hour
Yearling Holstein Heifers, 1 Black Bull, Large frame
emergency service.
Holsteins - A-I Bred and mostly A-I Sired - Calfhood
753-8181. Locally owned
vaccinated and individual health certificates on each
and operated. Serving Mur- MALE Pomeranian, $35
animal.
ray and Calloway County Pekingese and Shih-Tzu
puppies. 474-8057
MILKING EQUIPMENT
for over 52 years.
Zero 300 gal. & 150 gal. Tank - Appollo Semen Tank -3
DeLaval Milking Units - S.S. Wash Vat - Sta-Rite
Vacuum Pump w/oil reclaimer & pipeline.

170
CLUB-AREA SHOWPLACE. Country ranch Brick, in ideal golf
locale. Central air, paddle fang, walk-in closets, thermal glass,
Palls windows,automatic sprinkler system,3 8R12 bathe PLUS
covered patio, workshop, manicured lawn. Pose mother-In-law
quarters (1437). Ask for Hal 753-7965
Put Niunber I to wo-Wrcii you
Loretta Jobs'
Realtors
OrdU
753-1492
H

3343

380

240

090
Nap
Waged

Wierray Ledger 84 Times
Classified Advertising Dept.
zzzimaz
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CLASSIFIED
410

21 ACRE hill 10 melt vitriol
tree tops (triangle bounded
by 3 roads) center of Marslial County. Look down on
Benton's Itaheit DOW and
wild turkey. $62,500 Joe
W Nanney, 753-9622
5 LOTS in Chips/raid Estates tattling 49,4245q.ft.
$6000. km. 703-804-5236
SHERWOOD Forrest,
shaded lot, city water,
sewer, natural gas
759-9R08.

490

Lots
For Ws

FOR SALE
Lake front lot, 175
feet on water, 213
feet deep, on water system. Paradse Resort area
Call 753-5651
After 5:30

(AUCTION)
The Annual Gigantic Consignment

JACKSON PURCHASE
FARM MACHINERY

-AUCTION
SATURDAY, MARCH 10, 1990
9:00 A.M.- REGARDLESS OF WEATHER

AT THE FAIRGROUNDS
MAYFIELD, KENTUCKY!!
N I
THE AU I
A '
THOUSANDS OF BUYERS TO MAYFIELD KY

YEAR AFTER YEAR...
SUCCESS AFTER SUCCESS
fl You Have Machinery To Consign
Contact James R. Cash To Be included
In Our Nationwide Advertising Program Or
Just Bring Your Equipment To The Fairgrounds
Thursday Or Friday Prior To The Sale.
There Will Be Buyers For All Machinery!!
If You Are In Need Of Some Good Machinery
DON'T FORGET THIS AUCTION!!
There Are Already Farm & Const. Machinery
Sell Outs Consigned To This Auction!!

MR. FARMER
DON'T FOOL YOUR EQUIPMENT AWAY!!
THE BIG SALE WILL BE AT THE FAIRGROUNDS

SATURDAY, MARCH 10, 1990
EVERY YEAR IS BETTER la BETTER

JAMES R. CASH
AUCTIONEER & REAL ESTATE BROKER
FANCY FARM. KENTUCKY 42039
(502)623-8466 or I502i 623-63br:
'74, 17,,i6...)9W-if44.4

FARM AUCTION
SATURDAY, FEBRUARY 10, 1990
lo:oo A.M.- REGARDLESS OF WEATHER

BILL ROWLETT: Deceased
NEAR FULTON, KENTUCKY
"THE WATER VALLEY COMMUNITY"
From Fulton, KY Take Hwy. 45 North 2.8 Miles To
County Paved Rd., Proceed East 1.4 Miles To Sale Site.
FROM THE ROWLETT ESTATE
INC 1086 Tractor, C&A, 2422 Hrs., 18.4 Duals, 2 Valves,
Du.PTO, Weights,SN U43557"Real Nice"• AC 185 Diesel
Tractor. 1163 Hrs., Superior Rubber, Spin Out Wheels, 2
Valves, Weights. SN 38410 -Real Nice • Gleaner G Gas
Combine, Cab, 23.1-30 Rubber, Chopper, 15' Platform
wHeader Control, SN G10079 "Real Good" • Gleaner A436 Corn Head w F And G Adaptors, SN 5064, "Super
Nice" • IHC 490 Series 21 Disc w'9" Spacing "Real Nice"
• John Deere AW 13' Wheel Disc • John Deere 7000 Series
4 Row Planter • 11 Tine 3 Pt. Chisel Plow w/Gauge Wheels
• W&A 300 Gallon 3 Pt. Sprayer • AC 4 Btm, 16" 3 Pt. Plow
• 3 Section Spike Tooth Harrow • Pair Of 16.9-28 Tires And
Wheels • 42' Transport Grain Auger • Two - Pickup Truck
Side Mount Tool Boxes • 550 Gallon Fuel Tank w'Electric
Pump • Portable Pickup Truck Fuel Tank w Electric Pump
• 5 Horse Portable Air Compressor • 1967 Chevy 2 Ton
w'Midwest Grain Bed & Hoist, 2 Speed Axle • 1966 Chevy
2 Ton w Omaha Grain Bed And Hoist, 45,595 Miles, 9.0020 Rubber, 2 Speed Axle, -A Very Clean Truck" • 1977
Olds Cutlass? Door, V-8, Automatic wAir.

:-

FROM THE PHIL RASH ESTATE

AC 017Gas Series IV Tractor,3 Pt. Hitch, Wide Front,Spin
Out Wheels, Wts., "Very Nice" • John Deere 8200 Drill, 14
Hole w Seeder Attachment "Like New"• New Holland 850
Round Baler w Automatic Chain Oiler • John Deere Rubber Tooth Hay Rake • Owatonna 95 Series Grinder Mixer
• John Deere Rear Mount Sickle Mower • AC 3 Pt. Sickle
Mower• AC 2 Btm. 14" 3 Pt. Plow • AC 3 Btm.14"3PL Plow
•8' Double Cultipacker w:Seecier Attachment • Ford? Row
Cultivator • AC 10' Wheel Disc • 3 Pt. Bale Spear • Portable
Fuel Tank w Pump • Super Chief PTO Post Hole Digger •
Smidley 3 Ton Bulk Cattle Feeder • Two - Grain Aerators
w/Fans • F iall Grain Auger w'Motor • Poulan Chain Saw
• Cherokee 14' Aluminum Fishing Boat And Trailer
w/Evinrude Lark Motor.

THE CHARLES POWELL EQUIPMENT
INC 1005, CAA, 2220 Hrs., 18.4-38 Duals, 3 Valves, Du,
PTO, Weights. SN U24165, "Super Nice" • John Deere
7000 Piateless 6 Row Narrow Planter, No Till Coulters,
Monitor, "Real Nice" • John Deere 230 Series, 22'' 10"
Hyd Fold Disc • IHC 12 Tine 3 Pt. Chisel Plow veGaugs
Wheels And Rear Harrow Attachment • John Desire 524
Series 9' Front Mount Blade vr4430 And 4640 Mounting
Brackets • John Deere 1250 Series 18" 5 Bottom Plow •
John Deere RU Row Narrow Cultivator w,Rolling Fenders
• AC 8 Unit No Till Planter • John Deere 1100 Series 3 Pt.
21' Hyd. Fold Field Cultivator w,Rear Harrow • Set Of SAN
200 Gallon Saddle Tanks • 4 Wheel Farm Wagon w/Hoist
• 1000 Gallon Water Tank w"Pump & Hoses • John Deere
443 Corn Head • 1100 Gallon Fuel Tank w/Electric Metered
Pump • 4 Wheel Farm Wagon vc Bed And Sides • LlINston
7. Pull Type Rotary Cutter • 1962 MAC 2 Ton *Grain Bed
And Moan,2 • ..
ADDITIONAL ITEMS FROM NEIGHBORS
sly 15' Roterria • 5 Ton Fertilizer Buggy • Ford MOO
rector, Canopy.Spin Out Wheels, 2 Valves,Weights,SN
403679 "Real Good" • John Deere 1065 Series 4 Wheel
unning Gear • John Deere BW 13' Wheel Disc • John
• re 1250 Swiss 5 Btm. 18" Plow • John Deere 1250
4 Btm. Plow • KIlibros 350 Gravity Box • Kewannee
12' Roller Harrow • John Deere 400 Series 15' Rotary Hoe
Gravity Flo Grain Wagon • Graham 13 Tine 3 Pt. demi
low • Herd 3 Pl. PTO Tractor Seeder • John Deere 3
Ion Spike Tooth Harrow • John Deem 4020 Deist
rector, Square Manifold • John Deere 3020 Gas Tractor,
Id* Front • New Holland 849 Round Baler • John Deere
008 Rotary Cutter • 1976 Ford F-600, Grain Bed wIwin
at. 21.3000 Miles, Power Steering. 9.00-20 Rubber,
Riper Mice .

COMPLETE SETTLEMENT DAY OF SALE!!
UP TO DATE BANK LETTERS A MUST!!
IS WILL BE AN OPEN SALE TO LOCAL AND AREA
ARMEN& IF YOU HAVE EQUIPMENT TO SELL, THEN
ONSIGN TO THIS FINE AUCTION. AUCTION COMPANY
EPROIENTATIVES WILL BE ON THE GROUNDS
!DAY PRIOR TO THE SALE FOR CHECK NW

JAMES R. CASH
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Used
Cars
1989 TOYOTA TefC01 with
1978 2411. NOMAD sellmanufacturers warranty.
$6000. 1986 Ford Aarostar contained camper. Extra
nice and dean Sleeps 6 or
,
XLT mini-van, loaded.
8. $3600. 759-1578 or see
1906 Z28 IROC loaded, $8000. 382-2693
Forma
at 1312 Poplar
t-lop, 53,000 miles $11300
For UM
1990 NISSAN 300 IX,
435-4572
automatic, loaded.
HOUSE and 96 acres.
2‘1
good cotes farm, 13 miss 1987 SEDAN DeVilie Ca- 753-4023.
Boats
east of Murray. For more disc. Black cherry,loaded,
6 Motors
GOVERNMENT
SEIZED
information cal, 753-3622 extra nice. 437-4672.
vehicles from $100 Corvet- 1811. ADVANTAGE boa
or 474-8011
1987 SUZUKI Semiri. tes, Chevys, Porsches, and arid 140R Mercury cniaer
26,000 miles, $4400 other confiscated proper- with Moody trailer, used 5
753-0405 days, 436-3132 ties For buyers guide times. 753-4389.
after 5pm.
1-(800) 448-2562 ext 1774
Also open evenings and 1978 STEURY Daycruiser:
1988 CAVALIER: p/s, a/c,
left. with 150hp Evinrude
1980 14x80 MOBILE home automabc, 4-door, 39xxx weekends
motor Call 753-6546 after
with 38Fts, 2 bath's, per- miles. $4500 753-8818 or
5PM.
manently situated on 5 753-6122.
1979 BUMBLEBEE Base
wooded acres, 10 minutes
from Murray. Asking 1989 FIREBIRD excellent
Boat. 200hp Evinrude, cuscondition. Priced to sell
tom trailer, custom cover. 2
$29,500. 489-2883
753-4286.
locators, 2 live wells. Many
2 BEDROOM home and
extras, extra sharp $5296.
1989 FORD Escort LX, 4
commercial grape on 1.6
474-8049.
acres. Unlimited posatik- door. 759-1488
1989 17'6" CHAMPION fish
ties for business and home. 1983 CUTLASS Must sell
and ski boat with 150 JohnColeman Real Estate, 753-0792
son motor, depth finders
753-9098.
and trailer Will take pay off
CYPRESS sided home on
Finonc,hg On The Spot 489-2895 after 4pm
TOYOTAS COST LESS
3.3 acres with 3 bedroorn, 2
1969 PROCRAFT, fish and
baths, lying room, dining
IN MURRAY
ski, 115hp Yamaha, 178*
man,den, carport Central
long. Like new See at 602
heat and air $34,000 Cal:
Main St. or call 753-7307.
Everything
Kopperud Realty,
753-1222.
We
37' HOUSEBOAT, fibwglas hut, 350 Chevrolet I/0,
EXTRA nice home in the
Sell Is
5KW gen. Fully equipped,
county. 3 bedroom, 2 bath
Under
movie video. Air, tv, microwith tuN basement, 11+
Five
wave. Call 436-2289.
saes, central heat and air,
Thousand
and well insulated. Only
PONTOON boat: Riveria
$50,900.00. Call Roberts
Cruiser, 35hp. Evinrude.
Dollars
Realty at 753-1651 or
Nice condition. $3000.
Price & Payment
437-4712.
753-6487
Displayed On
LOVELY & Affordable:
WE need boats, motors
Each Vehicle
Older home with 4+ bedand trailers to sell on conrooms, 2 modem baths,
signment_ No sale, no
Have You Been
eat-in kitchen, formal diTurned Down
charge. Wayne Darnell
ning, sun porch and much
Manne Repair 1 mile on
Elsewhere?
more. Phone Coleman
Hwy. 94East. 753-0079
Credit
Problems
v
/
OK
Real Estate 753-9898.
2 LOTS in Sherwood Foerest 769-1084 after 5pm

1986 SABLE, 1988 Taurus,
1 owner trade-ins, 85995
437-4723.

CARS • TRUCKS
VANS

SIGNIFICANTLY Reduced! Nice 3 BR, 1:4 bath,
aluminum ranch on 16
aaes. 900tt frontage on
Hwy. 641S, minutes south
of Murray. Large LR, DR,
kitchen, utility, hobby room
off carport. Barn, wellhouse, ideal garden area.
Aluminum storms and
screens, new hot water
tank, electric heat Now
only
$55,500.
502 - 4 92 - 8850,
502-753-8067 after 6pm.
SPACIOUS 2-story, 4 bedroom brick located on large
lot in Canterbury Estates.
LR., DR., Den was/cod
burning fireplace, breakfast, Lg. foyer, 2:4 baths, 2
car garage. Owner anxious
to see. Phone 753-8050
between 9 and 4 or
753-0914 after 6 pm

AN parts, accessories,
tires & service for al
brands! Keith's Lawn &
Tractor, Industrial Rd , Murray 759-9831

1966 BUICK Special $450
435-4150
1976 MONTE Carlo, reasonable price. 489-2559
1978 PLYMOUTH Fury
good condition. 753-3657.
1900 VOLVO GLE wagon,
loaded. Needs work, must
see Best offer. 474-0115.
1900 VW RABBIT: 4 door
hatchback, slick shift, runs
wee. Needs minor repair.
Great second or work car
Original owner $700
437-4305
1081 CADILLAC Coupe
DeViNs: good condition
Must sell, best offer
474-0116.
1981 PONTIAC Bonneville
Brougham: black with red
interior, good condition,
loaded. 753-3737.
1982 HONDA Accord LX:
automatic transmission,
power, air, sharp Call
436-2368 or 753-1217.
1982 OLDSMOBILE
Omega Broughm, 4 cylinder, rebuilt engine, $1500
or beet offer. 762-2886 or
759-4753 altar 6pm.
1983 BUICK Regal. Local
1 owner, 43,000 mites.
753-4356 days, 753-4448
1984 RENAULT Mance:
automatic, air, 4-door,
68,000 mesa, good condition $2300. negotiable.
763-7563.
1966 CALAIS: ph, prb. excellent condition.
753-9414.

CARS
19 Toyota Camuy DX..., 12,487
11 Camry LE
13,987
18 Corolla
1,487
18 Iola RX7
15,987
'811ort Corolla
1,987
18 Toyota Corolla PI 5,987
Lircoli kit VI 18,487
V Toyota Wu ST 10,987
18 Topta Corolla LE 1,487
18 Toyota Cam
1047
17 Dodge kies
'4,987
17 Toyota Cressila 12,997
17 Toyota Tucel
'5,987
17 Rabe Grid Am ri,487
17 %iota Sup
'11,987
17 Toyota Wu GI 1,117
17 Taft Ceita GT 1,417
Torta Cita GT lilted 1,987
17 Cup LE
1,487
'87 Tait Tercel
4117
17 Cm Ylatx
1,487
17 Nissi Sentra
1,987
17 Plymcuth Relent '3,917
17 Tota Tercel DI 5,987
17 Ford Nustal GT 1,987
16 Toyota Cord' LE 5,187
16 TO2 Cola LE 1,917
16 Buil Estate Vign 1,417
16 BPI 325
12)17
IS ler* 193E
14,17
15 CtOff Carle Tft 10..1,987
15 s Ciera
1,987
15 Cadiac kgeVik 1,987
15 loyal Cqola
14,987
14 Celebrily Vip
14 Toyota Corolla DX._ 5,987
14 Toyota Celi:a
1,917
13 Toyola Cein GT 1,687
V Po* Trris
V Oils Dela
ltdietrats Am
'V Topa Tot
11 OW
11 Dem
79 Olt V Repo;
TRUCKS
19 Taft 04 Ex. C.13,117
11 Chary Spt Bed 12,117
11 Tait PAJ........ 1,117
&Mid Simi 11 16,611
11 Suzuki Sarai 107
11 Taft Tut
1,117
17 Taft 1•Tcli PAJ '7,417
17 Two 414
1,487
17 Ash Yr
12,917
114
1,917
17 44trinu
12,487
17 Toyt Yr
10,117
Toy* 414
'7,117
....
'16 Tqa

YES

No Credit
OK
DNorce s/ OK
Ws sell dependable,
atfordable cars to
people who want to
•stablish or re-establish their credit.

Low Weekly Payments
Other Locations:

Mayfield
Paducah

1113 Sycamore
Murray
759-4999

A-1 TREE Service and
Stump Removal. Spraying
and feeding. Also free estimates 35 years experience. Glen Joiner owner.
753-0906.
APPLIANCE SERVICE,
Kenmore, Westinghouse,
Whirtpool. 30 years experience. Used Appliances.
Bobby Hopper, 436-5848

CARPENTRY, remodeling:
decks and porches, roofing, decorating, general repairs, etc. 489-2303
Used
Trucial

1968 INTERNATIONAL
4x4, $900 753-7225.
1969 4-wheel drive Toyota
Land Cruiser $1250 Days
759-1543, nights
753-6984.
1971 CHEVY 4x4 truck:
p/s, p/b, a/c, $2500 OBO.
759-4166 after 6pm.
1971 FORD truck. $500 or
best offer Can be seen at
Dit Trader Court.
1975 FORD Ranger: p/s,
p/b, air, long wheel base,
rebuilt motor, new exhaust
$1500. Call after 6pm
759-1047.
1978 INTERNATIONAL
Scout II 4x4, dependable
transportation Will consider trade for dependable
car Must sell $950
762-4003
1980 CHEVROLET K5
Blazer: steering, brakes, lilt
and air. All gear driven,
pos'i track, lock out hubs
435-4249 after 6prn.
1985 JEEP Cherokee 4x4
Call 759-1361 after Ipm
1985 S-10 BLAZER 4x4
with Tahoe package
Candy Apple Red, 48,000
miles. $7500 Excellent
condition Call 527-1289 after 5pm
1988 CHEVROLET C30
1-ton, 4-speed, a/c, 12'knaphade bed $8500
345-2270
1989 CHEVROLET Silverado: black with moon intenor, 16,000 miles, extra
dean, loaded, 350 motor
753-8555.
1989 TOYOTA extra cab
deluxe 4 cylinder, 5 speed
P/S, a/c, AM/FM, 17,000
miles. Like new. Phone
753-7304.

TOYOTA

COWER Electric: certified
master electrician, certified
senior electrical engineering technician. All work
warranted and guaranteed.
Free estimates 436-2143.
ELECTRICAL installation
and repair. Al gas installation and repair. Also refrigeration. Call 753-7203.
FARLEY'S Roofing - remodeling, add-ens, garage
buildings, sundecks,
plumbing. 763-9785 or
492-8724
FENCE sales at Sears
now. Call Sears 753-2310
for free estimate for your
needs
GENERAL Repair: plumbing, roofing, tree work_
436-5895 or 436-2642.
GUTTERING By Sears
Sews residential and commercial continuous gutters
installed for your specifications Call Sears 753-2310
for free estimate.
HAMILTON Cultured
marble and Ole. 643 Old
Benton Rd. 753-9400.
HAULING, yard work, tree
removal, mowing. Free estimates. 759-1683.
INSULATION Blown In By
Sears: TVA approved.
Save on those high heating
and cooling bills. Call Sews
763-2310 for tree estimate_
LICENSED electrician.
James Galli-nom eiectrical
service. Commercial and
residential. Fast, courteous
service. 759-1835.
MOBILE HOME Specialist436-5255.
PLUMBING repairman with
same day service. Call
436-5255
SHEETROCK hanging
new or repair. Ask for Terry
489-2117,

ITS A WINNER!
Spotless, like new home in Martin Heights
Subdivision. Sunken living mom, kitchen-den
with fireplace, tastefully decorated throughout.

Kopperud Realty
711 Neale

Yoar Home
Ow Specialty

Soaks*
Maid

SPA and Hot Tub clearing
service Why clean rt yoursett? Call 753-3492. ask for
Laura.

SHEETROCK finishing,
new or repair 436-2811

STEWART'S Upholstery Large selection of material,
new springs, legs, etc Reasonable rates, free pick-up
and delivery 436-5236

753-3436
PROFESSIONAL Lawn
Care: Trimming, Mowing,
Hauling, Reasonable
Rates. Commercial and
Residential 759-4440, ask
for Wayne

WET BASEMENT? We
make wet basements dry
Work comas/184y guaranteed Cal or write Morgan
Construction Company,
Route 2 Box 409A, Padu
cah, KY 42001 or call
1-4427026,

SUREWAY Tree ServiceTopping, pruning, tree re- WILL do plumbing installamoval Aerial bucket truck tion & repairs All guaranFuly insured for your pro- teed Free estimates
tection Stump removal Phone 435 4169 or
QUALITY Construction: with no lawn damage Free 753-1308.
Alteration & remodeling estimates No obligator's
Porch & deck specialist 753-5484
Fad
436-2617 or 753-1126
$aid
TIRED of paying high
RESIDENTIAL Plumbing prices for plumbing, eiectri- ALFALFA hay for sale
and Carpentry No iob too cal, gas installation'? It pays 436-2602
small 759-1747.
to save! 12 years experiRED clover hay Square
ROCKY COLSON Home ence Free estimates
bales 753-0946 after 5pm
Repair. Roofing, siding, Cheapest rates Day or
painting, plumbing, con- night 24hr emergency Se- SQUARE bales - Alfalfa
crete. Free estimates Cal nior citizens 20% discount and Timothy and Alfalfa
mixed 345-2196, Kirksey
753-9979.
474-2307.
ROGER Hudson rock hauling and services. 753-4545
or 753-6763.

fS

ROOFING - specializing
in tear oft, recover, and
repair. 20 years experience. Five year written
guarantee. Ask for Dennis,
527-0607. Free estimates

CUSTOM KITCHEN CABINETS
CUSTOM WOODWORKING
All Types Of:

Custom Woodworking

VCR REPAIR: Wood VCR
Service Center, cleaningservicing $15; most repairs
$35; all brands. 3rd Street,
Almo, Open 9-12, 1-5,
Mon.-Fn., 753-0530.

Kitchen & Bath Cabinets
'Drop by- & see our showroom
409 SUNBORY-MURRAY-iBenind Bunny Br,-.1
4primoaTZ
.
19
4.
.40

Estate Auction
Sat., Feb. 10, 1990

at 10:00 a.m.

next to bank in Wingo, Ky.

At the late Mr. Fred Hart estate.

CARPENTER Work - roofing, painting, all work guaranteed Free estimates.
New or remodeling.
354-8188, Benton, Ky. Ask
for Joe

500

Phillips
Roofing

%Moos
Weed

On Highway 45

1966 GRAND Am: 2 door
maroon and gray. Excellent
conon. $4000 or beat
ollar. Cell 753-3633 days or
437-4066 nights.
19841 PONTIAC PeriWenn*: 54.000 miss. V-8.
loaded $6400. 1967 Tempo
GL: sitila and red, 46,000
mks,$4150. 1966 TOPAZ
LX: 66,000 miss, 83360.
Ons owner car 437-4723,
437-409

19

Miirray Ledger &Times
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Lots
For Saki

PAGE

713-1229

Large post bed - several odd 4 drawer chest & vanities - other odd beds - couch
& chair - recliner - odd chairs - hide-a-bed couch - coffee & end table - lamps vanity lamps - floor lamps - electric sewing machine - bedroom suite - bookcase
- knee hole desk - vacuum cleaner - baby bed - electric fan - flat top trunk - foot
locker - small wood boxes - old records - electric clock - small kitchen
appliances - maple table & chairs with matching hutch - portable dish washer auto washer - chrome breakfast set - lotofold glass & china - brass knob homes old dolls - quilts - old quilt pieces - picnic table - riding lawn mower - lawn
furniture - cut-off saw blade - bicycle.
This is only a partial listing - many other items.
Auction held rain or shine. Not responsible for accidents.
Lunch available.
For more information & your auction needs
Phone 435-4144.

Dan Miller - Auctioneer
Bonded in k. & Tenn. /l2N1

Terry Paschall & Darrell Beane

Auctioneers

"My Service Doesn't Cost, It Pays."

Classified Ad
Sale!
February Only
Run an ad 3 days
get 1 day FREE
(6 days 2 days free, 9 days 3 days free)

The sale is open to everyone, long as
they meet the following requirements:
iAds must run three consecutive days.
changes will be made in copy.
iPaid days will run first
rebate will be given if cancelled
before expiration.
All standard rates on classified reader
ads will remain in effect. If you are a regular
classified customer and your ad is already
scheduled for February you will
automatically receive the benefit from the
salel

Take Advantage
Of This
Sale And Save.
Call 753-1916
to place your ad.

PAOR a

THR hillallAY LEDO= & TIMM

THURSDAY, FILINRUARY 1, 1990

THE END IS NEAR - DOWN GO PRICES AGAIN

GOLINIGQOUUIT OF BUSINESS
DATION

Comfortable
Contempary Style With
Natural Oak Trim On Bottom
And Wings

"Pub-Pillow"
Back Living Room

Matching
Lounge
Chair
Matching
Love $29
Seat

$199
Sofa Is On

$397•

Foam Mattresses
3" Thick In Twin, Full
or Queen Size ... Dozen
Of Uses... Your Choice $10Each

Firm Quality

2 Pc. Mattress Set
Twin Size
2 Pc. Sets
Full Size
2 Pc. Sets

111
Mum.

ilgti;s1
71:
614
4
F
0
.
17
1 114

Super Firm

2 Pc. Mattress Set

Full Size
Sets
Queen
Sets

Queen
Sets

159
199

Sofa And

Lt 'Colonial Wing
Living Room Outfit
Sofa

$259

Love
An
3 Seat"0
$399
9 And
Chair

4-Piece Youth
Bedroom Set

$197 ,

Deep
Tufted
"Country" OverSized Living Room
Sofa & Chair

•• n.-71.7. •

• WWII!•%fr.•Enar..7
.
..w. IP4

ft :a

•••••••• •t. .• .

.•4.PV.-10., 11601•111•11,
..:ft•••

LOCHRIDGE AND RIDGWAY
INCORPORATED

OPEN 7 DAYS
*Monday, Tuesday
and Wednesday -9 To 5
*Thursday And
Friday Evening 9 To 8
*Saturday 9 To 5
•open Sunday 12 To 5

